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Display terrariums

You would like to have your own individual vivarium, decorated according to your own wishes, but don’t have the time to 
decorate it on your own? 

Under the term „Show Vivarium“ we are offering fully equipped and ready to use vivariums. Each vivarium is decorated 
individually with Lucky Reptile products and is ready for immediate use. Of course we will consider your wishes. For those 
who want to have something special, a premium decoration can be ordered. In this case we will use special vivarium 
sculpturing techniques, making the vivarium one of a kind. The technical equipment is highlighted in the item description 
of the different available terrariums. We will gladly install options like a rain system or a humidifier. 

Our individual vivariums can be obtained through the pet trade who can discuss special wishes with you and us. Examples 
for our individual vivariums can be found in the galleries on www.lucky-reptile.com.
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Vivariums and Cabinets

Basic decoration sample

lockable  
(lock not incl.)

Bright Sun  
upgradable

Night Sky LED 
 upgradable

tray for multiple socket 
outlet and timer clock

Safe openingwater-proof socket with 
UV-tube

low-voltage lampClips to fasten lateral ventilation

Integrated  
ventilation 

 

Double sided poster and 

Info DVD included

Reptiles and amphibians are cold-blooded animals and completely rely on the ambient climate conditions. Today there is a 
multiplicity of technical devices to create the optimal climate in the terrarium. However, this assumes the willingness to deal 
with the technology. Very often enthusiastic newcomers quickly reach their frustration limit. 

Completely different: the Starter Kits of Lucky Reptile! The different models are outfitted especially for certain species and 
fully match the climatic and other needs of every species they are destined for. The lighting and heating needs are considered 
specifically for every species and all this technology is hidden from sight in the lid ensuring a tidy appearance. In order that you 
can start right away substrate and a basic decoration fulfilling the needs of the species is included. Simply unpack the vivarium, 
install the lighting, decorate it and you are ready to go and only have to get the right food for your animals.

Starter Kits
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The lid and the general vivarium construction offer plenty possibilities to add extra devices that help to make life easier. To 
control and monitor the temperature or humidity a Lucky Reptile Thermo Control or Humidity Control can be attached to the 
lid with the sockets been hidden inside a compartment in the lid. Here there is also space for a power strip and in case of the 
80 cm version, timers. Clips that hold tubes of rain systems are there as well as openings that allow the installation of a Lucky 
Reptile Night Sky LED system in case you want to watch your animals at night. The Starter Kit 80 cm even offers the possibility 
to retro-fit a Bright Sun 35W to offer your animals the best possible lighting. Ask your vendor for the Bright Sun Set DL.

Every Starter Kit is designed for easy to keep species that are well suited for beginners. You will find a Kit that for leopard geckos 
or fire bellied toads but also Starter Kits for raising juvenile bearded dragons or snakes for which you will later need a bigger 
vivarium as they grow. 

We are sure that there is something for everybody. Each Starter Kit contains a brochure with care tipps for the corresponding 
species. In addition video tutorials help with the set-up and decoration of the vivarium. This the modern way of animal keeping 
and this easy can the entrance into the world of herp keeping be – without frustration and troubles for animal and keeper.

By the way, many species are also wonderful pets interacting with their care-takers, showing their own character and becoming 
lovable part of the family.
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article eaN item #

starter Kit 80 cm „leopard Gecko“ black   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80LG-B

starter Kit 80 cm „leopard Gecko“ white   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80LG-W

article eaN item #

starter Kit 80 cm „Bearded Dragon“ black   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80BD-B

starter Kit 80 cm „Bearded Dragon“ white   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80BD-W

Vivariums and Cabinets

This Starter Kit can be used for raising young animals as well 
as the permanent keeping of 2-3 adult animals. All neces-

sary accessories and all relevant keeping information are 
included and allow you to set-up a nice housing mee-
ting all the requirements of these lovely animals. Nor-
mally leopard geckos quickly become tame and also 
make good pets for smaller children as they cause no 
allergies and their low maintenance requirements can 
be handled well by children. 
For better observation during their nocturnal activity, 

we recommend to install the Lucky Reptile Night Sky 
Set as night-time lighting.

Because bearded dragons become relatively big, the Lucky 
Reptile Starter Kit „Bearded Dragon“ is suitable only for 

raising juveniles. Once they have reached a total length 
of 25 cm they need a bigger terrarium. The Starter Kit 

contains everything needed for successfully raising 
young bearded dragons: a high output T5 UV lamp, an 
energy-efficient low voltage halogen heat lamp, hiding 
places and climbing branches as well Lucky Reptile 
Cannabis Bedding as substrate. You will also find a 
brochure that explains everything necessary about 

your bearded dragon and informs where you will find 
further information.

Once your bearded dragon has outgrown the Starter Kit, it might be suitable for raising its 
offspring. Or use it for an exciting other animal with similar requirements e.g., an Australian 

earless dragon or a Xenagama which both only grow a little bigger than 10 cm and be kept perma-
nently in the Lucky Reptile Starter Kit „Bearded Dragon“.

Starter Kit  „Leopard Gecko“
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Starter Kit  „Bearded Dragon“
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article eaN item #

starter Kit 80 cm „tortoise“ black  
ca. 80x40x52 cm, complete with Lighting + deco  SK80TO-B

starter Kit 80 cm „tortoise“ white  
ca. 80x40x52 cm, complete with Lighting + deco  SK80TO-W

article eaN item #

starter Kit 50 cm „snake“ black  
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50S-B

starter Kit 50 cm „snake“ white  
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50S-W

starter Kit 80 cm „snake“ black  
ca. 80x40x52 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK80S-B

starter Kit 80 cm „snake“ white 
ca. 80x40x52 cm,complete with Lighting + deco SK80S-W

article eaN item #

starter Kit 50 cm „Desert Gecko“ black   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50DG-B

starter Kit 50 cm „Desert Gecko“ white   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50DG-W

Vivariums and Cabinets

For snakes we offer two differently sized Starters Kits which 
contain everything you need for most of the common 

snakes species. First of all, these terrariums are meant 
for the raising of juvenile snakes, e.g. the 50 cm size 
for the popular corn snake or the 80 cm version 
for a ball python. However, there are also snakes 
which are suitable for a permanent care in the 80 
cm version of the Starter Kit. We present some well 
available and particularly attractive species in the 
enclosed brochure. Your specialist pet shop will cer-

tainly help you to select the right animal for you and 
advise which additional accessories are needed.

For people who cannot offer enough space for a big leopard gecko terrarium or are more 
interested in the very exciting smaller gecko species, we warmly recommend this Starter 
Kit. It is addressed more to the hobbyist than to the pet owner and enables a realistic 
imitation of the living environment of a „Desert Gecko“. 
The enclosed brochure provides several suggestions of suitable species, so you can dive 
into the fascinating world of herp keeping that will get you hooked on.

Tortoises, these amazing, sympathetic animals can be held 
very well in a glass terrarium like Lucky Reptile Starter 

Kit „Tortoise“ as long as they are still small. Later it is 
recommended to keep them outside.
The Starter Kit contains several hides and Lucky Rep-
tile Tortoise Bedding which is also being used with 
great success by zoos. Of course the right UV and 
heat lamps are also included.

Starter Kit „Snake“

Starter Kit  „Desert Gecko“

Starter Kit  „Tortoise“
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article eaN item #

starter Kit 50 cm „tarantula  + scorpion“ black   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50TS-B

starter Kit 50 cm „tarantula  + scorpion“ white   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50TS-W

article eaN item #

starter Kit 50 cm „Bombina + pacman“ black   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50BP-B

starter Kit 50 cm „Bombina + pacman“ white   
ca. 50x28x40 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK50BP-W

starter Kit 80 cm „Bombina/pacman“ black   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80BP-B

starter Kit 80 cm „Bombina/pacman“ white   
ca. 80x40x52 cm, Complete with Lighting + deco SK80BP-W

Vivariums and Cabinets

Invertebrates are very well suited as a start into herp keeping 
as their requirements are relatively easy to fulfill and their 

maintenance costs are low. Especially for children there 
are a lot of fascinating species which are exciting to 
observe. 
This Starter Kit was developed mainly for medium-sized 
ground dwelling tarantulas and scorpions. Compared 
to other invertebrates they have the advantage that 
grow much older and do not need much maintenance. 
They are quiet but exciting co-inhabitants. Keep in mind 

though that all are potentially dangerous due to their 
poison. However, with most species the poisonous effect 

is lower than that of a bee-sting. Only people allergic to bees 
or other invertebrate poisons should pay attention.
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Starter Kit  „Tarantula/Scorpion“

In this Starter Kit a glass bar is stuck and an inside filter is 
included, so that a region with water can be realized. So 

you can keep optimally the attractive firebelly toads 
which care for action in the terrarium. 
Or you invite the pleasant, however, cuddly 
„Pacman“. The frog which is called like this because 
its enormous mouth and devours as a lurking 
hunter practically everything what goes past and 
fits in the 

mouth. Naturally one can also keep other amphibian 
species in this starter Kit. Your local pet retailer will 

offer you advice.

Starter Kit  „Bombina/Pacman“

Application sample:
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article eaN item #

starter Kit 80 cm „turtle" black 
ca. 80x40x52 cm, complete with Lighting + deco  SK80TU-B

starter Kit 80 cm „turtle" white 
ca. 80x40x52 cm, complete with Lighting + deco SK80TU-W

Vivariums and Cabinets

Starter Kit „Turtle“          (ETA June/July 2018)
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The Starter Kit “Turtle” is available in 80 cm with a water 
level of max. 20 cm. It offers plenty of room for the 

permanent care of small turtle species like mud and 
musk turtles or for raising larger growing species like 
sliders.
The lid not only prevents that the created heat is 
lost again to the top as it is the case with most 
turtle tanks, it also sports a UV tube and a low 
voltage halogen lamp, in splash proof sockets of 

course. The tube not only provides the basic lighting 
but also offers enough UVB radiation for a healthy 

bone and shell growth. The halogen lamp creates a cozy 
basking site on the provided swimming island. This island 

is constructed in a way that it adapts to the water level. Additi-
onal ventilation areas prevent a high humidity level inside the vivarium. Through the front 
hatch an easy access for feeding and front screen cleaning is possible. For larger mainte-
nance work the lid can be removed. A powerful internal filter and a plastic plant are also 
included. The plant not only increases the attractiveness of the vivarium but also offers 
resting places to baby turtles that still cannot swim well and easily drown.

It is possible to attach an external filter thanks to holes on the backside.

Application sample:

NeW
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article eaN item #

insecttarrium 5 l approx 15x15x25 cm IT-5

insecttarrium 5 l "Halogen" approx 15x15x25 cm ITH-5

insecttarrium 5 l "uK Version" approx 15x15x25 cm IT-5UK

insecttarrium 5 l "Halogen" "uK Version"
approx 15x15x25 cm ITH-5UK

article eaN item #

Critter Box approx 6x11 cm CB-1

Critter Box approx 6x11 cm "Bulkware" at 200 pcs. 6-69125-01

Vivariums and Cabinets

Our Insect Tarrium is ideal for explorers and those who want to be 
one. It can house mantids, stick insects, beetles, spiders and 

many other small invertebrates and even aquatic species. 
For most animals like insects and snails that children find 

outside on their excursions the InsectTarrium is the perfect 
container to watch 
them for a while before releasing them again into the 
wild. And for adults the attractive cylinder shaped tank 
with its LED lighting offers diversion on the desk. The 
InsectTarrium is made of robust PET plastic. The 

removable LED lid contains a fine ventilation mesh, fee-
ding door and an LED light unit with two daylight and one 

moonlight LED. A light sensor automatically switches over to 
moonlight when it is getting dark. 

If tropical species should be kept inside the Insect-Tarrium they 
need it warm. For this purpose there is also a version with halogen lid. 

Depending on the species small Halogen Sun LV Nano lamps with 5W, 10W or 20W can be 
used and create cozy warmth and sun spot. The halogen lamp is controlled together with 
daylight LED over the day/night sensor.
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Plug and Play Terrariums and Terrarium Set

Insect-Tarrium

Which breeder does not know this? There are many young animals to be 
raised that can only be kept one by one due to the risk of cannibalism. 

The Lucky Reptile Critter Box was designed for the scenario and 
excellent for raising spiderlings and baby mantids. Thanks to 

feeding hatch even large amounts of these mini vivariums can 
be maintained with little time effort. 
The “Twist and Lock” function prevents accidental ope-
ning and also allows adjusting the ventilation to a certain 
amount. The high top section significantly minimizes the 
risk of escape of the animals as mantids and  tree spiders 
tend to flee upwards. Another advantage of the construc-

tion is that tree spiders can build their nets in the top part 
and these stay intact even when the box is opened.

If desired a small LED (e.g. Lucky Reptile Night Sky) can ins-
talled in the hole of the feeding hatch.

Critter Box
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article eaN item #

aqua-tarrium black 73,5x55x75 cm AT-1B

Cabinet black for aqua-tarrium 73,5x55x70 cm ATC-1B

aqua-tarrium white 73,5x55x75 cm AT-1W

Cabinet white for aqua-tarrium 73,5x55x70 cm ATC-1W

Cabinet maple for aqua-tarrium 73,5x55x70 cm ATC-1M

Cabinet Beech for aqua-tarrium 73,5x55x70 cm ATC-1BE
 

Vivariums and Cabinets

The core of this attractive paludarium is the big waterfall with gadgets for plants and a 
Mini Fogger. The waterfall sports dry resting and basking places where the animals can 
remain if they are not inside the water. Around the waterfall there is a big swimming area 
with a water level of up to 20 cm. The AquaTarrium is perfect for a great selection of ani-
mals living in and around the water, e. G. fire bellied toads, frogs, newts, juvenile garter 
snakes and turtles, crabs and fish. Also keeping several species together like e. G. fish 
and amphibians is possible. 
The AquaTarrium not only offers an attractive biotope in your living room but also has a 
calming and relaxing effect.

Aqua-Tarrium
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Application sample:
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article eaN item #

Bearded Dragon starter terrarium „maple“ 
80x50x50 cm SET-BD855M

Bearded Dragon starter terrarium „Beech“ 
80x50x50 cm SET-BD855B

starter terrarium Bearded Dragon „maple“- premium  
80x50x50 cm SET-PBD855M

starter terrarium Bearded Dragon „Beech“- premium  
80x50x50 cm SET-PBD855B

starter terrarium Bearded Dragon „2 color“ premium  
80x50x50 cm SET-PBD855D2

article eaN item #

terrarium set leopardgecko „maple“ 80x50x50 cm SET-LG855M

terrarium set leopardgecko „Beech“ 80x50x50 cm SET-LG855B

terrarium set leopardgecko „2 colour“ 80x50x50 cm SET-LG855DL

Vivariums and Cabinets

Beech

maple

The Bearded Dragon Terrarium contains: 
Furni-Tarrium 80x50x50 cm (beech or maple)

Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket PRO 
Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun 50W

Lucky Reptile T5 luminaire
Lucky Reptile UV Sun T5 24W
Lucky Reptile Cannabis Bedding, Waterdish, branches
Thanks to the Thermo Socket PRO the vivarium can 
be later easily upgraded with a Bright Sun lamp. The 

Premium Edition contains a Bright Sun UV Desert 50W 
with Bright Control EVO instead of the Halogen Sun 

50W. The terrarium is delivered assembled complete 
with lighting installation, so that you only have to plug it 

into the wall socket and decorate it. 
attention! this terrarium set is destined for raising juveniles, it is 

not suitable for keeping adult bearded dragons!

Bearded Dragon Terrarium

Leopard geckos are nocturnal and friendly companions 
with beautiful colours and patterns. They only need little 

space and are not difficult to keep, making them a per-
fect start into the hobby of herp keeping. Accordingly, 
we offer a perfectly tuned vivarium that contains 
everything they need. 

The Leopard Gecko Terrarium contains:
Furni-Tarrium 80x50x50 cm (either beech or maple)
Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket PRO

Lucky Reptile Moon Lamp
Lucky Reptile T5 luminaire

Lucky Reptile UV Sun T5 24W
Lucky Reptile Cannabis Bedding,Water bowl, hide-outs and 

natural decoration. 

The terrarium is fully assembled with the technical equipment being pre-installed and 
only needs to be decorated and plugged into the wall socket. Thanks to the Thermo 
Socket PRO it can be easily equipped with other lighting solutions like the Lucky Reptile 
Bright Sun.

Leopard Gecko Terrarrium
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article eaN item #

terrarium Basis-set 80x50x50 cm „maple“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-855M

terrarium Basis-set 100x50x60 cm „maple“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1056M

terrarium Basis-set 120x60x80 cm „maple“   
1x T-5 tube 39W, 2x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1268M

terrarium Basis-set 80x50x50 cm „Beech“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-855B

terrarium Basis-set 100x50x60 cm „Beech“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1056B

terrarium Basis-set 120x60x80 cm „Beech“   
1x T-5 tube 39W, 2x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1268B

terrarium Basis-set 80x50x50 cm „2 colours“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-855D2

terrarium Basis-set 100x50x60 cm „2 colours“   
1x T-5 tube 24W, 1x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1056D2

terrarium Basis-set 120x60x80 cm „2 colours“   
1x T-5 tube 39W, 2x Thermo Socket PRO SET-1268D2

Vivariums and Cabinets

1. Install lighting      2. Add substrate      3. Decorate           Ready in 15 minutes!

With the terrarium Basis set in three steps to success!

2-colours

Our Terrarium Basis Sets are fully assembled Furni-Tarriums that already have the ligh-
ting sockets pre-installed. Apart from a Lucky Reptile T5 luminaire one or two E27 lam-
pholders are installed. You only have to select your favorite animals and get the right 
lamps for them. Thanks to the installed Thermo Socket PRO lampholder every E27 
lamp can be used, including the Lucky Reptile Bright Sun. Simply attach the ballast to 
the Thermo Socket PRO and screw the Bright Sun into the socket. We guarantee the 
correct electrical installations by our technicians and seal the terrarium hems on the 
inside with silicone. No matter if you want a snake, a lizard or a tortoise the Terrarium 
Basis Sets are the perfect and easy entry into the hobby. Take the vivarium, add the 
lamps and now you just have to decorate it as desired. 
Other sizes on request!

Terrarium Basis Sets
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article eaN item #

life Box 30 white approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-30W

life Box 30 berry approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-30P

life Box 30 decorated „Desert“ approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-35W

life Box 30 decorated „Jungle“ approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-35P

life Box 35 white approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-30HP

life Box 35 purple approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-30HW

life Box 35 decorated „Desert“ approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-35HP

life Box 35 decorated „Jungle“ approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-35HW

life Box 30 purple "without light" approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-30OB

life Box 30 white "without light" approx. 30x18x30 cm LB-30OW

life Box 35 purple "without light" approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-35OP

life Box 35 white "without light" approx. 35x20x35 cm LB-35OW

Vivariums and Cabinets

The Life Box is designed as multifunctional 
device, also for use with water. For use as 
terrarium you can easily create vents by drilling 
holes into the lower back or front.

Set new trends in your home and use the great possibilities 
of the Life Box. In modern retro-style it is an absolute 

eye-catcher in your living room. 
The highlight of the Life Box is its flexibility and the 
LED light unit with integrated light control. You can 
set different colors (light, blue, red, green) and con-
tinuous illumination in various color combinations, 
or you can use programs with automatically chan-
ging light sequences with smooth colour changes. 

In total the light control offers 17 different programs. 
The Life Box is not only suitable for keeping animals 

but you can also use it as a pure deco-object wich you 
can decorate to your taste, e.g. with a little Zen garden.  

Or you can  use it as a small greenhouse, e.g. for carnivo-
rous plants, bromeliads or orchids.If your Life Box should become 

the home of an animal, you can choose of a big variety of invertebrates such as praying 
mantids, beetles, scorpions and millipedes to name a few, aquatic animals like Siamese 
fighting fish or crayfish, little frogs but also small geckos . 
With separately accessories like fans or heat mats the Life Box can be easily made a good 
home for your animal of choice.The Life Box is available in two sizes and colors.
Also availbale with Halogen light unit or no light unit at all (Attention, in this case with ope-
ning at the top!).

Life Box

Designer Vivariums
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article eaN item #

life pyramid 30 mit life light Halogen  
ca. 30x30x30 cm LP-30

life pyramid 30 mit life light multicolor  
ca. 30x30x30 cm LP-30M

life pyramid 45 mit life light Halogen  
ca. 30x30x45 cm LP-45

life pyramid 45 mit life light multicolor 
ca. 30x30x45 cm LP-45M

article eaN item #

Furnitarrium premium 80x60x120 cm "taupe" FTP-  80T

Furnitarrium premium 120x60x120 cm "taupe" FTP-120T

Furnitarrium premium 160x80x120 cm "taupe" FTP-160T

Furnitarrium premium 80x60x120 cm „Oak“   FTPC-80T

Furnitarrium premium 120x60x120 cm „Oak“   FTPC-120T

Furnitarrium premium 160x80x120 cm „Oak“   FTPC-160T

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 80x60x65 cm   "taupe" FTP-  80O

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 120x60x65 cm "taupe" FTP-120O

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 160x80x65 cm  "taupe" FTP-160O

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 80x60x65 cm „Oak“   FTPC-80O

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 120x60x65 cm „Oak“   FTPC-120O

Cabinet Furnitarrium premium 160x80x65 cm „Oak“   FTPC-160O

Vivariums and Cabinets

These high-quality wooden vivariums are delivered fully built up. They are designed 
with a double ceiling into which the lighting can be integrated, hidden from the viewer. 
Corresponding inbay lamps are already included. The corpus has a modern white finish. 
Different coloured front panels create a modern and stylish look which blends in well into 
today’s home surroundings. Matching cabinets are available as option. Again the front 
doors are available in two modern colours: taupe and light oak. They offer plenty of sto-
rage space and help to make the FurniTarrium Premium a true piece of furniture.
Nicely decorated the Lucky Reptile FurnitTarrium Premium is an absolute optical highlight 
in your home. The generous sizes guarantee that also the animals will feel comfortable.

Furni Tarrium Premium

You‘ll find timeless charm in the life-pyramids. They are 
made of fine glass and are available in two sizes. The 

footprint of both sizes is 30 x 30 cm, the height is 
available in 30 cm or 45 cm. The lighting works as 
a combination of a halogen lamp which delivers 
the temperature at daytime and a night-light LED 
which starts automatically in the evening (sensor 
observed). At daytime the daylight LED works 
together with the halogen lamp. Of course the 

system can also be used without the halogen 
lamp.  There are lots of appropriate animals for the 

life pyramids.
Also available with Multicolor light unit with colour 

changing function. In this case without heat lamp.

Life Pyramide
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article eaN item #

Herp-tarrium 50x40x50 cm HT-55

Herp-tarrium 60x50x60 cm HT-66

Herp-tarrium 80x50x100 cm HT-8510

Herp-tarrium 100x50x60 cm HT-1056

Herp-tarrium 120x60x100 cm HT-12610

Herp-tarrium 60x50x100 cm HT-6510

Herp-tarrium 60x40x40 cm HT-64

Herp-tarrium 40x40x40 cm HT-44

Vivariums and Cabinets

edge protection removable lid with cable leadthrough robust metal mesh

The Lucky Reptile Herp-Tarrium is an especially developed 
glass terrarium with black plastic frame acting as edge 
protection. They have a removable lid with robust metal 
mesh that has an excellent light penetrability. This makes 
it possible to place lamps on top of the terrarium and still 
ensures that sufficient light and UV is reaching the animal. 
For the easy installation of lamps and other technical 
equiment like spray nozzles from rain systems there are 
sealable holes in the lid. 

The front ventilation is installed vertically. This reduces the 
risk from animals getting stuck in the mesh which is quite 
high with terrariums that have horizontal ventilation. The 
sliding doors do not go over the full front but end in side 
profiles leaving a small glass frame to the side (50x40x50 
cm and up). This reduces the escape risk of quick animals 
like day geckos when opening the door. For increased 
operation comfort the lid can be removed which eases 
cleaning significantly. 
In addition cable lead throughs can be openend in the lid to add heat mats or rock 
heaters to the cage interior. The Herp-Tarriums are available in generous sizes and 
offer a design and function which makes them stand out compared to standard 
vivariums.

Herp-Tarrium

Glass Vivariums
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article eaN item #

Herp-tarrium sD 30x30x30 cm 
with swing door HTSD-33

Herp-tarrium sD 30x30x45 cm 
with swing door HTSD-34

Herp-tarrium „white“ 30x30x30 cm 
with swing door HTW-33

Herp-tarrium „white“ 30x30x45 cm 
with swing door HTW-34

Herp-tarrium „white“ 40x40x40 cm 
with swing door HTW-44

Herp-tarrium „white“ 50x40x50 cm 
with swing door HTW-54

Herp-tarrium "white" 60x50x60 cm 
with swing door HTW-65

article eaN item #

Herp-tarrium „sencillo“ 60x50x60 cm „white“   
with swing door HTS-65W

Herp-tarrium „sencillo“ 80x50x100 cm „white“   
with swing door HTS-8510W

Herp-tarrium „sencillo“ 100x50x60 cm „white“   
with swing door HTS-1056W

Herp-tarrium „sencillo“ 120x60x100 cm „white“  
with swing door HTS-12610W

Vivariums and Cabinets

Dtesign Hint:
The frame of the terrarium enables you to use 
decoration foil to creatively design your Herp-
Tarrium nique design object.

The Herp-Tarriums with swing doors, white plastic frames and covers with gauze fit in 
perfectly in modern living environments. Combined with a Lucky Reptile Flexlight you get a 
stylish design object. 
As known from the Herp-Tarrium line, they have a removable lid with gauze, cable glands, a 
vertical front ventilation and edge protectors made  of plastic.

Herp-Tarrium Swing white

Elegant and modern – the new HerpTarrium „Sencillo“. Made of exclusive white 
glass this terrarium offers a pristine sight of its inhabitants. The lid, made of the 
purest high gloss white plastic adds a discrete effect that leads, in addition with 
the white bottom frame and the white enclosed vertical ventilation and a full 
vitreous body, to a coherent overall package. Paired with the matching terrarium 
cabinet “Vario” with its removable fronts a visual highlight and a source of piece 
and quietness can be created in your home. 
On the technical side a removable lid with stainless steel gauze for extensive 
ventilation and easy maintenance are provided. Flexible, lockable cable bushings 
are integrated. The terrarium can be accessed via double doors with an integrated 
locking mechanism. A suitable lock for secure access is available separately. The 
vertical ventilation in the front minimizes the risk of injuries, compared to terra-
riums with horizontal ventilation and ensures optimal air exchange. 

HerpTarrium „Sencillo“
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Vivariums and Cabinets

Why do terrariums have to be made of glass? Wood 
is also an excellent material to build practical and 
nicely designed terrariums. The Lucky Reptile Furni-
Tarriums are made of high quality, coated MDF 
boards and are like a piece of furniture. 

Compared to glass vivariums they have several 
advantages. The wood construction with Maple or 
Beech coating blends in nicely in the living room and 
can be choosen optically fitting to the rest of the fur-
niture. In addition, wood is a much better insulation 
material then glass, helping to reduce the required 
energy for running a terrarium, something to con-
sider when looking at today‘s rising energy costs. 
In addition to the lower operating costs there are 
further advantages. It is for example no problem to 
drill additional holes where desired to install lighting 
or other things and you can stack several terrariums 
on top of each other without the need for a shelf. 

Also the animals will feel safer and well protected 
inside a wooden terrarium compared to a glass tank. 

The wooden terrarium offers protection of sight everywhere excecpt the front while in glass vivariums the animal has to pay 
attention to all sides which causes a lot of stress. An animal will feel home much quicker inside a wooden terrarium and will 
show a more natural behaviour thanks to the reduced stress. 

The front screens are made of tempered glass for maximum safety. These glass screens will not break when dropped to the 
floor. Stick-On plastic handles are included. For ensuring optimal ventilation, large ventilation areas have been installed to the 
front and backside. A cable leadthrough can be found in the back, which will also accomodate big Schuko or UK plugs. 

The Furni-Tarriums are shipped flat-packed. This ensures easy, safe and inexpensive transport. In case of a move you can also 
simply take apart your terrarium again for easier transport. For a waterproof sealing on the inside a tube of silicone is included.
Wooden vivariums increase the safety feeling of the animals due to only one “open” side 

available Decors: „maple“, „Beech“ and 2-color.

Wooden Vivariums
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article eaN item #

Furnitarrium 60x40x40 cm „maple“   FT-644M

Furnitarrium 60x50x80 cm „maple“  FT-658M

Furnitarrium 80x50x50 cm „maple“  FT-855M

Furnitarrium 80x50x100 cm „maple“  FT-8510M

Furnitarrium 100x50x60 cm „maple“   FT-1056M

Furnitarrium 120x50x50 cm „maple“   FT-1255M

Furnitarrium 120x60x80 cm „maple“   FT-1268M

Furnitarrium 150x80x100 cm „maple“   FT-15810M

Furnitarrium 200x100x100 cm „maple“   FT-201010M

Furnitarrium 60x40x40 cm „Beech“   FT-644B

Furnitarrium 60x50x80 cm „Beech“  FT-658B

Furnitarrium 80x50x50 cm „Beech“   FT-855B

Furnitarrium 80x50x100 cm „Beech“  FT-8510B

Furnitarrium 100x50x60 cm „Beech“   FT-1056B

Furnitarrium 120x50x50 cm „Beech“   FT-1255B

Furnitarrium 120x60x80 cm „Beech“   FT-1268B

Furnitarrium 150x80x100 cm „Beech“   FT-15810B

Furnitarrium 200x100x100 cm „Beech“   FT-201010B

Furnitarrium 80x50x50 cm „dark 2 colours“   FT-855D2

Furnitarrium 80x50x100 cm „dark 2 colours“  FT-8510D2

Furnitarrium 100x50x60 cm „dark 2 colours“   FT-1056D2

Furnitarrium 120x50x50 cm „2 color“   FT-1255D2

Furnitarrium 120x60x80 cm „dark 2 colours“   FT-1268D2

Furnitarrium 150x80x100 cm „dark 2 colours“  FT-15810D2

Vivariums and Cabinets

Furni-Tarrium - Maple

Furni-Tarrium - Beech

Furni-Tarrium - 2 colours

Advantages of a
wooden vivarium:

• engery saving
• homely
• flexible

Wooden vivariums increa-
se  the safety feeling of the 
animals. Due to 
only one "open" side.
 

Furni Tarrium 
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article Black Maple Beech 2-colours

Vivarium Cabinet with door 60x40x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door 60x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door 80x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door 100x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door 120x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door 120x60x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet with door  150x60x68 cm

article eaN item #

Cabinet system „Vario“ 60x50x66 cm white VCV-60W

Cabinet system „Vario“ 80x50x66 cm white VCV-80W

Cabinet system „Vario“ 100x50x66 cm white    VCV-100W

Cabinet system „Vario“ 120x60x66 cm white  VCV-120W

article Black Maple Beech 2-colours

Vivarium Cabinet 60x40x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 60x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 80x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 100x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 120x50x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 120x60x68 cm

Vivarium Cabinet 150x60x68 cm

VCD-64B

VCD-125BE

VCD-105BE

VCD-85BE

VCD-65BE

VCD-64BE

VCD-126M

VCD-125M

VCD-105M

VCD-85M

VCD-65M

VCD-64M

VCD-125B

VCD-65B

VCD-156BE

VCD-126D2

VCD-105D2

VCD-126BE

VC-64B

VC-65B

VC-125B

VC-126M

VC-125M

VC-105M

VC-85M

VC-65M

VC-64M

VC-125BE

VC-105BE

VC-85BE

VC-65BE

VC-64BE

VC-126BE

VC-156M

Vivariums and Cabinets
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Vivarium Cabinets
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article item #

Openair Vivarium small ca. 25x25x35 cm OV-1

Openair Vivarium medium ca. 40x40x60 cm OV-2

Openair Vivarium large ca. 55x55x100 cm OV-3

Openair Vivarium Xl ca. 100x100x120 cm OV-4

plastic tray 25x25 cm for OpenAir Vivarium small OVT-11

plastic tray 35x25 cm for OpenAir Vivarium small OVT-12

plastic tray 40x40 cm for OpenAir Vivarium medium OVT-21

plastic tray 60x40 cm for OpenAir Vivarium medium OVT-22

plastic tray 55x55 cm for OpenAir Vivarium large OVT-31

plastic tray 100x55 cm for OpenAir Vivarium large OVT-32

plastic tray 100x100 cm for OpenAir Vivarium XL OVT-41

Cross Connector 4 way for Openair Vivarium Xl   OVR-2

Connector 4 way for Openair Vivarium Xl   OVR-0

Connector 3 way for Openair Vivarium 
suitable for all sizes OVR-1

replacement tube 25 cm (19 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium small OVR-25

replacement tube 35 cm (29 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium small OVR-35

replacement tube 40 cm (34 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium medium OVR-40

replacement tube 60 cm (54 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium medium OVR-60

replacement tube 55 cm (49 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium large OVR-55

replacement tube 100 cm (94 cm) 
for OpenAir Vivarium large OVR-100

Vivariums and Cabinets

The OpenAir Vivarium is made from robust nylon mesh. It is excellent for animals that 
require a good ventilation like chameleons. The OpenAir Vivarium is also perfect for ena-
bling your animals a stay outdoors. The nylon mesh allows UV to penetrate the cage and 
minimizes the risk of overheating. 
The terrarium is easy and quick to assemble and disassemble and very light and handy if 
disassembled. This makes it excellent for field trips and research. The cage has eye-lets 
for hanging or attaching carrying straps. A little door makes daily procedures like fee-
ding easier. It is not necessary to open the complete side of the terrarium, which would 
increase the risk of animals getting out. 
Compared to other models on the market, the nylon mesh is “cricket-safe”. While crickets 
and other feeding insects often quickly eat through the mesh vivariums of other brands 
rendering them useless,  the Lucky Reptile Open Air Vivarium are a hard nut for them 
and the insects have no chance to eat themselves a way out. Watertight plastic trays are 
available as accessories and can be added to the bottom.

OpenAir Vivarium

Mesh Cages
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article eaN item #

turtle-tarrium small „silver“ 
60x36x26/36 cm, approx. 30 l TUT-60

turtle-tarrium medium „silver“ 
80x45x50 cm / approx. 70 l TUT-80

turtle-tarrium large „silver“ 
100x58x36/65 cm, approx. 170 l TUT-100

turtle-tarrium maxi „silver“ 
120x68x36/65 cm, approx. 230 l TUT-120

article eaN item #

turtle-tarrium small „Black“ 
60x36x26/36 cm, approx. 30 l TUTB-60

turtle-tarrium medium „Black“ 
80x45x50 cm / approx. 70 l TUTB-80

turtle-tarrium large „Black“ 
100x58x36/65 cm, approx. 170 l TUTB-100

turtle-tarrium maxi „Black“ 
120x68x36/65 cm, approx. 230 l TUTB-120

article eaN item #

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium small „silver“ with door TUT-60C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium medium „silver“ with door TUT-80C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium large „silver“ with door TUT-100C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium maxi „silver“ with door TUT-120C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium small „Black“ with door TUTB-60C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium medium „Black“ with door TUTB-80C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium large „Black“ with door TUTB-100C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium maxi „Black“ with door TUTB-120C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium small „maple“ with door TUTM-60C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium medium „maple“ with door TUTM-80C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium large „maple“ with door TUTM-100C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium maxi „maple“ with door TUTM-120C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium small „Beech“ with door TUTBE-60C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium medium „Beech“ with door TUTBE-80C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium large „Beech“ with door TUTBE-100C

Cabinet for turtle-tarrium maxi „Beech“ with door TUTBE-120C

Vivariums and Cabinets

The Turtle-Tarriums are turtle tanks with a b-shaped front screen. The attractive shape 
makes them a nice addtiton to every living room. A hole on the backside allows for easy 
installation of technical equiment including external filters. Lucky Reptile Turtle-Tarriums 
are a great eye catcher and perfect for the longterm keeping of several turtle species. 
Fitting cabinets are available!

Turtle-Tarrium

Tortoise and Turtle Tanks

Turtle-Tarrium black

Matching cabinets to the popular Turtle Tarriums in additional popular colours.

Cabinet for Turtle-Tarrium
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article eaN item #

tortoise Home 120x80x68 cm   TH-120

lid for tortoise Home 120x80x68 cm  THL-120

extension set for tortoise Home 120x80x68 cm THE-120

tortoise Home 150x80x77 cm  TH-150

lid for tortoise Home 150x80x77 cm THL-150

extension set for tortoise Home 150x80x77 cm THE-150

tortoise Home 200x100x90 cm TH-200

extension set for tortoise Home 200x100x90 cm    THL-200

lid for tortoise Home 200x100x90 cm  THE-200

stand for tortoise Home suitable for all sizes TH-S

Vivariums and Cabinets

Tortoises are popular, however due to their space requirements kee-
ping them indoors is difficult. With the new Lucky Reptile Tortoise 
Home this changes as these terrariums already have two levels in 
the standard version and theoretically can be extended indefinitely by 
installing further levels which are available as extension. This way it is 
possible to offer the animals plenty of usable space while the terra-
rium itself only requires a relatively small foot print. Keeping European 
tortoises indoors also as adults is now a realistic option for everyone!
The access to the different levels is realized over a ramp, so the tor-
toises can roam freely over the different levels. If needed the ramp 
can be removed and the access closed so that the levels are separate 
from each other. This can be useful in periods when e.g. males press 
the females too much. The roof-deck is open so that the animals can 
benefit from natural sunlight when the Tortoise Home is placed e.g. on 
the balcony. A wire cover for protection and a stand are available as 
accessories. The terrarium is of modern white colour and constructed 
of robust wooden boards. This makes it very easily to install suitable 
lighting systems inside the terrarium. The intermediate levels have 
glass sliding doors for easy access to this level e.g. for cleaning pur-
poses or to reach the animals. Every intermediate level feature vents 
on the side.

Tortoise Home
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Lighting

The proper lighting of your terrarium is a very complex issue as the different animals have quite different requirements and 
there is no standard lighting suitable for all kinds of reptiles.

These days it is well known that UV light is important. However, this is only half the truth. People often concentrate on UV 
lighting and forget about the other ascpects of lighting, e.g. the light intensity. This is a mistake as the light intensity is as 
important if not even more important for the well-being of the animals than UV light. 

In nature, animals enjoy a light intensity of 100.000 lux and more. In normal terrariums the light intensity is much lower and 
most terrariums will probably not even reach 10.000 lux, not enough to allow the animals to show their natural behaviour and 
nicest colours. 

It is therefore important that you do not only concentrate on UV and heat lamps but also install a proper daylight lighting as 
basic lighting for all terrariums. The more light you offer to day active reptiles the better. That is why we have developed the 
Lucky Reptile Bright Sun which does not only provide UV and heat to the animals but also a lot of light. The difference can be 
seen right away! 

Most of the time a combination of different lamps is necessary to achieve the best results. To help identifying the right lamps 
we have marked them accordingly: „Daylight“, „UV lamp“ and „Spot lamp“. In the product description you will find for which 
animals and terrarium types/sizes the lamp is useful. 
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Fluorescent tubes are the perfect basic lighting as they distribute the light 
over a wide area. For snakes, amphibians and invertebrates normally one or 
two tubes are sufficient to simulate the day/night cycle. However, tubes are 
also a must-have for animals that need a high light intensity. Tubes will not 
be able to create bright basking areas but they light the shadowy parts left 
over by punctual spot lamps. For creating bright and warm sun spots not 
only the Bright Sun with its outstanding light output is suitable but also the 
Halogen Sun heat lamps with their outstandig heat performance. 

To find out the specific lighting needs of certain species please refer to the 
animal care sheets on www.lucky-reptile.com.
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Lighting

Lucky Reptile was the first to market metal halide lamps that are especially developed for reptiles. The revolutionary Bright Sun 
lamps offer all what reptiles need:  heat, UV and a lot of light. in their characteristics, Bright Sun lamps come very close to 
the sun. 

In nature, a light intensity of 100.000 lux and more can be measured on a sunny day. Especially for desert species, a high light 
intensity is beneficial for the well-being and will influence activity and colours of the animals. With the Lucky Reptile Bright 
Sun lamps it is possible to achieve natural light intensities inside the vivarium. no other reptile lamp achieves higher light 
intensities or can even remotely match the sun. Mercury vapour UV lamps with 160W which can often be found on the market 
only achieve a mere 10.000 lux at 30 cm distance. With its mere 70W, a Bright Sun UV Desert reaches 60.000 lux and offers a 
heat and UV output comparable to the 160W mercury vapour lamp! 

The reason for this high light output is the energy efficiency of the Bright Sun. Most of the energy is converted into light, while 
with incandescent lamps turn 95% of the input power into heat. With the Bright Sun, an effective reflector construction ensures 
that almost all created heat is concentrated inside the light focus. The lamp is therefore able to create warm basking areas 
comparable to regular spot lamps of the same wattage. Thanks to a big selection of wattages and different reflector types, the 
Bright Sun family is suitable for all vivariums from 30x30x30 cm and up. 

For operating the Bright Sun, lamps, special ballasts as well as suitable cables and lampholders are necessary. Lucky Reptile 
offers sophisticated Plug and Play systems which are easy to use and install. The average life is 6000h, however, the UV 
performance and the general light output degrade over time. After 3500 hours, the UV performance is reduced by approximately 
50%. We therefore recommend changing lamps every 12 months to always provide the optimum UV levels for your animals. 
This recommendation is based on a daily use of 8 hours. Shorter daily operating hours will increase the usage time. 

A 12 months warranty applies on the Bright Sun lamps. 

Please note that the ballast has a significant influence on lamp life and on the lamp spectrum. It is possible for the spectrum 
(and therefore the UV output) to vary greatly between different brands of ballasts. Lucky Reptile can only guarantee the proper 
function and sufficient UV provision for its own products that have been designed to match each other perfectly and are under 
continous quality control.

Metal Halide Lighting
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Groupshot  Bright Suns

Bright Sun 70 W Desert Bright Sun UV Desert Bright Sun Flood Desert 
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun UV desert 35W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSD-35

Bright Sun UV desert 50W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSD-50

Bright Sun UV desert 70W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSD-70

Bright Sun UV desert 100W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSD-100

Article eAn item #

Bright Sun FLOOd desert 70W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSFD-70

Lighting

Research and tests by Lucky Reptile have shown that reptiles from desert 
regions prefer a daylight spectrum with a colour temperature of about 

6000K. Consequently this has been considered when developing the 
Bright Sun UV Desert. 
The animals welcome the bright white light and the lamp offers eve-
rything desert reptiles need. Heat, UV output and the light intensity 
have been balanced in a way that allows for optimal results in the 
different terrarium types with the available wattages. 
Our distance graphs help you to choose the right model for your 

terrarium.

Bright Sun UV Desert

The Bright Sun FLOOD ensures a large scale illumination 
of the terrarium thanks to a 60° reflector. The lamp 

offers UVA and UVB radiation as well as a certain heat 
output. For best illumination of your terrarium we 
recommend a combination with a Bright Sun UV 
Desert to create local sun spots. For animals with 
low UV requirements like geckos, the Bright Sun 
FLOOD Desert may be used as sole lighting.

Bright Sun FLOOD Desert
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Lamp spectrum   BSD 70 W UVB spectrum   BSD 70 W Distance graph BSD 70 W

Distance graph  BSFD 70 W UVB spectrum BSFD 70 WLamp spectrum BSFD 70 W



60 cm
15 cm Ø

80 cm
22 cm Ø

100 cm
26 cm Ø

120 cm
32 cm Ø

18

57 °C
417 µW/cm²
136000 Lux

42 °C

50000 Lux

48 °C

75900 Lux

36 °C

34700 Lux
104 µW/cm²

150 µW/cm²

234 µW/cm²

50%

100%

50%
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun ULTRA desert 150W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSUD-150

Article eAn item #

Bright Sun ZOO desert 150W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSZD-150

Lighting

The Bright Sun ULTRA is a high performance lamp which was 
developed for use in large terrariums. It is necessary to 

keep a minimum distance of 50 cm to the animals. 
At this distance temperatures of over 50°C can be 
achieved. Thanks to a special reflector construction 
a part of the light output is bundled in the middle of 
the light cone achieving a good UV and heat per-
formance. The rest of the light is widely distributed 
to achieve a good illumination of the terrarium. The 
Bright Sun ULTRA Desert is a unique hybrid lamp that 

perfectly fits to the requirements in large vivariums.

Bright Sun ULTRA Desert
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Distance graph  BSUD 150 WUVB-spectrum BSUD 150 WLamp spectrum  BSUD 150 W

This Bright Sun variant was specifically developed for big terra-
riums, where UV and heat have to be brought to the animal 

over a long distance. The lamp focuses strong so that 
even over a distance of 100 cm acceptable perfor-

mance is achieved.
By setting up several lamps to shine on one point, 
the UV, light and heat performance is increased and 
even greater effective distances are possible. This 
allows to create the right climate conditions even in  
the typical large zoo-terrariums, without the need to 
hang down lamps that may bother the observer.

For this extreme use it is necessary to close to the 
boundaries of what is technically possible which is 

why the Bright Sun Zoo doesn’t accomplish the UV-usage 
times of the common Bright Suns of one year and has to be 

exchanged after 6 months at the latest. Due to the fact of the ext-
reme output, application- and distance-recommendations should be adhered to strictly. 
The use is possible with the known Bright Control ballasts and the Thermo Socket PRO 
luminaires.

Bright Sun Zoo

Distance graph BSZD 150 W
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun FLOOd Jungle 70W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSFJ-70

Bright Sun FLOOd Jungle 150W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSFJ-150

Article eAn item #

Bright Sun UV Jungle 35W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSJ-35

Bright Sun UV Jungle 50W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSJ-50

Bright Sun UV Jungle 70W   
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BSJ-70

Lighting

Thanks to its wide reflector, the Bright Sun FLOOD Jungle ensures a large scale illumina-
tion of the terrarium and has a lower UV and light output than a Bright Sun UV. For a lot of 
forest dwelling reptiles this is an advantage, as many avoid direct sunlight. Most chame-
leons for example belong to this group. For these animals the Bright Sun FLOOD Jungle is 
the perfect lighting and can be used as a sole lamp as these species do also have lower UV 
requirements. 
For sun loving animals like Green Iguanas, we recommend the combination with the Bright 
Sun UV Jungle to create local basking sites.

Bright Sun FLOOD Jungle
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Distance graph  BSFJ 150 WUVB-spectrum  BSFJ 150 WLamp spectrum  BSFJ 150 W

The Bright Sun UV Jungle was developed especially for reptiles from 
tropical and forest regions. It has a slightly lower UV performance 

than the Bright Sun UV Desert, taking the different conditions in 
the natural habitat of these animals into account. Branches and 
leaves filter quite a lot of UV, so the animals do not experience 
the full intensity of the sun. In addition, it has to be considered 
that arboreal animals will usually be able to get quite close to a 
lamp inside a vivarium. Since UV radiation is potentially dange-

rous and the UV intensity at 10 cm distance is 5 times higher 
than at 30 cm, we have consciously reduced the UV output. 

The spectrum was adapted to the natural conditions of forest 
regions. With 4000K the colour temperature is warmer than the day-

light of the Bright Sun UV Desert. 
Tests have shown that tropical lizards, like water dragons, prefer the warmer light of the Bright Sun UV Jungle over the 
daylight of the Bright Sun UV Desert. The warmer light of the Bright Sun UV Jungle will also promote the colours of 
plants, causing a nice forest ambiance inside the vivarium.

Bright Sun UV Jungle

Distance graph  BSJ 70 WUVB-spectrum  BSJ 70 WLamp spectrum  BSJ 70 W
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „black“   BSSDL-D35B

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „black“ -CH-   BSSDL-D35BCH

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „black“ -UK-  BSSDL-D35BUK

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „white“   BSSDL-D35W

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „white“ -CH-   BSSDL-D35WCH

Bright Sun Set  dL desert 35 W „white“ -UK-   BSSDL-D35WUK

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „black“   BSSDL-J35B

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „black“ -CH-   BSSDL-J35BCH

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „black“ -UK-  BSSDL-J35BUK

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „white“   BSSDL-J35W

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „white“ -CH-   BSSDL-J35WCH

Bright Sun Set  dL Jungle 35 W „white“ -UK-   BSSDL-J35WUK

Article eAn item #

Bright Control Premium Pack 35-70W  
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCPP-1

Bright Control Premium Pack 35-70W „UK Version“  
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCPP-1UK

Bright Control Premium Pack 35-70W „CHVersion“  
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCPP-1CH

Lighting
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The Bright Sun Set DL consists of a ballast and a recessed lamp and of 
course the matching Bright Sun. All is completely wired and can be 

put into operation without specialist knowledge by everybody.
Primarily the Bright Sun Set DL was designed for the use in the 
Lucky Reptile Starter Kits where the hole of the halogen lamp 
can be simply enlarged to fit the recessed lamp with the Bright 
Sun 35W and allow the animals to benefit from the best pos-
sible terrarium lighting. 
Of course, the Bright Sun set DL can be also used for other ter-

rariums. The only premise is that a 110mm hole exists or can 
be made. Then the recessed lamp can be installed and there are 

no annoying lampholder or cables inside the terrarium. Available 
with Bright Sun 35 W Jungle or Desert, in black or white.

Bright Sun Set DL

Bright Control Premium Pack
The Bright Control Premium Pack contains with the Bright Control PRO III 

the newest generation of multiwattage ballast and a Thermo Socket 
PRO luminaire with hinge that allows to flexibly direct the lamp as 

needed. Thanks to the Plug and Play connection the installation is 
very easy and possible without electric installation skills.
A lamp is not included and has to be purchased separately. 
Since the ballast can be switched between different wattages, 
using all kinds of Bright Sun with either 35W, 50W or 70W is 
possible.

A reflector with mesh protector can be retrofitted and is available 
in different colours.

neW
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Article eAn item #

Bright Control PRO iii 35-70 W 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP3-35-70

Bright Control PRO iii 35-70 W „UK Version“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP3-35-70UK

Bright Control PRO iii 35-70 W „Swiss“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP3-35-70CH

Bright Control PRO ii 100 W 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-100

Bright Control PRO ii 100 W „UK Version“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-100UK

Bright Control PRO ii 100 W „Swiss“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-100CH

Bright Control PRO ii 150 W 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-150

Bright Control PRO ii 150 W „UK Version“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-150UK

Bright Control PRO ii 150 W „Swiss“ 
Multiwatt HID controller + Lamp Socket BCP-150CH

Lighting
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We are delighted that we were able to win with Philips a lea-
ding European manufacturer for metal halide technology 

as production partner for our new Bright Control PRO 
series. Thanks to the SOFT Start function and the 

intelligent chip control we cannot only guarantee 
flickerfree light but also an increased lamp life. The 
controllers are not only efficient and energy saving 
but also have several safety functions that turn 
of the device in case of overheating or a missing/
broken lamp.

Of course the new Bright Control PRO controllers 
are built in compact plastic casing and have the same 

Plug and Play connectors as their predecessors. This 
way they can be easily connected to the Lucky Reptile 

Thermo Socket PRO luminaires with PnP connectors. No electrical 
installation is necessary – simply plug together and you are ready to go!

The new Bright Control PRO III is a multi-talent and can operate Bright Sun Lamps with 
35W, 50W or 70W! A sliding switch on the side allows setting the desired wattage. Now 
you only need to buy one ballast. For raising juveniles in a small vivarium you can operate 
it with a 35W lamp. When the animals move to a bigger cage you only have to buy a more 
powerful lamp but can keep using the controller. The different seasons of the year can 
also be more easily simulated with a Bright Control PRO III. So you can use a stronger 
lamp in summer time than in spring or fall.  The main advantage of the Bright Control 
PRO III compared to the Bright Control EVO are not only the better electronics and safety 
functions but the multiwattage mode that effectively allows you to save money.
The Bright Control PRO II controllers for 100W and 150W are single-wattage devices and 
cannot be operated with different wattages! You have to match the wattages of controller 
and lamp but they sport same modern electronics and safety functions as the Bright Con-
trol PRO III.
Both Bright Control PRO II and III have been optimized for use with our Bright Sun lamps 
to ensure the safe functioning of the Bright Sun and an optimal spectrum. Since we 
cannot guarantee the spectrum and functioning of the Bright Sun when using a different 
brand ballast, the Bright Control PRO are our recommendation for the Bright Sun for best 
and safe performance.

Bright Control PRO II & Bright Control Pro III
neW
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket Connector   
for connecting Bright Control to lampholders HTS-C

WAgO Mounting Tool   
for Thermo Socket -/ Bright Control Connector HTS-M

Bright Control Connector   
for connecting Thermo Socket PnP to ballasts BC-C

Cable extender 100 cm   
for Thermo Socket PRO / Bright Control CE-100

Cable extender 200 cm   
for Thermo Socket PRO / Bright Control CE-200

Article eAn item #

Bright Control eVO 35W  Electronic HID ballast BCV-35

Bright Control eVO 35W „CH Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-35CH

Bright Control eVO 35W „UK Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-35UK

Bright Control eVO 50W Electronic HID ballast BCV-50

Bright Control eVO 50W „CH Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-50CH

Bright Control eVO 50W „UK Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-50UK

Bright Control eVO 70W Electronic HID ballast BCV-70

Bright Control eVO 70W „CH Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-70CH

Bright Control eVO 70W „UK Version“ 
Electronic HID ballast BCV-70UK

Lighting
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Due to often expressed desires to connect existing luminaires to a Bright Control bal-
last over the matching connector or to extend the cable length, we are now offering and 
extended accessories range for the Thermo Socket and Bright Control series. The Lucky 
Reptile Cable Extender can easily be plugged in between the Lucky Reptile Plug’n’Play 
lamps and the Bright Control ballasts, thanks to matching connectors on both sides. A 
high-voltage silicone cable is used to ensure maximum safety. However, please note that 
the cable length between cable and ballast should, in any case, be kept as short as pos-
sible, because the cable length has an influence on the ignition behavior and the electroma-
gnetic compatibility. To retrofit exiting lampholders and ballast with matching connectors 
the Thermo Socket Connector is available to be added to existing ballast, so all Thermo 
Sockets with Plug and Play connection can easily be attached. For connecting existing lam-
pholders to a Bright Control ballast using the PnP connection, a Bright Control Connector 
needs to be purchased for the lampholder.  The WAGO Mounting Tool simplifies the instal-
lation of connectors. Please pay attention to the correct polarity and observe the electrical 
standards. Electrical installations must be done by a professional. 

Bright Control & Thermo Socket Accesories

The Bright Control EVO is a low-budget electronic ballast for the operation of the Bright 
Sun. It does not provide advanced features, like the Bright Control PRO series with its intel-
ligent chip control system that ensures a longer life and more stable spectrum of the bulb 
but in regards to performance and safety it blends in with the market standard. Conse-
quently the Bright Control EVO is our price-recommendation while the Bright Control PRO 
series is our clear overall recommendation for use with the Bright Sun due to its flexibility, 
efficiency and longevity . 
Attention! Supplied with open cable ends on the ignition cable. No plug and play connector!

Bright Control EVO

Thermo Socket Connector Bright Control Connector WAGO Mounting Tool For this article you need: 
Thermo Socket Connector

For this article you need:
Bright Control Connector
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Article eAn item #

Led Sun Mini 5W E27, 230V LSM-5

Lighting

In general LEDs are an energy efficient and long-lived technology that currently enjoys a great attention and popularity. When 
we look at herp keeping and its use in terrariums we have to qualify the use of LED lighting. In this field heat and especially 
heat coming from lamps is desired and LEDs cannot offer this, just as they currently cannot offer UV radiation, at least not at 
an affordable price. LEDs therefore mainly qualify as nighttime lighting or supplementary daylight in terrarium systems. For 
animals with low UV and heat requirements e.g. invertebrates and a lot of amphibians and snakes, LEDs can also be used as 
main or even sole light source. For most terrarium set-ups a combination of LED with other lamps for the heat and UV provision 
will be necessary.

LED-Lighting
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LED Sun FLOOD 6,5 W LED Sun FLOOD 18 W LED Sun SPOT 18 W Light bulb 60W

Spotlight 60WLED Sun SPOT 6,5 W LED Sun Globe 7 W LED Sun Sun Mini 5 W

LED Sun Mini

With this well-priced LED lamp, we put great emphasis on 
modern COB (chip on Board) technology and offer with only 5 

W already an impressive light achievement. The lamps are 
an alternative to the popular Halogen Sun Mini in terrariums 
where no heat radiation is required.
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Article eAn item #

Led Sun SPOT 6,5W E27, 230V LSS6

Led Sun SPOT 18W E27, 230V LSS18

Article eAn item #

Led Sun FLOOd 6,5W E27, 230V LSF6

Led Sun FLOOd 18W E27, 230V LSF18

Lighting
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The technology of LEDs develops fast and thus the succes-
sors of the popular Lucky Reptile LED Sun are already here.  

The lamps were optimized specially for the hard duty 
inside the terrarium and have a robust case that is 
considerably better protected against moisture than 
the predecessor. The highly efficient LED with day-
light spectrum ensure great lighting effects inside the 
terrarium and increase the temperature only marginally 
which makes them the perfect lighting for amphibians 

and invertebrates. 
The LED Sun FLOOD with its 120°beam angle is ideal 

for a wide illumination of the terrarium. For the creation of 
bright light islands, we recommend the LED Sun SPOT with a 

beam angle of 45°.

LED Sun FLOOD

As successor of the popular Lucky Reptile LED Sun SPOTs 
these new models unite an increased light performance 

with a new case with improved humidity protection 
for the hard duty in tropical terrariums. With daylight 
spectrum and a beam angle of 45° these spot lamps 
are perfect for creating bright light islands reaching 
the light intensity of metal halide lamps. 
Due to the lack of heat and UV radiation they are 
mainly suited as complementary lighting or animals 
like  amphibians and invertebrates.

LED Sun SPOT
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Article eAn item #

Led Sun globe 7W E27, 230V „revised model“ LS-G7

Article eAn item #

Mini Light Strip Led - Set   
Contains Transformer and 1x LED Light Strip MLS-1

Mini Light Strip Led Set „UK Model“   
Contains Transformer and 1x LED Light Strip MLS-1UK

Mini Light Strip Led - extension Lamp   MLS-2

Lighting
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The Mini Light Strip LED is a 22,5 cm long, slim luminaire 
with modern LED technology. It only creates little 

excess heat and is very thin making it perfect for 
small terrariums as well as small plastic transport 
boxes like the Lucky Reptile Herp Haven. The Mini 
Light Strip LED are low voltage and protected 
against spray water and therefore can be safely 
installed inside terrariums. 
A transformer is necessary for operation and 
already included in the Mini Light Srip LED Set. 

One transformer can operate up to 5 Mini Light 
Strip LED. Additional Mini Light Strips for extension 

purposes are available. Installation is easy thanks to 
connectors. Each single Mini Light Strip has an On/Off 

switch. 
Each Mini Light Strip LED only consumes 2W. The daylight spectrum is perfect for amphi-
bians, invertebrates and snakes.

Mini Light Strip LED

With the Lucky Reptile LED Sun Globe an energy saving basic 
lighting with LED technology is available, which is especially 

suitable for smaller snakes, amphibians and invertebrates. 
The 270° beam angle and a sun-like spectrum ensures 
a wide scale and natural looking illumination of the 
terrarium. 
Thanks to the E27 base the LED Sun Globe fits into 
many commercial light fixtures, such as the terrarium 
tops of ExoTerra or Zoo Med. They can save up to 50% 

energy compared to the compact lamps or bulbs these 
terrariums tops were originally made for. Power savings 

of more than 60Euro a year possible. (Calculated at 12h 
operation/day and compared to a 60W incandescent lamp. 
Assumed electricity price: 0,28 Euro/kWh).

LED Sun Globe
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Article eAn item #

Life Light - Multicolor with color changing function LL-1

Life Light - Multicolor „UK Version“   
with color changing function LL-1UK

Article eAn item #

Life Light - Halogen round   
with socket for halogen heat lamp LL-2

Life Light - Halogen round „UK model“   
with socket for halogen heat lamp LL-2UK

Life Light - Halogen rectangular   
with socket for halogen heat lamp LL-3

Life Light - Halogen rectangular „UK Model“   
with socket for halogen heat lamp LL-3UK

Lighting

This Life Light Multicolor-LED lid has got different colour LED that create fantastic light 
effects which are controlled in different frequencies. There are 17 different programs 
including a day/night mode which switches automatically between daylight and blue 
night light via a light sensor. 
The lid is suitable for Life Box, Life Pyramid and Insect-Tarrium but also can be simply 
placed on a glass terrarium or a lid with gauze. Colour: white

Life Light Multicolor
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This lighting unit has been developed especially for use in small 
terrariums. It has two daylight and one moonlight LED that 

switch automatically between day and night lighting via 
a light sensor. In addition, a socket is integrated which 

allows the operation of a small mini halogen lamp 
(Halogen Sun LV Nano in various wattages available). 
That gives even species with a huge need of heat 
radiation enough power. By the way, the halogen 
lamp is controlled by the light sensor as well. A mat-
ching transformer is part of the set. 

The round Life Light Halogen lighting unit fits perfectly 
into all the terrariums of the Life Experience series, 

such as Insect Tarrium, Life Pyramid, and Life Box. The 
square lighting unit can be used instead of the hatch in the 

Herp Haven plastic terrariums. You can also just place the  ligh-
ting unit on a glass terrarium or a lid with gauze. 
Colour: black

Life Light Halogen

Insect Tarrium Multicolor FunktionLife BoxLife Pyramid

suitable for Herp Terrariums Life Box / Life Light Halogen suitable lamp
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket LV Mini Set   
contains 1x Thermo Socket LV Mini + Transformer TSL-1

Thermo Socket LV Mini Set „UK Version“   
contains 1x Thermo Socket LV Mini + Transformer TSL-1UK

Thermo Socket LV Mini Extension Lamp TSL-2

Article eAn item #

Jungle Lamp Set   
contains 1x Jungle Lamp, transformer 20-105 W JL-1

Jungle Lamp waterproof low voltage halogen lamp JL-2

Jungle Lamp Set „UK Version“   
contains 1x Jungle Lamp, transformer 20-105W JL-1UK

Lighting

Low Voltage Halogens
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The Thermo Socket LV is an extendable low voltage lamp system which has been deve-
loped for low voltage halogen lamps like the Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun LV. For the ope-
ration a transformer is necessary which is already included in the Thermo Socket LV Set. 
Up to 6 lamps can be attached to one transformer over a plug and socket connection. 
Using the transformer of the Lucky Reptile Jungle Lamp or a mixed operation of Jungle 
Lamp and Thermo Socket LV on one transformer is possible as well. 
The Thermo Socket LV can be placed on top of the terrarium or installed into the terra-
rium lid with its attachment parts. Lamp and socket are fully covered by a reflector and 
protected from contact by animals through a wiremesh. The Thermo Socket LV Set is 
equipped with a halogen transformer suitable for 20-105W. The minimum load is one 
20W lamp or two 10W Halogen Sun LV. The allowed maximum wattage is 105W which 
can be achieved e. G. by 3x 35W but also 3x 20W plus 1x 35W and 1x 10W. A lot of other 
lamp combinations are possible. The system is extremely flexible and capable.

This special low voltage lamp is waterproof, complying with the 
IP68 standard, making it perfect for rainforest vivariums and 

turtle tanks where the use of normal, not humidity pro-
tected porcelain lampholders is risky or even forbidden. 
The Jungle Lamp is a 12V luminaire which requires a 
halogen transformer for operation. The installation 
inside the vivarium can be done with the supplied 
holding arms, allowing to point the lamp in the desired 
direction. 
Available is a set which contains one Jungle Lamp 

and a transformer (20-105W). Additional Jungle Lamps can be purchased separately and 
attached to the transformer. A mixed operation with Thermo Socket LV lamps is possible 

aswell. 
With its wattage range of 20W to 105W the transformer can operate a single 20W lamp or 

multiple lamps with a maximum of 105W. You can, for example, attach two Jungle Lamps with 50W 
halogen lamps (2x50W = 100W) or three luminaires with 35W lamps (3x35W = 105W). The theoretical maximum is 5 lumi-
naires with 20W lamps. The Jungle Lamp is designed for use with the Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun LV. The use of standard 
halogen lamps, which project the heat to the back or side, is not allowed.

Jungle Lamp

Low voltage halogen technlogy offers interesting opportunities for the future of herp keeping. For one it is 
possible to develop safe lamps like the Jungle Lamp which can be used under extreme conditions like in a 
rainforest vivarium. And the development of compact luminaires is possible that allow terrarium constructions 
like the Lucky Reptile Starter Kits or the FurniTarrium Premium without a mess of visible wires or lamps and 
sockets pointing deep down inside the cage. 

Low voltage halogen lamps match the light and heat performance of their 230V relatives but usually achieve 
longer lives and help to save a lot of energy!

Thermo Socket LV Mini
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Article eAn item #

Halogen Sun LV nano 5W double Pack 
12V Halogen Lamp HSN-5

Halogen Sun LV nano 10W double Pack 
12V Halogen Lamp HSN-10

Halogen Sun LV nano 20 W double Pack   
12V Halogen Lamp HSN-20

Article eAn item #

Halogen Sun LV 10W double Pack 12V Halogen Lamp HSL-10

Halogen Sun LV 20W double Pack 12V Halogen Lamp HSL-20

Halogen Sun LV 35W double Pack 12V Halogen Lamp HSL-35

Halogen Sun LV 50W double Pack 12V Halogen Lamp HSL-50

Lighting

Halogen Sun LV Nano „Spot Lamp“
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Halogen Sun LV „Spot Lamp“

This super small halogen spotlights provide the proven features of the 
Halogen Sun line but became attuned to the power needs of nano 

terrariums. At the lowest power of 5W, the minimum distance to the 
animal/irradiated surface is just 5 cm, so you can realize optimal 
sun spots even in shallow fauna boxes. 
Ideal for Life Light Halogen. They also fit in Lucky Reptile Thermo 

Socket LV and Jungle Lamp, but please pay attention to the 
minimum power consumption of the transformer! Replacement lamp 

for Lucky Reptile Starter Kit 50 cm.

Distance graph HSN 5 W

Distance graph  HSL 10 W

Distance graph HSN 10 W

Distance graph  HSL 20 W

Distance graph HSN 20 W

Distance graph  HSL 35 W Distance graph  HSL 50 W

The Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun LV lamps may be small but they offer a lot of light and 
heat. 
The special reflector effectively focusses light and heat and projects it all to the front. Also 
the low voltage technology is more efficient than the high voltage technology allowing 
power savings of about 25% compared to the normal Halogen Sun lamps and even 50% 
compared to incandescent lamps. This can easily add up to power savings of 30€ and 
more every year! 
These lamps cannot be compared to standard low voltage lamps found in DIY stores, 
which have so called „cold light“ reflectors that project the heat to the back where it is not 
beneficial for reptiles.“Cold light“ halogen lamps are also not suitable for the Lucky Reptile 
Starter Kits and the Thermo Socket LV and Jungle Lamp as they project heat to the back 
and can cause the luminaires to overheat. Use only Halogen Sun LV for these luminaires. The Halogen Sun LV lamps have a 
G5.3 socket and will not only fit the Jungle Lamp and Thermo Socket LV but all other luminaires suitable for MR16 halogen 
lamps, e. G. the recessed luminaires of the Lucky Reptile Designer Terrariums. Replacement for the Lucky Reptile Starter Kit 
80 cm.
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket - straight lamp holder   
2m Power chord with ON/OFF Switch HTS-1

Thermo Socket -  angular lamp holder   
2m Power chord with ON/OFF Switch HTS-2

Thermo Socket -  Suspension lamp holder   
2m Power chord with ON/OFF Switch HTS-3

Thermo Socket - Lamp holder with thread   
2m chord On/Off Switch,  nipple and pull relief HTS-4

Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket PRO - straight lamp holder   
with connector HTSP-1

Thermo Socket PRO - angular lamp holder   
with connector HTSP-2

Thermo Socket PRO - Suspension lamp holder   
with connector HTSP-3

Thermo Socket PRO - lamp holder with thread  
with connector HTSP-4

Thermo Socket PRO - lamp holder with hinge   
with connector HTSP-5

Thermo Socket PRO - Suspension „UK Version“   
with connector HTSP-3UK

Thermo Socket PRO - with thread  „UK Version“   
with connector HTSP-4UK

Thermo Socket PRO - with hinge „UK Version“   
with connector HTSP-5UK

Lighting

The Thermo Socket lampholder sets include a high quality porcelain socket, an On/Off 
power cord with Euro plug and - depending on the model - the necessary screws and 
fixtures for mounting it to the terrarium,The Thermo Socket lampholder sets are a cost 
effective, easy and flexible way to equip your terrarium with the necessary light sources. 
Thermo Sockets are suitable for lamps up to 150W and are available in different varia-
tions. Pay attention to the manual! We recommend to have the installation made by a 
professional.

Thermo Socket – Lamp Sets

Lamp Fixtures with E27 Socket
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Unlike the simple Thermo Socket lampholder sets, the Thermo 
Socket PRO are completely wired and ready for use. There 

are no electrical installations necessary. Special moun-
ting accessories and a connector allow the terrarium 

installation without the need to take the lampholder 
apart. 
The Thermo Socket PRO are also excellent for use 
with the Lucky Reptile Bright Sun UV lamps, as their 
connector is compatible to the Bright Control ballasts, 

which can simply be attached between lampholder 
and wall socket. 

The power lead has a silicon insulation, allowing the use 
of lamps up to 300W including the Osram Vitalux. 

Of course the Thermo Socket PRO are also compatible to the 
Lucky Reptile Reflector Sets. The Plug and Play solution! Most Popular Model: with 
hinge! Lampholder can be directed as desired!

Thermo Socket PRO

straight

Mounting instructions

angular suspension with thread
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket + Reflector small „white“   HTRP-1W

Thermo Socket + Reflector small „black“  HTRP-1

Thermo Socket + Reflector large „black“   HTRP-2

Thermo Socket + Reflector small white „UK Version“   HTRP-1UK

Thermo Socket + Reflector small black „UK Version“   HTRP-1WUK

Thermo Socket + Reflector large black „UK Version“   HTRP-2UK

Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO small „white“   HTR-1W

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO small „black“    HTR-1

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO large „black“ 
„Plug-in“ HTR-2

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO small  „white“ 
„UK Version“ HTR-1WUK

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO small  „black“ 
„UK Version“ HTR-1UK

Thermo Socket + Reflector PRO large „black“ 
„UK Version“ HTR-2UK

Lighting
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Thermo Socket plus Reflector PRO

The PRO model of the popular Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket plus 
Reflector has a connector that is compatible with the Lucky Reptile 

Bright Control series. In no time and with maximum safety you 
can make the lamp ready for use with the Bright Sun and as 
simple switch back to a normal 230V lamp, e.g. for winter time, 
when no UV is required. 
Also, because of the connector and a well thought through 
system, it is possible to install the lighting system without elec-
trical knowledge and no tampering with open wires is neces-

sary. Simply drill a suitably sized hole into your vivarium, lead 
through the connector and then secure the lamp with the supplied 

accessories to the ceiling of the terrarium. The enclosed Thermo 
Socket Cap silicone cap reduces the amount of heat building up at the 

lampholder and ensures that the overall image is even more harmonious. 
The Thermo Socket plus Reflector PRO has high-voltage resistant silicone cables and is suitable 
for all models of the Lucky Reptile Bright Sun and all E27 bulbs up to 300W.

Thermo Socket plus Reflector

These high quality reflector lamps have an E27 porcelain lampholder, 
a high quality steel reflector, a wire mesh protector and a silicon 

power lead. The steel reflector focusses the light and acts as 
a sight protection, preventing being blinded by the light. The 
wire mesh protector is placed on the bottom of the reflector 
and prevents the animals from getting in contact with the 
bulb. The lamps are shipped ready for use. Mounting acces-
sories for installation inside a terrarium are included, but the 
lamp has to be taken apart for that. 

For a more convenient installation inside the vivarium, ver-
sions with connector are available. These can be attached to a 

surface without having to be taken apart. In addition, the con-
nector plugs directly into the Bright Control ballasts. Plug and Play!  

A clamp for use as a clamp lamp is available separately. Suitable for light bulbs up to 300W. 
Two different reflector sizes are available: Thermo Socket plus Reflector small: for all Halogen 
Sun and Bright Sun UV lamps as well as the Compact UV Sun. 
Thermo Socket plus Reflector large: for straight engery saving bulbs and mercury vapour UV 
lamps. All versions are suitable for use with 300W lamps!
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Article eAn item #

Clamp for Thermo Socket  HTR-C

Article eAn item #

Reflector Set small for Thermo Socket   HRS-1

Reflector Set long for Thermo Socket   HRS-2

Reflector Set mini for Thermo Socket  HRS-3

Reflector Set small for Thermo Socket „white“   HRS-1W

Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket + Reflector Mini   HTR-3

Thermo Socket + Reflector Mini „UK Plug“   HTR-3UK

Lighting
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All Thermo Socket models with conical lampholder can be 
fitted with this clamp allowing for easy attachment to the 

edge of a terrarium. The pivot allows to aligne a lam-
pholder (with M10 thread) as desired. We recommend 
using this product in combination with the Thermo 
Socket Cap to protect the porcelain lampholder and 
improve the grip of the clamp.

Clamp for Thermo Socket

The popular Thermo Socket plus Reflector is also available as a MINI Version, suitable for 
all Halogen Sun Mini, the Moon Lamp and Dark Spot Mini. 
The porcelain lampholder is completely covered by the reflector, ensuring a nice optical 
appearance. The luminaire can be used for lamps up to 60W, but regular spot lamps can 
stick out of the reflector so that the wire mesh guard cannot be fitted anymore. 
Halogen Sun Mini and Co. are fitting perfectly!

Thermo Socket plus Reflector Mini

The Reflector Sets consist of a high quality steel reflector and a wire mesh. They are 
made as addon to the Thermo Socket lampholder sets. 
The mini type is placed over the lampholder and fully covers it. A perequisite for this 
are lampholders with threaded pipe like the Thermo Socket models HTS-4, HTSP-4 and 
HTSP-5. The two larger reflectors are placed between socket and ring of two-part lam-
pholders. This allows for an easy retrofitting. 
Available in two sizes. Small for all Halogen Sun and Bright Sun UV lamps and large as 
extra long reflector for compact fluorescent and mercury vapour lamps.

Reflector Set
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket Cap 
Silicone Cap for Thermo Socket TS-C

Thermo Socket Cap white 
Silicone Cap for Thermo Socket TS-C2

Article eAn item #

Wiremesh Protector 14 cm 
for Thermo Socket plus Reflector SG-14

Article eAn item #

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light 
for PAR 20 spotlights TSE-20B

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light 
for PAR 20 spotlights TSE-20W

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light 
for PAR 30 spotlights „black“ TSE-30B

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light 
for PAR 30 spotlights „white“ TSE-30

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light
for PAR 38 Strahler schwarz TSE-38B

Thermo Socket expert - only recessed light
for PAR 38 Strahler weiß TSE-38W

Lighting
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The Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket Cap consists of flexible 
black silicone and is simply pulled over the porcelain 

socket. It is not necessary to take apart the lamp to 
install the Thermo Socket Cap. 

The Thermo Socket Cap fully covers the lampholder, 
improving the optical appearance of the luminaire. 
In addition it insulates the heat and reduces the sur-
face temperature at the lamp base. 
The Thermo Socket Cap is suitable for all Thermo 

Socket plus Reflector with external lampholder as 
well as the Thermo Socket /PRO models HTS-4, 

HTSP-4 and HTSP-5.

Thermo Socket Cap

Thermo Socket Expert Line

For re-fitting reflector clamp lamps or as spare part for the Thermo Socket plus Reflector 
lamps. These wire mesh protectors prevent animals from getting into contact with the 
bulb. 
They can be used for other lamps with similar diameter as well.

Wire Mesh Protector for Clamp Lamps

The Thermo Socket Expert are swiveling recessed luminaires that 
are designed for installation directly in the vivarium ceiling. 

They are excellent for use with the Furni-Tarrium Premium as 
well as other with suspended ceilings and of course mul-
tiple vivarium setups and store displays. The luminaires 
are supplied with 50 cm silicon cables with open end 
for easy connection to a HID ballast or a series con-
nection for larger setups. They must be only installed 
by expert users – hence the „Export Line“.

Available in black and white for lamps of the types PAR20 
(Bright Sun 35W and Halogen Sun 50W), PAR30 (Bright 

Sun 50W, 70W, 100W and Halogen Sun 75W) and PAR38 
(Bright Sun Flood and 150W models).
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Article eAn item #

Thermo Protect - Lamp Protector small   
approx. 120x120x160 mm TPS-1

Thermo Protect - Lamp Protector large approx. 
160x160x260 mm TPS-2

Article eAn item #

Lamp Cage approx. 130x185 mm LC-1

Lighting

Open lamp protector
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These lamp protector cages have a very fine wire mesh in 
order to prevent even very small animals from getting 

through to the lamp. They are suitable for all Lucky 
Reptile luminaires with E27 sockets. The large 
Thermo Protect Lamp Cage can even be put over 
the Thermo Socket plus Reflector luminaires. A bra-
cket with a cut-out for the lampholder is attached 
to the terrarium ceiling with screws or even silicon. 
The lamp cage is then attached to the bracket and 

can be completely removed for a lamp change. 
The Thermo Protect lamp cages also include a remo-

vable glare shield which is mounted on the inside in 
order that the animals cannot reach it and get burned.

Thermo Protect Lamp Cage

This plain, but functional protective basket ensures that the 
animal cannot get in contact with hot bulbs. It is put over 

the bulb and socket and are secured with screws or 
silicone (not included) to the ceiling of the terrarium. 
The lamp can easily be replaced through a practi-
cally secured flap door. 
The Lucky Reptile Lamp Cage is suitable for most 
common vivarium lamps. Please ensure a certain 
distance between the lamp and the lamp cage, 

otherwise the metal basket could get very hot. 

Lamp Cage

Glare protectionAssembly in vivarium
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Article eAn item #

Lamp Support „2 in 1“ - black   LC-1B

Lamp Support „2 in 1“ - white   LC-1W

Lighting
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Lamp Support 2 in 1

With the Lucky Reptile Lamp Support, one has a practical 
possibility to install the lighting for your terrarium. 

Thanks to wide stand support you are able to install it 
beside the terrarium and with the help of the exten-
dable linkage, hang it above the terrarium. Alterna-
tively you can the stand support on the backside of 
the terrarium using screws or adhesive tape. Above 
all, the connection on a wall is possible, so that the 
Lamp Support is ideal for aquariums and/or bird 

cages.
Extendable height 60-95 cm and depth 20-40 cm.
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Article eAn item #

daylight Sun T5 eCO 8 W 300 mm, 16 mm DS5E-8

daylight Sun T5 eCO 14 W 563 mm, 16 mm DS5E-14

daylight Sun T5 eCO 21 W 863 mm, 16 mm DS5E-21

daylight Sun T5 eCO 28 W 1163 mm, 16 mm DS5E-28

Article eAn item #

Compact UV Sun 11 W  
Compact Lamps for E27 sockets US-20

Lighting

Fluorescent tubes are the ideal basic lighting for vivariums. They create an even light and distribute it over a large area. Compact 
fluorescents are mainly designed to create local light and UV spot and are most suitable for use in small vivarium. The big 
advantage of the fluorescent light technology is that it is a mature technology which can provide safe and sufficient UVB to the 
animals.  When using fluorescent lamps it is important to use matching reflectors as without these a lot of light is lost to areas 
where it is not needed.

Fluorescent tubes+ Compact Lamps
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The Daylight Sun T5 ECO is a T5 high efficiency tube which achieves the same lumen output but saves 
over 25% of energy compared to a standard T8 tube. The biolight spectrum of the Daylight Sun T5 ECO 
offers the best possible light quality to the animals. Biolight stands out with its excellent colour rendition 
and very natural spectrum close to natural sunlight which also contains small amounts of UVA and UVB. 
Note that the Daylight Sun T5 ECO is not suitable as sole UV source. 
We recommend it for snakes, amphibians and invertebrates while for sun loving animals like bearded dra-
gons that need a high light intensity you should use the Daylight Sun T5 high output lamps for maximum 
light performance.

For operating T5 HE tubes you need matching HE ballasts - luminaires with the right wattage.

Daylight Sun T5 ECO 

The Compact UV Sun has a similar balanced light and UV spec-
trum as the Lucky Reptile UV Sun T5 tubes. With this spectrum 

the perfect compromise between sufficient UV radiation and 
natural light in the visible range has been achieved. Con-
trary to tubes that are made for illuminating large areas, the 
Compact UV Sun is designed to create smaller UV and light 
basking sites.
A prerequisite for optimal performance is a good reflector. A 
reflector can increase the radiation that reaches the animal 

by 200% and direct the light to where it is needed. Also a 
reflector protects the animals from health problems. If you use 

a compact fluorescent UV lamp without reflector and it is pos-
sible for the animals through the cage furniture to sit on a similar 

height or shortly below the UV lamp, the UV radiation can hit the eye at 
an unnatural angle which can cause eye problem. We therefore strongly recommend the use of 
a reflector lamp like the Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket plus Reflector models HTR-1 and HTRP-1 
which also offer the best performance in combination with the Compact UV Sun.

By the way, the Compact UV Sun is also excellent for use with birds!

Compact Sun „UV Lamp“
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Article eAn item #

daylight Sun T5 24 W 563 mm, 16 mm DS5-24

daylight Sun T5 39 W 863 mm, 16 mm DS5-39

daylight Sun T5 54 W 1163 mm, 16 mm DS5-54

Article eAn item #

UV Sun T5 8 W 300 mm, 16 mm US5-8

UV Sun T5 24 W 563 mm, 16 mm US5-24

UV Sun T5 39 W 863 mm, 16 mm US5-39

UV Sun T5 54 W 1163 mm, 16 mm US5-54

Lighting

The Daylight Sun T5 is a HO tube that has been especially designed for illuminating viva-
riums. HO means “high output” and means that this lamp is designed for the higher light 
performance.
For day active reptiles a high light intensity and a spectrum close to natural daylight is 
important. The Daylight Sun T5 reaches an about 40% higher light output than com-
parable T8 tubes. In addition thanks to the slim design more tubes can be installed in 
the same space and more light can be brought into the 
vivarium. For bearded dragons and other sun loving lizards 
it can simply not be bright enough. The Daylight Sun T5 
has a sunlike biolight spectrum which guarantees best 
possible light quality and well being and ensures saturated 
colours. It is not only perfect for reptiles but also optimally 
stimulates plant growth. As basic lighting the Daylight Sun 
should not be missing in any vivarium.

Daylight Sun T5 
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After long research we have succeeded and developed a T5 tube with stable UV perfor-
mance. The UV Sun T5 excels with its well balanced UV spectrum which is very close to 
that of the sun. This in particular applies to the wavelengths from 290-305 nm which are 
important for the Vitamin D3 synthesis but often missing in UV lamps. The UV Sun T5 
therefore ensures optimal Vitamin D3 provision to the animals. In addition to the good UV 
peformance with a range of 20-50 cm, the lamp also stands out with its 6500K daylight 
spectrum and excellent colour rendition of over 90 Ra. 
The UV Sun T5 is perfect for aboreal and montane reptiles as well as raising juveniles.

UV Sun T5 „UV Lamp“
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30

Article eAn item #

Halogen Sun 50W Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HS-50

Halogen Sun 75W Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HS-75

Halogen Sun 100W Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HS-100

Lighting

Distance graph HS 50 Distance graph HS 75 Distance graph  HS 100 

Spot lamps are excellent for providing hot spots inside a vivarium where the animals can bask. Please consider that halogen 
and incandesecent light bulbs cannot produce UVB and only little UVA for technical reasons. Additional UV lamps are therefore 
necessary. Lucky Reptile recommends the halogen technology, which is more efficient than normal incandescent lamps and 
produces more light and heat at lower wattages. This helps to save a lot of energy and preserves the environment.

Spotlamps
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The Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun spot lamp brings more 
light and heat on the spot and does lead to a lesser 

increase of the ambient air temperature than regular 
reptile spot lamps with the same wattage. As result 
it is easier to set up the proper heat gradients 
in the terrarium and greater distances between 
animal and the spot lamp can be realized. Further 
advantages are the higher average life, the higher 
resistance against spray water and much lower 
power consumption compared to incandescent 

spot lamps. 
A 75W Halogen Sun is suitable to replace a 100W 

incandescent spot in regards to heat output and offers 
even more light output, allowing you to safe 25 Euro and 

more in power cost per year.

Halogen Sun „Spot Lamp“
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Article eAn item #

Halogen Sun Mini 20W double Pack   
Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HSM-20

Halogen Sun Mini 35W double Pack   
Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HSM-35

Halogen Sun Mini 50W double Pack   
Halogen Spot Lamp for E27 sockets HSM-50

Article eAn item #

Basking Sun 25 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-25

Basking Sun 40 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-40

Basking Sun 60 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-60

Basking Sun 75 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-75

Basking Sun 100 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-100

Basking Sun 150 W Spot Lamp for E27 sockets BS-150

Lighting

Distance graph HSM 20 Distance graph HSM 35 Distance graph  HSM 50 

The Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun Mini is the smallest available 
lamp for E27 sockets. Its reflector rises only 2,5 cm out 

of the E27 lampholder which makes the Halogen Sun 
Mini excellent for use whith small vivariums where 
normal spot lamps are too noticable due to their 
size and also too close to the floor. 
Thanks to the halogen technology and the extre-
mely efficient reflector they also produce more 
heat and light than normal spot lamps.

Halogen Sun Mini „Spot Lamp“
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The Basking Sun is equipped with a special reflector, allowing a very high  light and heat yield. This lamp 
provides much more light and heat to the illuminated area than comparable lamps from other manufac-
turers. Lucky Reptile relies in its entry range on the proven filament technology, because it achieve in 
combination with the softglass reflector a good, consistent performance. Similar lamps with halogen 
arc tubes often have high, undesired variations in the beam angle and a low heat capacity because this 
type of reflector was not developed for use in combination with halogen arc tubes. For optimal use of 
the benefits of the halogen technology, thick glass cups and special metal inner reflectors are necessary, 
as used for the Lucky Reptile Halogen Sun range. The Lucky Reptile Basking Sun provides, in the entry 
range,  the best possible light and heat performance and thanks to a well matched assortment and a 
reliable distance recommendations it is the ideal solution in most common terrariums.

Basking Sun „Spot lamp“
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Article eAn item #

Moon Lamp E27 lamp with moonlight LED ML-1

Article eAn item #

night Sky Led - Mondlichtset   
Contains Transformer and 3 LED NS-1

night Sky extension Led  NS-2

night Sky Led - Moonlight Set „UK Model“   
Contains Transformer and 3 LED NS-1UK

Lighting

The Moon Lamp is a small mini moon for the terrarium. 
The lamp only consumes about 1W! As the Moon Lamp 

works with efficient LED technology, it produces just 
the right amount of light for illuminating the terrarium 

at night without disturbing the animals. Terrarium 
parts in the lamps focus (e. G. branches or parts of 
the terrarium floor) are stronger illuminated than 
the border parts of the terrarium. This creates a 
nice moonshine effect. The Moon Lamp fits into all 
E27 sockets and produces only little heat in order 

not to disturb the nighttime temperature drop inside 
the terrarium. As local light source the Moon Lamp is 

primarily recommended for higher vivariums. For small 
vivariums or for illuminating the whole vivarium we recom-

mend using the Lucky Reptile Night Sky LED sets.

Moon Lamp

A lot of reptiles and amphibians are nocturnal. To observe them in the terrarium, we need suitable nighttime lighting.  A 
prerequisite is that the lighting does not disturb the animals or confuses their day/night rhythm but of course it should provide 
sufficient light for the human eye to see something inside the terrarium. Perfect for this task are LED systems which can create 
a moonshine ambiance with blue LED.

Nighttime Lighting

The Night Sky LED set imitates the light of the moon and 
makes nocturnal observations of reptiles and amphibians 

possible, without disturbing the animals. Advantages 
of the LED technology are low energy consumption, 

low heat emission and a long life of the light emit-
ting diodes. Therefore, illuminating terrariums all 
night long is possible, without hindering the natural 
nocturnal drop of temperature as with other light 
sources. Especially nightlight incandescent lamps 
consume a lot of energy and consequently produce 

a lot of unwanted heat as well. In addition their ability 
to illuminate the terrarium properly and allow nighttime 

viewing is limited. The energy consumption of the LEDs 
in the Night Sky LED set is merely 0,2W per LED. This is the 

most energy efficient way to illuminate a terrarium at night. The 
Night Sky LED set contains 3 moonlight LEDs and an electric transformer, which powers 
up to 6 LEDs. Additional LEDs are available separately. The LEDs are connected to the transformer by a connector, which 
makes them easy to install. Mounted on the ceiling of a terrarium, they enable a well-balanced nocturnal illumination of the 
whole terrarium.

Night Sky LED Set
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun Set „Turtle“ 70W   
contains:1x Bright Sun, 1x Trafo+Refl. Lamp BSST-70

Bright Sun Set „Turtle“ 70W - UK Version   
contains: 1x Bright Sun, 1x transformer+Refl.Lamp BSST-70 UK

Article eAn item #

Bright Sun Turtle 100W
Metal Halide lamp for E27 sockets BST-100

Lighting

The Bright Sun Set “Turtle” contains Bright Sun UV Jungle 70W, electronic ballast and a 
reflector lamp with accessories to suspend it from the ceiling over the turtle aquarium. 
Thanks to the Bright Sun the turtles get everything they need: UV, heat and a lot of light. 
No electrical installation is necessary. Only hooks for the chain (supplied) need to be ins-
talled, to be able to suspend the lamp. Also available with Swiss plug upon request.

Bright Sun Set „Turtle“

For the proper care of turtles creating sun spots where  the animals get enough heat 
and UV and also dry themselves, is one of the most essential things. Usually turtle tanks 
have no lids and are open at the top. As a result the heat vanishes to the top and it is 
difficult to reach the necessary temperatures. Therefore with aquatique turtles we tend 
to have the need for stronger lighting compared to normal terrariums of similar size. 
Consequently Lucky Reptile provides with the Bright Sun Turtle as lamp that was espe-
cially developed for aquatic turtles and corresponds to the animals requirements of UV 
and heat. Heat and UV-output were adjusted to the fact that with turtles the distances 
between lamp and animal are normally smaller. While a good heat output is desired, it 
was necessary to reduce the UV output of the Bright Sun Turtle compared to normal 
reptile UV lamps to make it save at the lower distances. The lamp is suitable for most 
commercially available turtle tanks. Due to the thick glass casing, the Bright Sun is more 
resistant against water splashes than most other lamps. The spectrum of the lamp is in 
generally also suitable for fish and aquatic plants. Attention! Due to its special relation 
of UV radiation and heat output the Bright Sun Turtle is not suitable for usage in normal 
terrariums.

Bright Sun UV Turtle

Special demands are made to the lighting of turtle aquariums. The lighting must show a suitable hose protection to keep to the 
statutory specifications. At the same time, the needs for warmth and ultraviolet rays would like to be fulfilled. To bring both in 
harmony completely is not as simple as it seems and requires special lighting products.

Turtle Lighting
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Article eAn item #

Bright Sun Set „Bird“ 70W 
contains:1x Bright Sun, 1x Trafo+Refl. Lamp BSSB-70

Bright Sun Set „Bird“ 70W „UK“ 
contains:1x Bright Sun, 1x Trafo+Refl. Lamp BSSB-70UK

Artikel eAn item #

Bright Sun UV Bird 70 W BSB-70

Lighting

As for reptiles it is also important for birds that they have lighting that also provides UVA 
and UVB radiation. UVB is important for the calcium metabolism. Birds do also have a 
special eyesight which  allows them to see in the UVA part of the spectrum. This enables 
bird e.g. to judge the ripeness of fruits or find tracks of their prey. It does also play an 
important role for mating as special parts of the plumage reflect the UVA radiation.
When developing the Bright Sun Bird great attention has been paid to a matching spec-
trum for birds and that the lamp is also safe for use at short distances. Since birds can 
fly close to the lamp, it is important that it does not emit too much heat and UV. A normal 
reptile lamp would be too powerful at short distances. With the Bright Sun Bird the ani-
mals benefit from its brightness and can enjoy safe heat and UV radiation.
It is important to note that birds react sensitive to flickering light as they have a much 
more advanced visual resolving power as e.g. mammals.  A movie will be like a dia show 
to a bird consisting of single pictures. We therefore recommend the use of the Bright 
Sun Bird with Lucky Reptile Bright Control electronic ballasts which guarantee a flicker-
free and healthy light.

Bright Sun Bird

Bird Lighting
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Bright Sun Set „Bird“

Who wants to offer his feathered friend the best possible 
lighting should choose the Bright Sun Bird. However, for 

operating this special bird lamp a electronic ballast that 
ensure flickerfree light and a special high voltage lam-

pholder are necessary.
All that is necessary to provide your bird with 
excellent indoor lighting is contained in the Bright 
Sun Bird Set. Apart from the Bight Sun Bird lamp 
you receive a Bright Control EVO electronic ballast 
that guarantees a flickerfree light. The Thermo 

Socket plus Reflector luminaire prevents that birds 
or people can get in direct contact with the lamp and 

can be suspended with the supplied chain easily from 
the ceiling over the bird cage. Luminaire and ballast are 

connected over a 2m silicon cable and ready for use. You only 
have to install the provided ceiling hook and your bird can enjoy its indoor sun.

neW
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Article EAN Item #

Thermometer   LTH-20

Hygrometer   LTH-21

Thermometer-Hygrometer  LTH-22

Article EAN Item #

Glass Thermometer   LTH-25

Measurement and Environment Control

These analogue measuring devices are perfect for environments with high humidity. They 
have to be installed inside the terrarium as the temperature/humidity is measured directly 
at the device. Adhesive tape at the back of the device allows quick and easy installa-
tion. Available are a single thermometer, a single hygrometer and a thermo-/hygrometer 
combination.

Thermometer & Hygrometer

Temperature and humidity are critical factors for a sucessful maintenance of vivarium animals. As they are so important it is 
essential that they are monitored constantly. Reliable thermometers and hygrometers therefore are a basic equipment for every 
terrarium.

Thermometer & Hygrometer

This analogue thermometer has its 
scale on the side with the glue which 
allows easy positioning inside the viva-
rium. It can be glued from the inside to 
the front of the terrarium and is easily 
readable from the outside. The trans-
parent case makes it less conspicuous.

Glas Thermometer
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo-Hygrometer min/max   LTH-23

Article EAN Item #

Thermometer Deluxe with external sensor LTH-31

Article EAN Item #

Thermometer-Hygrometer Pro   
Min/Max. external temp and humidity sensor LTH-32

3V Battery Cr-2032 for Lucky reptile Thermometers  
Models LTH-32 and LTH-40 CR2032

Article EAN Item #

Thermometer-Hygrometer Deluxe Pro   
with Min/Max. function + 3 external sensors LTH-34

1,5V Battery Lr-44 for Lucky reptile Thermometers   
Models: LTH-33 and LTH-34 LR44

Measurement and Environment Control

Thermo-Hygrometer Deluxe PRO

This high-quality, analogue thermo-hygrometer is accurate and displays reliable values 
. Due to its size of 10 cm diameter and large numerics, it is very easy to read and also 
shows the highest and lowest temperature in the measurement period. Ideal for use in a 
terrarium in which the values must be determined  accurately.

Thermo-Hygrometer Min/Max

Our most popular thermometer! This electronic thermometer has two external sensors 
which allow measuring the temperature in two different spots. The sensors can also be 
used for measurements in water. The device has a large display for easy readouts and a 
clock function.

Thermometer Deluxe

This slim thermo-hygrometer has a combo sensor for measuring the temperature and 
humidity. The device can be placed outside the vivarium where it is protected from humi-
dity and easy to read, while the combo sensor is placed inside the vivarium. A Min/Max-
function is available to store the highest and lowest measured humidity and temperature 
values. The device can be switched between Celsius and Fahrenheit.

Thermo-Hygrometer PRO

The Thermo-Hygrometer Deluxe PRO model offers a combo sensor for humidity and 
temperature plus a second temperature sensor allowing to measure the temperature in 
two places. The device can be placed outside the vivarium while all measurements are 
made over the external sensors. A Min/Max- function saves minimum and maxiumum 
values for all three sensors. The device can be switched between Celsius and Fahrenheit.
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo Control II Digital Thermostat with Timer TC-2

Thermo Control II  „UK Version“   
Digital Thermostat with Timer TC-2UK

Measurement and Environment Control

The successor of the popular Thermo Control thermostats 
is only recognized as an entry model by its price. The 

Thermo Control II is a digital thermostat with a tempe-
rature range of 0-50°C. The permanent temperature 
display also allows its use as a thermometer. Hea-
ters of up to 1000 W can be connected through a 
coupling. 

A second coupling is controlled over an integrated 
timer with interval function. That means it can be 

defined in which intervals the coupling should be 
switched on and off. Only full hour settings are pos-

sible, e.g. the coupling can be programmed to be on for 
1 hour and then off for 3 hours. After these 3 hours it swit-

ches back on for 1 hour and so on. This function can be used to 
control the general vivarium lighting (e.g. 14 hours on, 10 hours off) or to operate a fan in 
hourly mode. For more flexible requirements a separate timer is necessary. 

The external sensor can measure in water and air. In addition, the Thermo Control II has 
an alarm function which warns optically and acoustically if the measured temperature is 
too high or too low (value can be set). All in all a device that should not be missing in any 
terrarium! 

Thermo Control II

The temperature is a critical factor in every terrarium and needs to be adjusted to meet the needs of the animals. However, it 
is not so easy to adjust the proper temperature with all the different heating products available and the heat being produced 
by the terrarium lighting. A thermostat helps to maintain the desired temperature and prevents the terrarium from overheating. 
Additional functions like a night time temperature decrease are available in some thermostat models and help to provide 
optimal conditions to the animals. 

A little less common are humidity controls for monitoring and maintaining the humidity inside the terrarium. A lot of animals 
like the Green Tree Python have very specific humidity requirements which make the use of humidity controls recommendable.

Thermostats, Hygrostats & other Controls
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo Control Pro II   
Digital Thermostat with 2 circuits & Timer TC2-PRO

Thermo Contro Pro II  „UK Version“   
Digital Thermostat with 2 circuits & Timer TC2-PROUK

Article EAN Item #

Humidity Control II   
Digital Hygrostat with night reduction Timer HC-2

Humidity Control II „UK Version“ 
Digital Hygrostat with night reduction Timer HC-2UK

Measurement and Environment Control

The popular Thermo Control PRO II has been under revision and is now equipped with 
new functions! The device now features 4 – instead of previously 2 - time zones, that 
can be programmed with a certain temperature. Thanks to the temperature time zones, 
which allow increasing and lowering the temperature in several steps rather than abrupt, 
the daily temperature development can be virtually like in nature. The user has full con-
trol, because everything is set and controlled by a timer. Another novelty is the possi-
bility to set temperatures in 0,1 ° C increments. For technical reasons, the hysteresis 
cannot be set below 0,5 ° C though. 
The additional features of the Thermo Control PRO II have of course also been 
improved. Instead of 2 settings for the timer now up to 8 On/Off settings are possible. 
The acoustic alarm can now be turned off independently and a min/max function has 
been added showing the min/max temperature values of the day (automatic reset at 
midnight). Behind the scenes the control of the relays has been improved and every 
relay is now protected by a changeable fuse which reduces the risk of damage by a 
short circuit, like it may happen in case of a failure of halogen lamps. 
Of course the proven features, such as the real-time clock, the constant temperature 
display and the ability to switch between heating and cooling mode, e.g. to use fans are 
also included in the new model. In cooling mode the device switches after a 3 minute 
delay, in order that compressor cooling technology or an aquarium chiller can be used. 
The max load remains at 1000W as well as the temperature range of 0-50°C and the two 
meter long, waterproof temperature sensor that enables the use of the Thermo Control 
PRO II in aquariums. 
With its four temperature time zones, a minimum hysteresis of 0,5 ° C as well as all the 
functions, such as timer and constant temperature display with min / max storage, the 
Thermo Control PRO II stands out from the mass of the controllers on the market and is 
our clear recommendation for temperature control in terrariums and aquariums.

Thermo Control PRO II

The Humidity Control II is perfect for automatically maintaining the humidity inside the 
terrarium with suitable humidifiers. 
Like its brother the Thermo Control PRO II the Humidity Control II can work with four 
times for which an individual humidity value can be programmed. In addition it has a 
timer with 8 time slots, a continuous humidity display with Min/Max-function, an alarm 
function, a high quality external sensor and a lot more. The wealth of functions and its 
price-performance ratio are unbeatable and simultaneously the device is easy to use 
thanks to a logical operating concept and detailed instructions. 
We recommend the use of a humidity control in combination with foggers and humidi-
fiers like the Lucky Reptile Super Fog II. Though it is possible to control mist systems, 
knowhow and tinkering with the control parameters is required as the special thing with 
mist systems is that like in nature after a rain shower, the humidity will keep rising even 
after the mist system is already switched off. Since it is possible to adjust the humidity 
hysteresis and the time zones flexibly with the Humidity Control II, it is also possible to 
achieve satisfactory results in combination with a mist system. However, we recommend 
beginners to control their mist system by time e.g. with a Lucky Reptile PRO Timer. 

Humidity Control II
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Article EAN Item #

Pro Timer - Digital Timer   ET-2

Pro Timer - Digital Timer „swiss model“   ET-2CH

Pro Timer „French model“   ET-2FR

Pro Timer „Uk model“  ET-2UK

Article EAN Item #

ECo Timer - mechanical Timer   ET-3

ECo Timer „French model“   ET-3F

Measurement and Environment Control

Timer

The PRO Timer is a digital timer and has a minimum time setting of one second! This makes it 
excellent for controlling rain systems. Over the time frame of a week, up to 8 ON/OFF time set-
tings can be programmed, e.g. a program can be repeated daily or there is the possibility to pro-
gram the device to work only on a special week day. This gives the highest possible flexibility for 
controlling vivarium equipment. The maximum wattage is 3500 W. A changeable battery ensures 
that the settings are saved in case of a power failure.

PRO Timer

The ECO Timer is a mechanical timer with a maximum load of 3500W. The electronics has 
been optimized for use with the Bright Sun and other metal halide lamps to ensure an unobst-
ructed function. The combination of metal halide lamps and timers is in general problematic as 
the way of functioning of the metal halide lamps tends to destroy the relays of normal timers. 
When developing the ECO Timer, special attention has been given to this problem to minimize 
problems. 
In addition the adjustment wheel has been constructed in a way that it cannot be easily 
adjusted by accident. An incident that happens easily with most mechanical timers which can 
lead to nasty surprises. The minimum switching time is 15 minutes. Please consider that devia-
tions inside a few minutes occur for technical reasons. For applications that require a high preci-
sion, we recommend the Lucky Reptile PRO Timer. The ECO Timer is perfect for controlling the 
vivarium lighting especially due to its optimization for the Lucky Reptile Bright Sun.

ECO Timer
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo Cable  15 W, 3,8m   HTC-15

Thermo Cable  25 W, 4,8m   HTC-25

Thermo Cable  50 W, 6,5m  HTC-50

Thermo Cable  80 W, 6,5m   HTC-80

Thermo Cable  100 W, 10m   HTC-100

Heating

Heating Cables

Heating products are very important for successfully keeping reptiles as these animals require certain temperatures. 

It is not only important that it is warm but it is also important which place inside the terrarium is warm. As reptiles 

are poikilothermal, they need different areas in the terrarium where they can heat themselves up or can cool down. 

When choosing a heating product you should consider offering the animals a point inside the terrarium where the 

temperature is above the ambient temperature. The existence of a cooler hideaway which the reptile can use to 

regulate its body temperature, is also important.

The Lucky Reptile Thermo Cable is a single wire silicone heat cable. Its 
insulation is very thick to prevent damages to the cable itself. Even 

though the insulation is waterproof, we do not recommend using 
it under water due to the voltage of 230V. However, the Thermo 
Cable may be used inside the terrarium and can be covered with 
appropriate substrate or cage furniture. It can also be wrapped 
around branches or installed inside a cork hollow, etc., however 

care should be taken that the animals cannot get in direct con-
tact with the heat cable. With Euro plug. Other plugs available on 

request!

HEAT Thermo Cable
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo Mat 3 W  10 x 12,5 cm HTM-3

Thermo Mat 7 W  15 x 28 cm HTM-7

Thermo Mat 14 W  28 x 28 cm HTM-14

Thermo Mat 20 W  42 x 28 cm HTM-20

Thermo Mat 28 W  53 x 28 cm HTM-28

Thermo Mat 35 W  65 x 28 cm HTM-35

Thermo Mat 45 W  80 x 28 cm HTM-45

Thermo Mat 62 W  115 x 28 cm HTM-62

Article EAN Item #

Thermo Mat strip 10 W  42 x 15 cm HTMS-10

Thermo Mat strip 15 W  58 x 15 cm HTMS-15

Thermo Mat strip 22 W  88 x 15 cm HTMS-22

Thermo Mat strip 30 W  120 x 15 cm HTMS-30

Heating

Like ceramic heat emitters, the Lucky Reptile Thermo Mat emits 
infrared radiation which heats objects and animals from 

within. The heat mats have two advantages for the ani-
mals; first, they heat objects, e.g. stones and create 

warm spots for the animals to heat up and second, 
they heat the animals directly. The infrared radiation of 
the heat mat penetrates the skin of the animals and 
creates a cozy warmth. Animals love to be in the effec-
tive range of a heat mat. Another advantage is that 
this type of heat mat only has little influence on the air 

temperature inside your terrarium. 
Installation is easy thanks to the adhesive tape on the 

back of the heat mat. Due to the emitted infrared radia-
tion, they can also be attached at the side walls or the ceiling 

of the terrarium instead of the bottom.  The special design of the 
Thermo Mat allows for optimal heat transfer and reduces the risk of overheating which is 
common problem when used as floor heater.

Thermo Mat

Heat Mats
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The Thermo Mat Strips are perfect for rack systems or small vivariums. They work like 
the regular Thermo Mat but are just a narrow stripe.

Thermo Mat Strip
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Article EAN Item #

Thermo Mat PRO 10W approx. 25x15 cm HTP-10

Thermo Mat PRO 10W „swiss Plug“ approx. 25x15 cm HTP-10CH

Thermo Mat PRO 10W „UK Plug“ approx. 25x15 cm HTP-10UK

Thermo Mat PRO 20W approx. 35x20 cm HTP-20

Thermo Mat PRO 20W „swiss Plug“ approx. 35x20 cm HTP-20CH

Thermo Mat PRO 20W „UK Plug“ approx. 35x20 cm HTP-20UK

Thermo MAT PRO 30W approx. 50x30 cm HTP-30

Thermo Mat PRO 30W „swiss Plug“ approx. 50x30 cm HTP-30CH

Thermo MAT PRO 30W „UK Plug“ approx. 50x30 cm HTP-30UK

Thermo MAT PRO 40W approx. 60x40 cm HTP-40

Thermo Mat PRO 40W „swiss Plug“ approx. 60x40 cm HTP-40CH

Thermo MAT PRO 40W „UK Plug“ approx. 60x40 cm HTP-40UK

Article EAN Item #

Dark spot Mini 30 W  Ceramic Heat Emitter E27 Socket HDSM-30

Heating

These heat mats fulfill all wishes of reptile keepers. They are 
waterproof and have an extra insulation for protection, 

making the Thermo Mat PRO excellent for use in wet 
surroundings.  A special heat conductor ensures an 
even surface heat. In addition, the heat mat has a 
special overheat protector which switches off the 
heat mat in case of too high temperatures (e.g. local 
overheating because of unsuitable substrate). This 
minimizes the danger of fire and the risk of damage 
to the terrarium floor. However, it is essential to use 

the right substrate and to have a correct installation, 
as the heat mat cannot heat properly otherwise. 

The oval shape prevents substrate from getting under the 
heat mat which results in bend up corners with normal heat 

mats that can lead to damages. 

Thermo Mat PRO
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Ceramic heat emitters offer cozy heat from above and have proven themselves in snake 
keeping.  However, normal ceramic emitters are only suitable for large vivariums as in 
small vivariums they can quickly dry out the animals. The Lucky Reptile Dark Spot Mini 
with its 30W and extremely small size changes this and allows its use also in small and 
low height vivariums. A minimum distance of 15 cm is recommended. Contrary to the 
large Lucky Reptile Dark Spot there is no colour changing effect. The Dark Spot Mini is 
perfect for use in the Lucky Reptile Thermo Socket plus Reflector Mini, but also suitable 
for all other porcelain lamp holders.

Dark Spot Mini

Ceramic Heat Emitters
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Article EAN Item #

Dark spot 60W Ceramic Heat Emitter E27 Socket HDS-60

Dark spot 100W Ceramic Heat Emitter E27 Socket HDS-100

Dark spot 150W Ceramic Heat Emitter E27 Socket HDS-150

Dark spot 250W Ceramic Heat Emitter E27 Socket HDS-250

Article EAN Item #

Thermo sprite 15W   TS-15

Thermo sprite 15 W „UK Plug“   TS-15UK

Heating

The Lucky Reptile Dark Spot emit infrared radiation which 
heats animals and cage furniture from within. These 

ceramic heat emitters are excellent for creating hot 
spots in parts of the terrarium. Like in nature the heat 
is coming from the ceiling and creates natural con-
ditions for the animals inside the terrarium. For this 
reason we also recommend to combine the Dark 
Spot heat emitters with normal spot lamps, as ani-
mals normally associate light with heat. 

Dark Spot ceramic heat emitters can be used in stan-
dard E27 porcelain sockets (e. g. Lucky Reptile Thermo 

Socket) and last up to 8000 hours. Ceramic heat emit-
ters are ideal for heating large terrariums thanks to their 

economic efficiency and their flexible application. It is recom-
mended to maintain a minimum distance of 40 cm to the animals. As a special feature this 
heat emitter will turn from yellow to orange-red when it is heating to allow an easy control 
of its function.

Dark Spot Ceramic Heat Emitter
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The Thermo Sprite is a small heating element that reliably 
heats Life Box and small turtle tanks as well as water parts 

and large water bowls in the terrarium to the right tem-
perature. The temperature is fixed at 25°C. In contrast 
to glass heaters, the housing is made  of durable 
plastic and can not be broken. Recommended up to 
15 litres. 

Thermo Sprite

Aquarium Heaters
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Article EAN Item #

Super Fog II - Humidifier   SF2-1

 Replacement Transducer Plate for Super Fog II   
Must only be installed by qualified Professional! SF2-2

Water Tank for Super Fog II  Art. Nr.: 7-62365-01 SF-92

Flexible Tube „New“ for Super Fog  SF-9

Super Fog II - Humidifier  „UK Version“  SF2-1UK

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

The Super Fog II is the next generation of the proven high-performance 
Super Fog humidifier. 

Although the price of the new Super Fog II was lowered, the 
fogger has many improved features. The device is now more 

flexible by its compact dimensions and can be better integ-
rated into vivarium cabinets. With the flexible tube you can 
transport the fog into the vivarium, up to a height of max. 2 
m. Although the fogger has a smaller size, the water tank 
with a capacity of 2.1 L is really big  and the even the fog 
performance has been increased. The Super Fog II is ideal 
for large vivariums or vivarium facilities. 

The separate available Multi Outlet allows it to take the humi-
dity in several places and in several terrariums. 

The fog output is regulated. 

Super Fog II – Humidifier

Humidifiers and Foggers

Humidifiers have a direct influence on the air humidity in the terrarium and could be controlled exactly using a 

hygrostat. With the recent technology it is possible, to remain the air humidity in the terrarium automatically on the 

same level, to control day and night optimal values and, thanks to programmable control technology to emulate 

even the variation of natural conditions. Lucky Reptile offers suitable humidifiers for the most different requirement 

profiles.

Flexible Tube
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Article EAN Item #

Super Fog multi outlet  SFM-1

Tube 100 cm for multi outlet SFM-2

Article EAN Item #

Super Fog Nano II - Humidifier SN-2

Super Fog Nano II - Humidifier  „UK Version“ SN2-UK

Replacement menbran for Super Fog Nano II SN-3

Replacement catridge 2 pcs.  
with holder for Super Fos Nano SN-4

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

The Super Fog Nano II is the successor of the popular Super Fog 
Nano humidifier for small vivariums. With the new model we 

have kept the technology at a more simple level to guarantee 
a trouble free use. The water is transferred to the ultrasonic 

membrane through capillary action of a felt cartridge. This 
can be replaced with a few simple steps which should 
be done regularly for hygienic reasons. The produced 
fog is automatically transferred trough the tube by a 
sophisticated nozzle design. No fan is necessary which 
furthermore reduces the error susceptibility. About 
30 ml of water are vaporized in one hour. The internal 

water tank can hold maximum 360 ml of water. The Super 
Fog Nano II can be controlled over a timer or hygrostat. 

The extendable tube can be adjusted easily to almost any 
vivarium. 

Another improvement is that the membrane can be changed very easily 
by anyone. All parts are available as spare parts which makes the Super Fog Nano II a sustai-
nable device. 

Super Fog Nano         (ETA June/July)

The Super Fog Multi Outlet has 6 small outlets that allow to 
humidify up to 6 vivariums with one Super Fog. This makes 

it excellent for small poison arrow frog vivarias, whole 
terrarium shelves with several small vivariums, etc. It is 
also possible to channel fog into the vivarium at more 
than one spot and distribute the humidity more evenly. 
The Super Fog Multi Outlet includes one manifold 
and two tubes. The tubes can be extended to 100 
cm length and bend as needed, allowing for a flexible 
installation. The Multi Outlet can be used with Super 

Fog and Super Fog II. Older models of the Super Fog 
which use the rigid tube that cannot be extended need to 

be re-fitted with a new outlet and a flexible tube. Both are 
available as spare parts from us so that the Multi Outlet can 

be fitted to all big Super Fog models ever brought to the market (not 
the Super Fog Nano).

Super Fog Multi Outlet
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Article EAN Item #

Super Rain II - Mist System   SR-2

Super Rain PRo - Professional Mist System SRP-1

Super Rain II - Mist System „UK model“  SR-2UK

Super Rain PRo - Professional Mist System „UK“   SRP-1UK

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

Due numerous customer requests, the popular Super Rain 
mist system has been refined. The known high perfor-

mance with 2 l/min and the possibility to use up to 15 
nozzles and drippers has remained. In addition the 
Super Rain PRO has been added to the line which can 
pump even up to 4 l of water per minute. It includes 
10 nozzles and can be operated with up to 25 nozzles. 
Both devices have a modulator for controlling the per-
formance as desired. That makes it possible to adapt 
the performance for the use in smaller terrariums. 

Therefore you have a very high flexibility and a product 
which practically covers all areas of application.

The most important improvement however is with the 
noise level of the pumps. Thanks to a specially designed 

housing with noise reflecting inner walls and a decoupled and rubber-

Super Rain II / Super Rain PRO

Mist Systems
In comparison to humidifiers, mist systems have a delayed effect on the humidity. Like in nature after a short rain shower, the 
humidity rises after using the mist system. That means the “rain“ cannot be controlled directly. Consequently mist systems are 
controlled preferably by a timer to simulate natural rain showers. 

When using a mist system not only the humidity will be increased, but mist systems are also important to supply drinking water 
to the animals. Especially in rainforest vivariums mist systems play an important role providing water to the plants.  
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cushioned mounting of the pump an incredible noise 
reduction has been realized. Of course you cannot 
compare high performance pumps that can operate 15 
respectively 25 nozzles not with units that can operate 
2-4 nozzles. Anyway we doubt that you will find even 
a medium range product that is quieter than the Super 
Rain II. 
All proved accessories of the Super Rain System are still 
usable with the Super Rain II and also the PRO. A new 
accessory is a back pressure valve that prevents that 
the water tank can run dry and is included in the Super 
Rain scope of delivery.
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Article EAN Item #

Super Rain Nano - Mist System   SRN-1

Super Rain Nano - Mist System „Swiss“   SRN-1CH

Super Rain Nano - Mist System „UK model“  SRN-1UK

Article EAN Item #

Suction Cups (5 pcs.)  for Super Rain SR-19

Water filter  for Super Rain SR-20

Tube 5m, 6mm for Super Rain  SR-21

Back Pressure Valve  for Super Rain SR-24

Water Reservoir  for Super Rain SR-26

T- Bulkhead and Connector  for Super Rain SR-29

Replacement Spray Nozzle 4 pcs.  
(without holder)  for Super Rain SR-30

Spray nozzle with connector for bulkhead   
for Super Rain SR-31

Spray Nozzle with T-Connector  for Super Rain SR-32

dripping Valve for Super Rain   SR-33

End Cap 5 pcs. for Super Rain   SR-37

Attachment plate for suction cups  for Super Rain SR-39

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

Super Rain Nano is the little sister of the popular and 
proven Super Rain high performance mist system. 

Whereas the Super Rain with up to 15 nozzles and 
a flow rate of 120 l/h is suitable for large terra-
riums or big displays with several terrarium units, 
the Super Rain Nano is a low-cost mist system 
especially designed for smaller vivariums with a 
maximum of 4 nozzles. In addition to developing 
a mist system that can be easily operated and is 
highly secure, the focus was put on high reliabi-

lity and a low noise level. Thanks to a 
specially designed housing with a rubber-mounted 

pump, new standards are set when it comes to 
quietness. The Super Rain Nano is practically inaudible and perfectly suitable for the living room 

environment. 
A water tank or an integrated control were deliberately omitted not only for costs reasons but also to  provide the user the 
possibility to choose the most suitable control system out of the Lucky Reptile range to obtain maximum flexibility. 
The package of the Super Rain Nano includes the pump unit itself, 2 nozzles with bulkhead connector, a t-connector bulkhead, 
3m black tube, a water filter and installation material. The Super Rain accessory range is compatible and can be used for the 
Super Rain Nano.

Super Rain Nano

The new Super Rain extension parts are more compact and it is now possible to change 
the nozzle head, e.g. if it has limescale.

Super Rain Accessories

Nozzle with 
Bulkhead 

Art.-Nr. 62331

Nozzle
Art.-Nr. 62332

T-Bulkhead
Art.-Nr. 62329

Back Pressure Valve
Art.-Nr. 62324

dripper
Art.-Nr. 62333

Replacement 
Nozzle

Art.-Nr. 62330

Water filter
Art.-Nr. 62320

End Cap
Art.-Nr. 62337

Suction Cups
Art.-Nr. 62319

Attachment plate
Art.-Nr. 62339

Tube 5 m, Ø 
6 mm

Art.-Nr. 62321
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Article EAN Item #

Lucky Reptile Sprayer pump sprayer SP-1

Article EAN Item #

Terra-Tec H2o 5000 ml TH-5000

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

This high quality manual pump sprayer has an adjustable metal spray head creating fine 
mist. The Lucky Reptile Sprayer is excellent for the daily moisturing of small terrariums.

Sprayer

Manual Watering

Terra-Tec H2O is demineralized water as to VDE 0510 and perfect for use with humidifiers 
and rain systems. It can also be used for aquariums. Supply water has the problem that 
the minerals contained in it cause limescale and, among others, can damage pumps and 
other units. Also limescales on glass frames are not nice. Some regions have such hard 
water that a Super Fog membran can be ruined within a few days. With Terra-Tec H2O you 
can prevent this problem achieving a long life and longer maintenance intervals for  humi-
difiers and other devices. By the way: the claims that demineralized/distilled water is dan-
gerous for humans and animals is wrong. In nature dew is an important water source for 
animals and it only contains very little minerals. It is simply false that demineralised water 
deprives the animals of nutrients. Deminderalised water is even sold as premium drinking 
water for human consumption.

Terra-Tec H2O

Accessories for Sprinklers

recommended for Super Rain and Super Fog
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Article EAN Item #

Eco dripper 2 L ED-2

Article EAN Item #

Lucky Reptile dripper 1 l Trunk-tank DR-1

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

Many  terrarium animals lick up drop of water to satisfy their 
water need. This does not only apply to tropical species 

but also to many desert inhabitants. However, there are 
also species, as for example many chameleons which 
need the movement of dripping water to be animated 
to drink. With Lucky Reptile Eco Dripper it is no pro-
blem to simulate this natural water supply. 
Two adjustable drippers are included and with the 
Super Rain accessories your Eco Dripper can be 

extended infinitely. This way one Eco Dripper can 
supply more than one terrarium with drinking water 

simultaneously. 

Eco Dripper

Dripper
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Drippers are very practical and good for the well-being of the animals, however most 
available models are not looking very attractive. The Lucky Reptile Dripper changes this 
fact; it is looking like a tree trunk but is a fully usable dripping system with internal 1L 
water reservoir. It looks very natural adding a certain attractiveness to the terrarium. 
It also presents additional climbing and hiding spaces to the animals. The Dripper is 
mounted on a special support which can be fixed to the vivarium wall. This allows to 
easily take of the Dripper from the support for cleaning and re-fill.

Dripper
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Article EAN Item #

Terra Fan Set  AC Adapator and 2 fans TF-1

Terra Fan - Extension Fan   TF-2

Terra Fan Set „UK version“  AC Adapator and 2 fans TF-1UK

Article EAN Item #

Life Fan LF-1

Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers

suitable for Life Lightswithout fan with fan

This low voltage mini fan system has temperature controlled 
fans; depending on the temperature, the fan speed will 

decrease or increase to allow for optimal conditions 
inside the terrarium. The base set consists of a trans-

former and two fans so that one fan can be used to 
blow fresh air into the terrarium while the other pulls 
out the exhausted air. This way an optimal circula-
tion is ensured. The fans are excellent for animals 
that need high air circulation like chameleons. 
One transformer can be used with up to 4 fans. 

Extension fans are available separately. New is the 
protective net in plastic in front of the ventilators. 

These have a fine gauze in between, so that also small 
fodder insects cannot escape any more by the ventilator. 

Terra Fan

Dehumidifiers

This low voltage mini fan from the Life Experience-line 
provides optimal and very silent ventilation in every 

nano terrarium. It prevents stale air and steamed up 
surfaces. Due to the specially configured rota-
tion speed  the occurrence of draught in small 
tanks can be avoided. The fan is connected to 
the transformer of the Life Light-lighting unit via 
Y-Connector. Four different mounting options faci-
litate the installation. On request transformers are 
available which make an operation outside the Life 

experience possible.

Life Fan
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Article EAN Item #

Nano Clean - Internal Filter 210 l/h  NC-25

Nano Clean - Internal Filter „UK Version“ 210 l/h  NC-25UK

Filter for Turtles

The Lucky Reptile Nano Clean was developed especially 
for the use in turtle tanks as well as small terrariums 

and aquariums like the Life Box. This internal filter 
needs only 1.7 W, has a maximum pump perfor-
mance of 210 l / h and is suitable for aquariums 
up to 25 liters. 

Nano Clean

Filter
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Article EAN Item #

thermo Clean 150  External Filter with 100W Heater TCF-150

thermo Clean 300  External Filter with 300W Heater TCF-300

Article EAN Item #

Mechanical filter cartridge for thermo Clean 150   TCF-11

Bio-filter cartridge for thermo Clean 150  TCF-12

Ceramic filtration media for thermo Clean 150   TCF-13

Activated carbon filtration medium  for thermo Clean 150 TCF-14

Mechanical filter cartridge for thermo Clean 300   TCF-31

Pre-Filter for thermo Clean 300   TCF-32

Bio Filterering cartridge for thermo Clean 300   TCF-33

Ceramic Filter Media for thermo Clean 300  TCF-34

Activated carbon filtration medium  for thermo Clean 300 TCF-35

Filter for Turtles

The Lucky Reptile Thermo Clean is the perfect external filter 
for turtle tanks but can be used as well for all other types 

of aquariums. The filter includes a 100 W heater which 
ensures the reliable heating of the aquarium without the 
risk that turtles will play ping pong with the heater and 
damage it. 
This is a common and very serious problem as the 
risk of electrical shocks exists if the typical aquarium 
heater is damaged. The heater of the Thermo Clean is 
safely installed inside the filter itself and therefore well 

protected. In addition the filter excels with high user-
friendliness, low power consumption and high quietness 

of the pump. Three filter stages ensure effective cleaning 
and make the filter suitable for aquariums up to 150 litres. Filter 

media is included as well as plenty of accessories for easy installa-
tion inside aquariums and turtle tanks. 
The Thermo Clean Filter is suitable for Lucky Reptile Turtle-Tarriums small, medium and 
large. Only available with Euro plug! 

Thermo Clean

Spare parts like rotors, seals, etc. are available on inquiry. 
Please contact our customer service by via 
e-mail: kundenservice@luckyreptile.com

Thermo Clean Accessories & Spare Parts

Spare Parts for Filters and Pumpss
PA
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Chelodina mccordii
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Bearded Dragon Blend 70g   
Mole Crickets, Grasshoppers & Superworms HDC-06

Food

Bearded Dragons love insects but it is important that you are offering them a good 
variety. Bearded Dragon Blend contains a mixture of large locusts, super worms and 
mole crickets, which are not available as live food. The cooked insects are readily 
accepted from a feeding dish or tweezers. Compared to live food they have the advan-
tage that parasites are killed during the cooking process. The nutrional values are com-
parable to live food but Bearded Dragon Blend has a better calcium-phospor ratio due to 
the addition of cuttlefish bone powder during the cooking process.

Herp Diner Bearded Dragon Blend

Bearded Dragon Food

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 19,1%Fat content: 7,1%Crude Fiber: 3,3%Moisture Content: 65,2%Calium 6000mg/kgPhosphor 1300mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Grasshoppers 40%, mole crickets 40%, superworms 18,3%, cuttlefish bone 1,7%
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Article EAN Item #

Bearded Dragon Mix Adult 35g HD-01

Bearded Dragon Mix Juvenil 35g HD-02

Bearded Dragon Mix Adult 70g HD-04

Bearded Dragon Mix Juvenil 70g HD-06

Article EAN Item #

Bearded Dragon Candy 35 g  HD-03

Food

Lucky Reptile Bearded Dragon Mix contains gently dried 
insects, flowers, vegetables and fruits and was formu-

lated according to the newests insights on the diet of 
bearded dragons. Since insects make up a large part 
of the diet of juveniles, Bearded Dragon Mix Juvenile 
contains significantly more insects than the mixture 
for adults that mainly eat herbal food. 
Mixed with water the food will look fresh and smell 
very intensily. It can also be offered dry if preferred 
by your animal. Adult: crude protein 19,2%, fat con-

tent 5,5%, crude fibers 10,6%Juvenile: crude protein 
29,8%, fat content 9,6%, crude fibers 8,7%

Bearded Dragon Mix

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed bearded dragons and other omnivorous reptiles

Analytical constituents: Adult: Crude Protein: 19,2%; Fat content: 5,5%; Crude Fiber: 10,6%. Juvenil: Protein: 29,8%; Fat content: 9,6%; Crude Fiber: 
8,7%

Feeding Recommendations: Bearded Dragon Mix can be fed dry or mixed with water. Add 20 ml of warm water on 4 tea spoons (Adult) or 10 ml of warm 
water on 2 tea spoons (Juvenil) of Bearded Dragon Mix and let it swell up. Stir the food and serve it to the animals. Remove uneaten food immediately. For 
dry feeding simply place into feeding dish and pay attention on availability of sufficient amounts of drinking water. Ensure a varying diet through combina-
tion with other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary feeds like CarniVit or Bio Calcium Sepia.

Composition: Adult: Vegetables 38%, Flowers 33%, Insects 15%, Fruit 14%: courgette, grasshoppers, mealworms, red pepper, strawberries, broccoli, 
mango, corn, blossow of; mallow, chamomile, calendula, rose, cornflower and hop unbels, green beans, green pepper. Juvenil: Insects 50%, Vegetables 
21%, Fruits 15,2%, Flowers 9,2%, herbs 4,6%, Gammarus, mealworms, flies, red pepper, strawberries, mango, corn, courgette, grean beans, broccoli, 
blossoms of mallow; chamomile, calendula, rose, cornflower and hop unbels, ribwort, peppermint, stinging nettle, clover

Bearded Dragons are good feeders and always in for a treat. 
Lucky Reptile Bearded Dragon Candy is full of treats that 

bearded dragons love. The gentle drying process main-
tains all healthy nutrients. The food can be fed dry or 

mixed with water. If water is added, the ingredients 
swell up and will look fresh again. 
Not only bearded dragons will love Bearded Dragon 
Candy but also Green Iguanas, Chuckwallas, tor-
toises and a lot other herps will dig into this food. 
Attention: Bearded Dragon Candy is not suitable 

as sole diet and should only be offered as treat a 
maximum of 1-2 times per week.

Bearded Dragon Candy

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed bearded dragons and other omnivorous reptiles.

Analytical constituents: Crude Protein: 16,7%; Fat content: 6,8%; Fiber: 9,2%

Feeding Recommendations: Bearded Dragon Candy can be fed dry or mixed with water. Add 20ml of warm water on 4 tea spoons of Bearded Dragon 
Candy and let it swell up. Stir the food and serve it to the animals. Remove uneaten food immediately. For dry feeding simply place into feeding dish and 
pay attention on availability of sufficient amounts of drinking water. Bearded Dragon Candy should not be offered more than 1-2 times a week due to the 
high content of fruits. Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary feeds like CarniVit or Bio 
Calcium Sepia.

Composition: Fruits 35 %, Vegetables 35 %, Flowers 20 %, Insects 10 %: strawberries, corn, rasberries, red pepper, mealworms, courgette, grasshoppers, 
green pepper, blossoms of hibiscus, red clover, sunflower, daisy, dandelion.
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Leopard Gecko Blend 35 g   
Mealworms, Crickets, Grasshoppers & Bamboo Worms HDC-08

Article EAN Item #

Tortoise Mix 150g TOM-150

Tortoise Mix 300g TOM-300

Tortoise Mix 800g TOM-800

Food

Worms are leopard geckos’ favorite, but they still need variety and especially calcium. 
Lucky Reptile Leopard Gecko Blend offers everything in one product. Besides meal-
worms it also contains grasshoppers, crickets and bamboo worms to provide variety. The 
addition of sepia bone provides favorable calcium-phosphor ratio of 2:1. 
The food is easily accepted when fed with tweezers and has many advantages in compa-
rison to live food. A varied diet can be fed controlled. Due to the gentle cooking process 
parasites are eliminated, that may still be present in live foods. 

Herp Diner Leopard Gecko Blend

Leopard Gecko Food

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: Crude Protein: 15,5%, Fat content: 8,4%, Crude Fiber: 2,6%, Moisture Content: 72,4%, Calium 7800mg/kg, Phosphor 3200mg/kg

Feeding Recommendations: We recommend using tweezers for offering the food. Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet. We recommend having 
1-2 fast days per week. 

Composition: Mealworms 38,3%, crickets 20%, grasshoppers, 20%, bamboo worms 20 %, cuttlefish bone 1,7% 
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Tortoise Mix is the perfect natural basic food for all tortoises. 
Unlike most food for tortoises, Tortoise Mix is not made 

of extruded pellets with questionable ingredients like 
fish meal, but consists only of natural, herbal and 
vegetable ingredients. In addition to hay pellets, 
which consists of a variety of different wild herbs, 
dried carrots and calendula flowers are included. 
Especially the calendula flowers are a tasty treat for 
tortoises. 
The food is rich in natural vitamins and has a high 

content of crude fiber, as it is recommended by 
veterinarians.

Tortoise Mix

Tortoise Food

Compound feed for all tortoises 

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 10,9%    Fat content: 2,4%  Crude Fiber: 27,3%

Feeding Recommendations: „Tortoise Mix should be fed slightly moistened as the pellets are relatively hard and swell up with moisture. Put the pellets 
into a dish and add the same amount of water. Let swell and stir after 5 minutes before serving to the animals. It is also possible to simply spray the food 
with water. Remove uneaten food immediately. Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary 
feeds like HerbiVit, PRO Mineral or Sepia-products.    „
Composition: cold pressed natural hay pellets, carots (dried) and common marigold (dried)
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Article EAN Item #

Testudo Mix 45g TEM-45

Testudo Mix 80g TEM-80

Testudo Mix 250g TEM-250

Article EAN Item #

Tortoise Candy 35g TOC-35

Tortoise Candy 70g TOC-70

Food

By experience Mediterranean tortoises are often offered an 
unsuitable diet which is too rich in content and contains 

too much fruits and even sometimes carnivorous food. A 
wrong diet is consequently the biggest health problem 
of Mediterranean tortoises. 
Lucky Reptile Testudo Mix is not only an optically att-
rative and tasty food but it is also very healthy since 
it only includes ingredients that belong to the natural 
diet of the animals. It is a well balanced mix of dried 

flowers, wild herbs and various vegetables and rich 
in natural vitamins and minerals. As recommended by 

veterinarians and also required for the well being of Tes-
tudo species the food has also a high content of fibres for a 

healthy digestion. Testudo Mix can be fed dry or moistened. Our 
recommendation is to spray the food with a little water so its scent can fully develop. 
Generally it is suitable to feed Testudo Mix as main food but we always recommend fee-
ding the animals as varied as possible. Lucky Reptile Tortoise Mix, Herb Mix, Herb Cobs and 
Flower Mix, but also fresh wild herbs are good nutrional additions. 
Fruits should preferably be deleted entirely off the menu of European tortoises.

Testudo Mix

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed, especially formulated for a healthy diet of European tortoises 

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 15,8%    Fat content: 3,1%   Crude Fiber: 22,0% 

Feeding Recommendations: „Testudo Mix can be fed dry or moistened. Mix with water or spray water over the food and let it swell for about 5 minutes. 
This way the scent of the food and with it the acceptance by the animals is increased. Stir the food and serve it to the animals. Remove uneaten food 
immediately. For dry feeding simply place into feeding dish and pay attention on availability of sufficient amounts of drinking water.Ensure a varying diet 
through combination with other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary feeds, like HerbiVit, PRO Mineral or Sepia-products. „
Composition: Meadow herbs 59%, flowers 21%, vegetables 20%: dandelion, nettle, pepper mint, carrots, roses, camomile, common marigold, courgette, 
garden thyme, lavender, salvia, cornflower.

An absolute treat for tortoises is Tortoise Candy with its 
delicious fruit and vegetable pieces, as well as flowers. 

All in all a mix of favorite foods that  are particularly well 
accepted. The components of the food are very gently 
dried to preserve the valuable, natural vitamins and 
minerals. 
Note: Even though this food has a high content of 
crude fibre it should only be offered occasionally to 
reward the animal, because of the fruit content.

Tortoise Candy

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed  as complementary food for tortoises and herbivorous reptiles

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 8,1%   Fat content: 2,8%   Fiber: 25,2% 

Feeding Recommendations: „Tortoise Candy can be fed dry or mixed with water. Add 20ml of warm water on 4 tea 
spoons of Tortoise Candy and let it swell up. Stir the food and serve it to the animals. Remove uneaten food immediately. For dry feeding simply place into 
feeding dish and pay attention on availability of sufficient amounts of drinking water.Bearded Dragon Candy should not be offered more than 1-2 times a 
week due to the high content of fruits. This does especially apply to the Mediterranean Testudo species. Ensure a varying diet through combination with 
other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary feeds like HerbiVit, PRO Mineral or Sepia-products.For a well balanced basic diet Lucky Reptile 
Tortoise Mix and Testudo Mix are available.“

Composition: Vegetables 43%, fruits 40%, flowers 17%: carrots, apple, strawberries, pepper, cornflower, common marigold, raspberries, sunflower.  
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Article EAN Item #

Turtle Mix Adult 100g TMA-100

Turtle Mix Adult 200g TMA-200

Turtle Mix Adult 600g TMA-600

Food

The, specifically for omnivorous, adult turtles, developed 
Turtle Mix is the perfect basic food that supplies the ani-

mals with everything they need every day to stay fit and 
healthy. 
It offers a beneficial blend of protein, fibre, vegeta-
rian ingredients and calcium. The innovative 3-pellet-
system Carnivor-, Calcium- and vegetarian pellets 
offer the possibility to perfectly adjust the diet to the 
needs of the turtles. The animals can also control 

their nutrition balance on their own, e.g. by purpose-
fully eating calcium pellets. 

Although it is suitable to feed Turtle Mix Adult as a main 
food, we always recommend to feed the animals as varied 

as possible. Lucky Reptile Herp Diner Turtle Blend Adult but 
also other canned foods of the Herp Diner range, like Herp Diner Fish 

are excellent additions to a turtles diet.

Turtle Mix Adult

Even though some manufacturers advertise their food to be suitable as the sole diet, we can only strongly recommend to 
provide a great variety of food to your turtles. Only with a well balanced diet the animals will get all nutrients they need. It is also 
exciting to watch the different feeding behaviours for the different foods.

Aquatic Turtle Food
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LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for omnivorous turtles

Analytical constituents: „““Adult““: Crude Protein:  32,5 %Fat content: 6,4 %Crude Fiber:  0,3 %Calcium:  0,78 %. „“Baby““:  Crude Protein:  32,8 %Fat 
content: 6,5 %Crude Fiber:  0,3 %Calcium:  0,85 %“

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: „Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 25.000 IU., vitamin E 200 mg, vitamin D3 
(E671) 1400 IU., vitamin B1 (Thiamin hydrochloride) 20 mg, vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 40 mg, vitamin C (L-Ascorbyl-2-Polyphosphate) 200 mgTechnological 
additives: colorants“

Feeding Recommendations: „Feed daily as much as your turtles can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food immediately.The food is suitable 
as complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. In combination with other other foods like e.g. Lucky Reptile Turtle Blend, Turtle Blend Baby or 
Turtle Candy, products from the Herp Diner range like Herp Diner Shrimps or Herp Diner snails as well as occasional fresh food an optimal diet is achieved.“
Composition: „Adult“: Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daphnia, fresh water 
shrimps, Krill), algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium carbonate. „Baby“: Fish 
meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daphnia, fresh water shrimps, krill), algae (Asco-
phyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium carbonate. „Adult“: 
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Article EAN Item #

Turtle Mix Baby 50g TMB-50

Food

Since young turtles have different nutritional needs than 
adults, it is important not only to match the pellet size to 

the small mouths of the juvenile animals but also the 
ingredients to their needs. 
Turtle Mix Baby is based on the innovative 3-pellet  
system and contains an increased proportion of  
valuable proteins. Especially in the growth phase 
proteins are particularly important, as proteins per-
form two basic functions. One is to provide energy 

to the body. The other is to deliver vital amino acids 
that the body needs to produce its own proteins. Due 

to the rapid growth of the animals, the supply of cal-
cium is also very important as it is needed for the bones 

and the shell. Consequently there is an increased amount of 
calcium pellets in Turtle Mix Baby. In general Turtle Mix Baby is suitable as main food but 
we always recommend feeding the animals as varied as possible, e.g. in combination 
with Lucky Reptile Herp Diner Turtle Blend Baby but also live and frozen food. 
We recommend Turtle Mix Baby up to an age of about 6 months. 

Turtle Mix Baby

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for juvenile turtles

Analytical constituents: Protein:  32,8 %Fat Content: 6,5 %Fiber:  0,3 %Calcium:  0,85 %

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 25.000 IU, vitamin E 200 mg, vitamin D3 
(E671) 1400 IU, vitamin B1 (Thiamin hydrochloride) 20 mg, vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 40 mg, vitamin C (L-Ascorbyl-2-Polyphosphate) 200 mgTechnological

Feeding Recommendations: Feed daily as much as your turtles can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food immediately.The food is suitable as 
complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. In combination with other foods like Lucky Reptile Turtle Blend Baby, products from the Herp Diner 
range like Herp Diner Shrimps or Herp Diner snails as well as occasional fresh food an optimal diet is achieved.

Composition: Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daphnia, fresh water shrimps, 
krill), algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, 
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Article EAN Item #

Turtle Mix ODO Adult 75g  for mud turtles TMOA-75

Turtle Mix ODO Baby 45g  for mud turtles TMOB-45

Food

Musk turtle are getting more and more popular due to 
their small size. However, compared to sliders and 

most other popular species they show a different fee-
ding behavior and have different nutritional needs. 
Mud turtles, the group to which also the popular 
musk turtles belong, generally prefer a carnivore 
diet and usually seek their food at the ground but 
also on the water surface. 
With Turtle Mix ODO a special food for musk and 

all other mud turtles is available. It has a high car-
nivorous content and in addition to pellets, it also 

includes dried earthworms (Turtle Mix ODO Adult) or 
dried bloodworms (Turtle Mix ODO baby) to correspond 

to the hunting behavior of the turtles. Of course the pellet 
size is matched to meet the requirements of either young or adult animals. We recom-
mend feeding Turtle Mix ODO Baby up to an age of 12 months. Thereafter the animals 
can be converted to Turtle Mix ODO Adult. Mud and musk turtles should have a varied 
diet. 
Supplementary feeding with products from the Lucky Reptile Herp Diner – canned food 
range is recommended to meet the preferences and requirements of the animals. 

Turtle Mix ODO

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for mud and musk turtles

Analytical constituents: „““Adult““: Crude Protein:  35,8 %Fat content: 6,5 %Fiber:  0,6 %Calcium:  0,8 %. „“Baby““:  Crude Protein:  35,3 %Fat content: 
6,6 %Crude Fiber:  1,4 %Calcium:  0,7 %“

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: „Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 22.500 IU, vitamin E 180 mg, vit-
amin D3 (E671) 1120 IU, vitamin B1 (Thiamin hydrochloride) 18 mg, vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 36 mg, vitamin C (L-Ascorbyl-2-Polyphosphate) 180 mg  
Technological additives: colorants“

Feeding Recommendations: „Feed daily as much as your turtles can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food immediately.The food is suitable 
as complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. In combination with other other foods like e.g. Lucky Reptile Turtle Blend, Turtle Blend Baby or 
Turtle Candy, products from the Herp Diner range like Herp Diner Shrimps or Herp Diner snails as well as occasional fresh food an optimal diet is achieved.“

Composition: „Adult“: Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, earthworms, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daph-
nia, fresh water shrimps, krill), algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium carbonate. 
„Baby“:  Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daphnia, fresh water shrimps, krill),  
red bloodworms, algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium carbonate.
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Article EAN Item #

Turtle Candy 100g TUC-100

Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Turtle Blend Baby 35g for small turtles HDC-61

Herp Diner - Turtle Blend 35g for adult Turtles HDC-62

Food

This colorful mix of three different pellets, as well as shell-
fish and lingonberries is a special treat for most aquatic 

turtles. As its name reveals Turtle Candy is produced as 
„sweets“ for turtles and is excellent as a reward. You 

will discover that it triggers exaltation in the friendly  
paddlers! Especially lingonberries are a welcome 
variety on the menu and are eagerly eaten. 
Due to the high energy content Turtle Candy should 
only be fed occasionally!

Turtle Candy

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for supplementary feeding of omnivorous turtles

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein:  34,1 %Fat content: 6,3 %Crude Fiber:  1,6 %Calcium:  1,3 %“

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: „Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 21.500 IU, vitamin E 172 mg, vitamin D3 
(E671) 1204 IU, vitamin B1 (Thiamin hydrochloride) 17,2 mg, vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 34,4 mg, vitamin C (L-Ascorbyl-2-Polyphosphate) 172 mgTechnological 
additives: colorants“

Feeding Recommendations: „Feed daily as much as your turtles can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food 
immediately.The food is suitable as complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. Ensure a well balanced diet by combination with other other 
foods like e.g. Lucky Reptile Turtle Blend and products from the Herp Diner range like Herp Diner Shrimps or Herp Diner snails as well as cuttlefish bone 
products. For a well balanced basic diet Lucky Reptile Turtle Mix is available.“

Composition: „86 % extruded pellets: Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, 
Daphnia, fresh water shrimps, krill), algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium 
carbonate.8% dried Gammarus, 4% dried shrimps, 2% freeze dried lingonberry. „

To offer a diversified diet, Herp Diner Turtle Blend contains different feeding animals that 
turtles love to eat. The cooking process preserves the water content and the nutrients, 
ensuring a natural food which is readily accepted even by the pickiest turtle. To improve 
the calcium/phosphorous ratio cuttlefish bone powder has been added during the coo-
king process. Available in two varieties:Turtle Blend adult with large shrimps, earthworms 
and crickets. Turtle Blend Baby with small shrimps, fly larvaes and freshwater snails.

Herp Diner Turtle Blend

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „““Baby““: Crude Protein: 17,5%Fat content: 3,5%Crude Fiber: 3,3%Moistur content: 69,8% Calcium: 8100 mg/kgPhosphor: 1700 
mg/kg. „“Adult““:  Crude Protein: 16,7%Fat content: 2,5%Crude Fiber: 3,4%Moistur content: 70,5%Calcium: 8000 mg/kg Phosphor: 2100 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: „Baby“: shripms 50%, flymaggots 30%, snails 19,1%, cuttlefish bone 0,9%. „Adult“: shrimps 40%, crickets 30%, earthworms 29,4% cuttlefish 
bone 0,6%
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - shrimps small 35g   
includes approx. 80 pcs. small shrimps HDC-41

Herp Diner - shrimps large 35g   
includes approx. 50 pcs. large shrimps HDC-42

Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - snails 35g   
small freshwater snails with shell HDC-51

Herp Diner - snails „no shell“ 35g   
small freshwater snails without shell HDC-52

Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Fish 35g  small freshwater fish HDC-71

Food

These cooked in the can freshwater shrimps are an excellent food for all turtles but also 
bearded and water dragons, monitors and other insect eating animals. 
Shrimps belong to the natural diet of a lot of animals and are greedily eaten. The „fresh“ 
Herp Diner Shrimps are more readily accepted than sun- or freeze-dried crustaceans. 
It should be avoided to feed saltwater shrimps which normally do not belong to the 
natural diet of most reptiles and have other nutritional values. With Herp Diner Shrimps 
your turtles will get a healthy and tasty food. Available in two sizes.

Herp Diner Shrimps

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 18,1%Fat content: 0,2%Crude Fiber: 5,3%Moistur content: 73% Calcium: 500mg/kgPhosphor: 2000 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Shrimps 99,1%, cuttlefish bone 0,9%

Snails belong to the natural diet of most turtles. Herp Diner Snails are small freshwater 
snails that are preserved in the can together with cuttlefish bone powder. There are no 
added artificial flavours or preservatives. The food is completely natural. 
Herp Diner Snails is not only a tasty food for turtles but also excellent for skinks, tegus 
and monitors. 

Herp Diner Snails

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed  for snail eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein 12,8 %Fat content 1,2 %Crude Fiber 0,9 %Moiste content 78,05 %Calcium 6000 mg/kgPhosphor 2100 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: „Snails without shell 99,4 % cuttlefish bone 0,6%“

Herp Diner Fish consists of small, wholly cooked freshwater fishes and is a treat for all 
turtles but also the perfect food for fish eating snakes like garter snakes.

Herp Diner Fish

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 19,5%Fat content: 3,0%Crude Fiber: < 0,1%Moistur content: 73,8%Calcium: 1,28%Phosphor: 0,69%“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: heat-treated freshwater fish
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Article EAN Item #

Herb Mix 50 g Herb mixture for herbivores HD-11

Herb Mix 1 kg HD-11-1

Article EAN Item #

Herb Garden - Wild herb mixture 2 g   HG-01

Herb Garden - Autumn Mix 2 g   HG-02

Herb Garden - Dandelion 2 g  HG-03

Herb Garden - Alfalfa 4 g   HG-04

Herb Garden - Calendula 3 g   HG-05

Herb Garden - Ribwort 3 g   HG-06

Food

Herb Mix consist of dried dandelion, clover, ribwort, nettle 
and peppermint. Dried herbs belong to the natural diet 

of most herbivorous reptiles and acceptance as food is 
therefore no problem. In addition the dried herbs have 
a higher amount of crude fibers than fresh food which 
is beneficial for the digestion. Veterinarians recom-
mend that the amount of crude fibers should be at 
least 15% which cannot be accomplished with fresh 
greens only. Include Herb Mix in your diet to satisfy 
the reptiles needs. 

Excellent for tortoises, bearded dragons, iguanas, 
uromastyx and other plant eaters. 

Herb Mix

Food for plant eating animals

LEGAL DECLARATION
Complementary pet food for tortoises, bearded dragos, iguanas, uromastyx and other herbivorous reptiles

Analytical constituents: Crude Protein: 19,5%; Fat content: 3,4%; Crude Fiber: 21,1%

Feeding Recommendations: For a proper diet: In nature most reptiles will eat dried plants which have a higher amounts of Fibers than fresh food. Fiber is 
important for a proper digestion. Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile food and complementary foods.

Composition: Dandoleon, ribwort, pepper mint, nettle, clover
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With Herb Garden you can grow your own herbs and flowers, no matter if in a corner of 
your garden, a flower pot or the window sill. This way you always have fresh and tasty food 
available for your animals - also in winter time. 
The Wild Herb Mixture contains selected wild and garden herbs. Different germing times 
guarantee offset growth and fresh food over a longer time. 
The Autumn Mix is excellent for seeding late in the year to provide fresh green food as 
long as possible. In addition single products with seeds of Dandelion, Alfalfa, Ribwort and 
Calendula are available. All Herb Garden products  are rich in raw fibers. 
Excellent for tortoises, bearded dragons, spinytail agamas and all other herbivorous rep-
tiles. Herb Garden is of course also perfect for rodents and lots of birds.

Herb Garden Seed Mix
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Article EAN Item #

Flower Mix 50 g  HD-26

Flower Mix 150 g  HD-21

Flower Mix 1 kg store use HD-21-1

Flower Mix Hibiscus 50 g  HD-22

Flower Mix Hibiscus 1 kg store use HD-22-1

Article EAN Item #

Herb Cobs 250 g HD-31

Herb Cobs 750 g HD-32

Food

The Flower Mix contains different kinds of dried flowers 
which are a treat for reptiles. The flowers are rich in 

crude fiber and natural vitamines making Flower 
Mix an excellent and healthy addition to the diet. 
Available in two variants: Flower Mix with blossoms 
of mallow, cornflower, roses and camomille and 
Flower Mix Hibiscus with plenty of hibiscus flowers, 
a treat for a lot of tropical reptiles, and blossoms of 
sunflower, dandelion, clover and daisy. 

Excellent for tortoises, bearded dragons, iguanas, 
uromastyx and other plant eaters. 

Flower Mix

LEGAL DECLARATION
Complementary pet food for tortoises, bearded dragos, iguanas, uromastyx and other herbivorous reptiles

Analytical constituents: Flower Mix: Crude Protein: 11,3%; Fat content: 3,1%; Crude Fiber: 31,8%. Flower Mix Hibiscus: Crude Protein: 24,3%; Fat content: 
2,4%; Crude Fiber: 10,5%

Feeding Recommendations: Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile food and complementary foods.

Composition: Flower Mix: Blossoms of mallow, camomile, calendula, roses, cornflower, hop. Flower Mix Hibiscus: Blossoms of hybiscus, red clover, 
sunflower, dandelion and daisy

Herb Cobs consist of many herbs from the hayfield and 
are rich in natural  minerals and crude fiber. They are 

excellent as food supplement for tortoises, bearded 
dragons, iguanas, uromastyx and other herbivorous 
reptiles and are fed whole or mixed with water. Herb 
Cobs are excellent to provide the necessary amount 
of crude fiber to the animals. 

Herb Cobs

LEGAL DECLARATION
Complementary pet food for tortoises, bearded dragos, iguanas, uromastyx and other her-

bivorous reptiles

Analytical constituents: Crude Protein: 11,5%; Fat: 3,4%; Crude Fiber: 23,8%

Feeding Recommendations: Feed dry or add water to form a BREI. You can feed Herb Cobs sepa-
rately or mix it with other foods to supply sufficient amounts of Fibers to the animals. Fiber ensures 

a proper digestion. Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile food and com-
plementary foods.

Composition: meadow hay, herbs, clover
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Article EAN Item #

Tropical Fruit Jam - Mango & Banane 100 ml   TFJ-1

Article EAN Item #

Fruit Mix 35 g TFM-35

Food

Lucky Reptile Tropical Fruit Jam is a fruit gel which has been 
developed especially for fruit eating reptiles like day geckos 

of the genera Phelsuma and Lygodactylus as well as 
Crested Geckos and other Rhacodactylus species. It 
is also perfect for use with a lot of invertebrates like 
bettles and millipedes. 
Tropical Fuit Jam is supplied in a practical tube 
allowing easy dosing of the portions. It contains valu-
able ingredients like honey, bee pollen and gummi 
arabicum.

Tropical Fruit Jam

Food for fruit eating Animals

Complementary Feed for reptiles and invertebrates. Fruit Food for fruit and nectar eating lizards and 
invertebrates. 

Analytical constituents: Moisture: 70%

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: Preservatives, Thickening agent xanthan gum

Feeding Recommendations: This fruit gel is not suitable as single food  but should be part of a balanced diet or offered 
as treat. Simply press the desired amount out of the tube and place it at the feeding place, e.g. a branch. Recommendation: 

Please store tube after opening and consum within 4 weeks-optimum temperature + 5-10 °C

Composition: „Mango & Banana“:  Honey, Glucose, Banana concentrate (5%), Mango concentrate (5%), Fructose, Bee pollen, Gummi arabicum

A lot of reptiles, e. G. day geckos, skinks and tropical tor-
toises, are occassionally adding fruits to their diet. For all 

these species Lucky Reptile Fruit Mix offers a perfect 
food with freeze dried fruits and bee pollen. It can 
be fed wet or dry and is 100% natural. A treat your 
animals will love.

Fruit Mix

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for all fruit eating reptiles like day geckos and crested geckos as well as tropical tortoises.

Analytical constituents: Crude Protein: 7,0%; Fat content: 2,9%; Crude Fiber: 14,3%

Feeding Recommendations: Fruit mix can be fed dry or mixed with water. Add a tea spoon of warm water on 1 tea spoon of Fruit Mix and let it swell up. Stir 
the food and serve it to the animals. Remove uneaten food immediately. For dry feeding simply place into feeding dish and pay attention on availability of 
sufficient amounts of drinking water. Fruit Mix should not be offered more than 1-2 times a week due to the high content of fruits. Day Geckos and Crested 
Geckos can be fed with Fruit Mix every 1-2 days. Ensure a varying diet through combination with other Lucky Reptile foods and by offering complementary 
feeds like CarniVit or Bio Calcium Sepia.

Composition: Dried Fruits 88%: mango, banana, strawberries, raspberries, bee pollen 12%
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Insect Blend 35g   
Crickets, Grasshoppers & Bamboo Worms HDC-01

Article EAN Item #

Herb Diner - Crickets large 35 g   
approx. 60 large crickets, cooked HDC-11

Herp Diner - Crickets small 35g   
approx. 120 small crickets, cooked HDC-12

Food

The Herp Diner Insect Blend contains large crickets, medium locusts and bamboo 
worms, offering nutritious and varied food to the animals. The addition of cuttlefish bone 
powder ensures an increased calcium content and a positive calcium-phosphor ratio 
which is not given in living insects. 
The special cooking process preserves the nutrients and ensures a good aceptance. 
Herp Diner Insect Blend is suitable for all insect eating reptiles and birds. It is perfect for 
bearded dragons and also larger turtles.

Herp Diner Insect Blend

Please also pay attention to the Lucky Reptile Herp Diner products in the aquatic turtle food section which are excellent for a 
lot of reptiles like bearded and water dragons, monitors and skinks. Our Bearded Dragon food is also a treat for many other 
animals.

Food for insect eating animals

LEGAL DECLARATION
Complementary pet food for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 14,6%Fat content:  9%Crude Fiber: 2,8%Moisture: 72,8% Calcium 6000mg/kgPhosphor 1300mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Crickets 40%, grasshopper 39%, bambooworms 19%, cuttlefish bone 1,7

Herp Diner Crickets are canned crickets. The special thing about Lucky Reptile canned 
food is that cuttlefish bone powder as a source of calcium has been added to most kinds 
including Herp Diner Crickets. Consequently these crickets have an optimal Calcium/
Phosphorous ratio and are especially designed to satisfy the reptiles need. 
The special cooking process ensures good acceptance by the animals. A positive side 
effect of the can is that it makes feeding very easy: open the can and spoon out some 
crickets, that is it. Herp Diner Crickets are readily accepted by most insect eating lizards 
(especially Bearded Dragons) and birds and provide the animals with beneficial calcium. 
They are also a great addition to the diet of turtles.

Herp Diner Crickets

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 16,5%Fat content: 8,5%Crude Fiber: 3,5%Moisture Content: 68%Calcium 4100 mg/kgPhosphor: 1600 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Crickets 98,3%; cuttlefish bone 1,7%
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Grasshoppers medium 35g   
approx. 60 medium locusts, cooked HDC-21

Herp Diner - Grasshoppers large 35g   
approx. 20 large locusts, cooked HDC-22

Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Bamboo Worms 35g  
cooked bamboo worms HDC-31

Food

The Herp Diner Grasshoppers are cooked in the can locusts. This special process creates 
flavour and taste that makes this food also interesting to animals that normally only eat 
live food. There are no artificial flavours or preservatives contained. 
However, cuttlefish bone powder has been added for an increased calcium content. The 
locusts are a little larger than crickets, making them an excellent food for insect eating 
lizards (expecially bearded dragons and monitors) and birds but also for water and box 
turtles. Especially for turtles, Herp Diner Grasshoppers are an excellent addition to the 
normal diet.

Herp Diner Grasshoppers

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed  for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein 21,6% Fat content 2,4%Crude Fiber 3,3%Moiste content 71,9%Calcium 6000mg/kgPhosphor 2000mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Grasshoppers 98,3% , cuttlefish bone 1,7 %

Maggots and worms are of special attraction to reptiles as they are nutritious and have a 
high fat content. Lucky Reptile Herp Diner Bamboo Worms are preserved in the can with 
added cuttlefish bone powder for increased calcium content. There are no added artificial 
flavours or preservatives. The large bamboo worms are an especially attractive food. There 
is no insect eating reptile or bird that can withstand this food. It is especially excellent for 
coddling up weak or gravid animals. Also bearded dragons and water turtles will love it as 
a treat. 
Due to the high amount of fat, Herp Diner Bamboo Worms should only be fed occasionally.

Herp Diner Bamboo Worms

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 9,2%Fat content: 20,0%Crude Fiber: 1,7%Moistur content: 70%Calcium 4500mg/kgPhosphor 500mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Bamboo worms 98,3%; cuttlefish bone 1,7%
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - Mealworms 35g   
cooked Mealworms with calcium HDC-32

Herp Diner - Mini Mealworms 35g   
cooked mini mealworms with calcium HDC-33

Article EAN Item #

Herp Diner - superworms 35g   
cooked XXL mealworms with calcium HDC-34

Food

Mealworms are the larvae of the flour beetle and a treat for insectivorous reptiles, birds 
and fish. Turtles are also quite fond of mealworms. To improve the nutritional value, 
Lucky Reptile Herp Diner Mealworms have been cooked together with cuttlefish bone 
powder. This ensures a high level of calcium which is a very critical part of the diet of 
reptiles, birds and fish.
Herp Diner Mealworms is available in two sizes, normal size and the mini size which is 
perfect for baby bearded dragons, leopard geckos and other baby or juvenile animals.

Herp Diner Mealworms

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed  for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein 15 %Fat content 5,6 %Crude Fiber 2,3 %Moiste content 76 %Calcium 12100 mg/kgPhosphor 6000 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: Mini mealworms 98,3 % cuttlefish bone 1,7 %

Herp Diner Super Worms seem as if they are fresh and alive and are accordingly 
accepted by bearded dragons and other large reptiles, as well as birds. The addition of 
sepia bone provides an optimal calcium-phosphor ratio. Another advantage is also that, in 
comparison to live morio worms, there is no danger for your pet and the worms can be 
fed without hesitation. 

Herp Diner Super Worms

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound Feed  for insect eating pets

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein 15 %Fat content 5,6 %Crude Fiber 2,3 %Moiste content 76 %Calcium 12100 mg/kgPhosphor 6000 mg/kg“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet

Composition: „Giant mealworms 98,3 %cuttlefish bone 1,7 %“
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Article EAN Item #

Aqua Crystals Gel 400 ml AG-400

Article EAN Item #

Aqua Crystals 50 g AC-100

Food

Lucky Reptile Aqua Crystals consists of a granulate that will swell up to „jelly“ if water 
is added. The „water jelly“ is very flexible in its use. It is an excellent water source for 
spiders, scorpions, feeding insects, etc. and can also be used to provide water to small 
animals during transport or a long-term water source in cages (i. E. when on vacation). 
You can also mix vitamins, minerals and medication into the „jelly“ to ensure an optimal 
maintenance of your animals. 
Aqua Crystals can also be mixed under the substrate to increase its water storage abili-
ties and the humidity inside the terrarium.

Aqua Crystals

Water Provision

Aqua Crystals Gel is ready to use „water jelly“ which is a convenient source of water 
for a lot of animals. The special thing about Aqua Crystals Gel is, that it is made from 
natural mineral water from the Black Forest to supply adequat amounts of minerals to 
the animals. Contrary to water gel made from tap water it does not contain clorine! Aqua 
Crystals Gel is perfect for providing water to pets. 
Especially food insects and other invertebrates benefit from this clean water source.

Aqua Crystals Gel
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Article EAN Item #

quappo 70g food for tadpoles QF-70

Article EAN Item #

Iso Drink Electrolytes 45g contains 18 tablets ID-1

Food

Lucky Reptile Quappo is the perfect food choice when it 
comes to successfully rearing tadpoles. The pellets provide 

enough proteins, algae and other vegetarian nutrients, 
that are important for a healthy development, to the 
frog. 

Quappo – Food for tadpoles

Other Food

LEGAL DECLARATION
Compound feed for the rearing of tadpoles

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: „Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 25.000 IU, vitamin E 200 mg, vitamin D3 
(E671) 1400 IU, vitamin B1 (Thiamin hydrochloride) 20 mg, vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 40 mg, vitamin C (L-Ascorbyl-2-Polyphosphate) 200 mgTechnological 
additives: colorants“

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein:  31,3 %Fat content: 6,0 %Crude Fiber:  0,3 %“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed one or two timest he as much as your tadpoles can eat in 1-2 hours. Please 
consider that depending on the tadpole species that food might only be accepted once it has sunken to the 

floor. Remove uneaten food immediately.

Composition: Fish meal, corn flour, yeasts, soy flour, rice flour, wheat protein, molluscs and crustaceans (prawn, Gammarus, Daphnia, fresh water shrimps, 
krill), algae (Ascophyllum, Spirulina), spinach, herbs (parsley, leek, marjoram, thyme, rosemary) soya lecithin, calcium carbonate.
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Reptiles and amphibians lose water and dissolved substances by urination and defeca-
tion. Many of the lost substances are different salts, known as electrolytes. This effect 
is especially strong in cases of stress, diarrheal diseases or in extreme heat influences. 
External signs are often poor appetite, dry skin or apathy. It can also quickly lead to death 
of the animals. If this happens it is necessary to fill up the daily lost water gently and to 
bring the electrolytes back into balance. With the Lucky Reptile Iso Drink electrolytes, the 
body doesn’t need to work a lot for bringing back the balance of the electrolytes and all 
the needed vital salts are fed to the organism in an optimal dosage. 
In addition, the Lucky Reptile Iso Drink also contains glucose which is absorbed by the 
body very quickly and provides direct energy immediately. This way Lucky Reptile Iso 
Drink Electrolytes help weak and stressed animals to regenerate. Lucky Reptile Iso Drink 
also enhances the general well-being of the terrarium inhabitants. 

For optimal care of the animals you should give the Lucky Reptile Iso Drink regularly 
every 1-2 weeks. Iso Drink should also be provided in case of transport, as well as 
hibernation, illness and to support a medical treatment and of course to very dehydrated 
animals.

Iso Drink Elektrolyte

LEGAL DECLARATION
Complementary Feed for Reptiles and Amphibians

Analytical constituents:

Feeding Recommendations: The right electrolyte level is vital. We therefore recommend a regular administration every 1-2 weeks for keeping your animals 
fit and healthy. Pay attention to the package insert with application instructions! Store in a cool and dark place.

Composition: Glucose (82 %), sodium chloride, potassium chloride, calcium chloride, potassium hydrogen carbonate
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Article EAN Item #

AxoNew 70g   
Feed for axolotls and aquatic newts and frogs AF-70

AxoNew Adult 200g    
Feed for adult axolotls and aquatic newts and frogs AF-200

Article EAN Item #

Earthworms 10g freeze dried EF-20

Food

AxoNew and AxoNew Adult is an excellent food for axolotl but also other 
aquatic newts and frogs, e.g claw frogs. The pellets sink and dissolve 

only slowly to not unnecessarily pollute the water. With the new 
AxoNew Adult it was considered that adults have lower nutrient 
requirements as juveniles.
 
AxoNew is designed as main diet and is use by several suc-
cessful axolotl breeders. To guarantee a balanced diet we recom-

mend offering other food, e.g. frozen food like mosquito larvae and 
mussel meat, Lucky Reptile Herp Diner canned food and also dried 

and live earthworms. 

AxoNew – Food for axolotls and aquatic newts and frogs

LEGAL DECLARATION AxONEW
Compound Feed for axolotls and aquatic newts and frogs

Additives Nutritional feed additives and technological additives: „Nutritional feed additives/kg: Vitamin A (E672) 9000 IU, vitamin E 120 mg, vitamin D3 
(E671) 1200 IU.Technological additives: Colorants, antioxidant BHT“

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein:  45 %Fat content: 7 %Crude Fiber:  3,5 %“

Feeding Recommendations: Feed daily as much as the animals can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food immediately. The food is suitable 
as complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. In combination with the Lucky Reptile Herp Diner range like Herp Diner Mealworms or Herp Diner 
Crickets as well as occasional frozen and live food like bloodworms or earthworms an optimal diet is achieved.

Composition: Wheat, HP-soybean meal, rapeseed meal, fish meal, hemoglobin (dried), poultry meal, feather meal (hydrolyzed), fish oil.

These freeze-dried earthworms as if they were fresh, simply by 
adding water. The freeze-drying is a laborious procedure, but is 

used carefully to ensure the essential nutrients and vitamins.
The freeze-drying is a laborious procedure, but is used care-
fully to ensure the essential nutrients and vitamins. They 
are an excellent food for a variety of animals, been kept in 
a terrarium. Most aquatic turtles and garter snakes as well, 
like earthworms. Also many fire bellied toads, horned frogs 

and toads in general accept this food easily. Wit Lucky reptile 
Earthworms, a convenient and wholesome food is available, 

that is also accepted by a variety of animals that previously 
practically were only fed on live food.

Earthworms

LEGAL DECLARATION
Feed material for reptiles and amphibians

Analytical constituents: „Crude Protein: 64,4 %Fat content: 6,8 %Crude Fiber: 3,4 %Calcium: 0,7% „

Feeding Recommendations: Feed appropriate and provide for a varied diet.

Composition: 100% dried earthworms
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LEGAL DECLARATION AxONEW ADuLT
Compound Feed for axolotls and aquatic newts and frogs

Additives: Nutritional feed additives/kg: vitamin A (E672) 10.000 Iu, vitamin E 200 mg, vitamin D3 (E671) 2190 Iu, vitamin C 250 mg. Technological 
additives: Antioxidants E321, E310 & E320  

Analytical constituents: protein 42 %; Fat Content 18 %; Fibre 1,8 %; Calcium 1,9 %.

Feeding Recommendations: Feed daily as much as the animals can consume within 10 minutes. Remove uneaten food immediately. The food is suitable 
as complete feed thanks to its well balanced ingredients. In combination with the Lucky Reptile Herp Diner range like Herp Diner Mealworms or Herp 
Diner Crickets as well as occasional frozen and live food like bloodworms or earthworms an optimal diet is achieved.

Composition: poultry meal, wheat, sunflower meal, fish oil, blood meal, lecithin, hemoglobin powder, algae, yeast derived product.

NEW
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Article EAN Item #

ProVit 60 g for reptiles and amphibians  PV-60

Vitamins and Minerals

PRO Vit

Vitamines for Reptiles
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PRO Vit is a vitamin supplement that has been tailored to the needs of reptiles and amphibians 
in cooperation with a renowned institute for animal nutrition. Thanks to a meaningful combina-
tion and selection of ingredients PRO Vit covers the requirements of herbivorous and carnivo-
rous reptiles likewise.
Apart from all vital vitamins PRO Vit also contains other important ingredients like minerals, trace 
elements and essential amino acids. A lot of vitamin supplements refrain for costs reasons from 
using these vital and important ingredients.
The calcium phosphor ratio is 4:1 to compensate the unfavorable ratio of green food and most 
feeding insects. Using high quality ingredients guarantees a high bio availability and good utiliza-
tion by the animals.
PRO Vit is a very adhesive powder and excellent to dust feeding insects with. For optimal care of 
your animals use PRO Vit 2-3 times a week over the food or feeding insects. Please consider the 
dosage instructions!

lEgAl DEClArAtIoN
Complementary feed for reptiles and amphibians  

Nutritional feed additives per kg: Vitamins, provitamins and chemically defined materials with similar effect Vit. A 150.000 IU (Retinyl acetate, 3a672 a); Vit. D3 50.000 
IU (Cholecalciferol, 3a671); Vit. E 2000 mg (∂-Tocopheryl acetate, 3a700); Vit. B1 160 mg (Thiamine hydrochloride, 3a820), Vit. B2 520 mg (Riboflavine); Vit. B6 330 mg 
(Pyridoxine hydrochloride, 3a831); Vit. B12 2.500 mcg (Cyanocobalamine); Vit. C 5050 mg (Ascorbic acid, 3a300); Pantothenic acid 1.000 mg (Calcium-D-Pantothenate, 
3a841); Biotin 10.890 mcg (D-(+)-Biotin, 3a880); Beta-carotene 200 mg (3a160(a)); Choline 8.120 mg (Choline chloride, 3 a890); Folic acid 120 mg (3a316); Niacin 3.010 
mg (Niacinamide, 3a315); Carnitine 15.000 mg (L-Carnitine, 3a910); Taurine 6.000 mg (3a370). 
Trace elements: Manganese 325 mg (Manganese -(II)-sulfat, monohydrate 3b503); Iodine 53,2 mg (Potassium iodide, 3b201); Copper 210 mg (Copper chelate, hydrate, 
E4); Zinc 506 mg (Zinc sulphate, monohydrate, 3b607); Selenium 2,4 mg; (Sodium selenite, E8); Iron 200 mg (Iron (II)-sulphate, monohydrate, 3b103); Molybdenum 
0,95 mg (Sodium molybdate, E7).
Amino acid: Arginine 3.040 mg (L-Arginine, 3c361); Cystine 990 mg (L-Cystine, 3c391); Isoleucine 2.900 mg (L-Isoleucine, 3c381) ; Lysine 5.700 mg (L-Lysine, 3c323); 
Methionine 1.535 mg (L-Methionine, 3c305); Threonine 3.020 mg (L-Threonine, 3c410); Tryptophan 800 mg (L-Tryptophan, 3c440); Tyrosine 1025 mg (L-Tyrosine, 3c401); 
Valine 3070 mg (L-Valine, 3c370).

Analytical constituents: Crude protein 4,2 %; Crude fibre 0,2 %; Crude oils and fats 0,1 %; Crude ash 9,3 %; Calcium 5,5 %; Phosphorus 1,3 %. 

Application: Dust food with approx. 1,5 g per kg animal body weight distributed on 2-3 times a week. Due to the increased content of vitamins A and D3 compared to a 
complete diet the dosage must not be exceeded (a level measuring spoon corresponds to 0,8 g). Store in cool, dry, and dark place.

Composition: Maltodextrin, calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate

NEW
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Article EAN Item #

multivit+ D3 100 ml  with sprayhead and dripper MV-100

Article EAN Item #

Pro mineral +D3 - 60g  minerals + vitamin D3 PMD-60

Vitamins and Minerals

Multivit is a high quality and flexible to use liquid multivitamin product. It contains all 
important vitamins including vitamin D3. The big advantage lies in its flexible application 
forms. The packaging includes a dripper and a spray head. With the spray head you can 
spray the vitamins over food but also on branches and leaves where the animals can 
lick it off. WIth the dripper you can add it to the drinking water or apply it directly into 
the animals mouth. With Multivit any application is possible and it can be ensured that 
the animals really take up the vital vitamins while there is never a guarantee with vitamin 
powder. 
Who is looking for a easy and comfortably to use vitamin product or has to fight concrete 
deficiency symptome best uses Lucky Reptile Multivit D3. We recommend the combina-
tion with Lucky Reptile PRO Mineral D3.

Multivit + D3
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lEgAl DEClArAtIoN
liquid Complementary feed for reptiles and amphibians

Nutritional feed additives per liter : Vitamin A 250 000 IU, vitamin D3 20 000 IU, vitamin E 250 mg, vitamin K 190 mg, vitamin B1 125 mg als/as Thiamin-
hydrochloride, vitamin B2 225 mg as Riboflavin, vitamin B6 210 mg as Pyridoxinhydrochlorid, vitamin B12 2000 mcg, as Biotine 3750 mcg as D-(+)-Biotin, 
Nicotinic acid amide 1 900 mg, Folic acid 50 mg, Pantothenic acid 1500 mg as Calcium-D-Pantothenat, Choline 500 mg as Cholinchloride   

feeding recommendations: Flexible and easy to use: spray or drip on food, add to the water or administer it directly into the mouth of the animal for 
controlled and save ingestion. Store in cool, dry and dark place. Store in cool, dry and dark place. Shake before use.
Composition: 1,2 Propandiol, Potassium chloride, Sodium chloride

mix into the fooddrop int the mouth give into the waterspray into the 
mouth

Example of use:

Mineral Compounds for Reptiles 

Pro Mineral D3 is a mineral supplement which contains vitamin D3 and organic bound 
calcium, which is easier for the body to absorb. Thanks to its good adhesion it stícks for 
a long time all over feeding insects body. Especially during the time of egg deposition 
and the growth it is reasonable to feed vitamin D3 and calcium, because the demand is 
higher than usual and there is the risk of a rachitis. PRO Mineral D3 also can be used to 
counteract deficiency symptoms. Of course PRO Mineral D3 also contains all other mine-
rals and trace elements that have important functions in the animal‘s body.

PRO Mineral + D3

lEgAl DEClArAtIoN
mineral feed for Reptiles and Amphibians

Nutritional feed additives per kg: Vitamin D3 25 000 IU, Ferrous as Iron amino acid chelate, hydrate 2000 mg, Copper as amino acid copper chelate, 
hydrate 150 mg, Manganese as Manganese amino acid chelate, hydrate 2000mg, Zinc as Zinc amino acid chelate, hydrate 1000 mg, Jodin as potassium 
iodate 100 mg, Cobalt as basic Cobalt-II-carbonate-monohydrate (coated) 35 mg, Selenium as Sodium selenite 15 mg

feeding recommendations: Application: Give 4g per kg body weight distributed over 2-3 times a week over the main food (spoon equates 0,8g). Due to 
the increased content of vitamin D3 and trace elements compared to a complete diet the dosage of this mineral-food must not be exceeded and should 
not be higher than 3% of the daily ration. Store in cool, dry and dark place.

Composition: Calcium carbonate, Calcium acetate, Calcium citrate (Calcium 25,2%); Magnesium acetate anhydrous (Magnesium 1%)
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Article EAN Item #

sepia Bone  Double Blister with 2 cuttlefish bones  BCS-11

sepia Bone 1kg bulk  can contain broken bones BCS-15

Article EAN Item #

sepia Crushed 100g  crushed cuttlefish bone pieces BCS-21

sepia Crushed 1kg bulk   
individually crushed cuttlefish bone pieces BCS-25

Article EAN Item #

sepia Powder 50 g   BCS-31

Vitamins and Minerals
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Cuttlefish bone is a natural source of calcium and other minerals. Lucky Reptile Sepia 
Bone are full bones which are excellent for birds, lizards, tortoises and turtles which will 
actively chew on the cuttlefish bone. As with birds the „beak“ of tortoises will be weared 
away while chewing on the bone. This prevents the beak from developing itself to unna-
tural sizes which is unfortunately fairly common with captive tortoises.

Sepia Bone

legal declaration
Indiviual food for pets

Analytical constituents: Ash: 92 %, of this approx. 41% are calcium, other natural sea minerals are included as well. Moisture: 8%

feeding recommendations: Feed Lucky Reptile Sepia Bone whole, broken into pieces or rasp it over the regular food. Note: when fed whole Sepia Bone 
will help tortoise and birds to wear off their beak.

Composition: 100% natural cuttlefish bone

These small cuttlefish bone pieces are a natural source of calcium and other minerals. 
They can be offered to the animals in a dish so that they can actively satisfy their calcium 
requirements as needed and prevent calcium deficiencies. In general cuttlefish bone con-
tains a high value of calcium and is therefore readily accepted by the animals.

Sepia Crushed

lEgAl DEClArAtIoN
Indiviual food for pets

Analytical constituents: Ash: 92 %, of this approx. 41% are calcium, other natural sea minerals are included as well. Moisture: 8%

feeding recommendations: Always provide a dish of Lucky Reptile Sepia Crushed to your animals to prevent calcium deficiencies which can cause 
metabolic bone diseases.

Composition: 100% natural cuttlefish bone

Bio Calcium Sepia Powder is made of milled cuttlefish bone and ensures the calcium 
supply for reptiles. You can dust crickets and other food with Sepia Powder or offer 
separately in a dish. The advantage of cuttlefish powder over other calcium products is 
its animal origin. This ensures a calcium of higher biological value compared to normal 
calcium carbonate.

Sepia Powder

lEgAl DEClArAtIoN
Indiviual food for pets

Analytical constituents: Ash: 92 %, of this approx. 41% are calcium, other natural sea minerals are included as well. Moisture: 8%

feeding recommendations: Dust feeding insects and other food with Bio Calcium Sepia Powder to prevent calcium deficiencies which can cause metabo-
lic bone diseases. The product does not have an expiry date as it is an individual food that practically can be stored forever if kept dry!

Composition:100% natural cuttlefish bone, milled
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Article EAN Item #

Biodor ® Terra 500 ml   BT-500

General Care and Healthcare Products

BIODOR Terra is a multiuse terrarium cleaner with microbiological action against bad 
odours. The product is earth friendly and save for use with animals. BIODOR is supplied 
as concentrate and water has to be added before use. 
For easy handling a spray bottle with marking is already supplied in the package. Depen-
ding on the desired use the product can be easily diluted. For cleaning glass fronts a 
dilution of 1:15 (BIODOR : water) is sufficient whereas for cage furniture a dilution of 1:5 
is recommened. One bottle of BIODOR concentrate is sufficient for up to 7,5L working 
solution. Thanks to its special working agents BIODOR not only removes dirt and odours 
but also lime stains. When used regularly (weekly use recommened) it can prevent lime 
stains and odours from occuring.

BIODOR® Terra

Cleaners and Disinfectants
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Article EAN Item #

Health Scan - Parasite Test Kit   HES-1

Article EAN Item #

Kovi-X 500 ml Terrarium Disinfectant KO-500

Article EAN Item #

dirt-X Nano sponge contains 2 sponges DX-1

General Care and Healthcare Products

With the Lucky Reptile Health Scan - Parasite Test you are getting a voucher for a fecal 
analysis at the famous German reptile specialist laboratory EXOMED. Included are also 
the necessary equipment and detailed instructions on when and how a fecal sample 
should be taken for analysis. Since more or less all animals have parasites it is important 
to have regular fecal analysises done to be able to react quickly if required. Especially 
before introducing new animals to a group, before hibernation or in general with every 
new arrival it is recommended to do a parasite test. We are proud to cooperate with the 
leading reptile specialists from EXOMED. You will have to send the samples to them for 
the analysis and will receive the results within one week either by fax, email or mail. It is 
no problem to send in samples from outside of Germany, the results will be provided in 
English language. In addition to the standard tests covered by the voucher of the Health 
Scan set, it is also possible to order special cryptosporides tests directly from EXOMED. 
Cryptosporides are a big problem with leopard geckos but are also known from bearded 
dragons and corn snakes.

Health Scan − Parasite Test Kit

Analysis Sets
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Kovi-X is an effective disinfectant with a wide application range. It is not only effective 
against the usual suspects like fungi, viruses and bacteria but also against cocidice-
oocystes, worm eggs and other parasites. Especially cocidices and worms are a big 
problem for herp keepers and are difficult to be eliminated effectively. Kovi-X is excellent 
for use in addition to a veterinary treatment to remove the pests inside the terrarium and 
minimize the risk of re-infection. With a normal disinfectant there is no chance to remove 
cocidices from the terrarium and a re-infection is more or less guaranteed. For Germany, 
veterinarians estimate that 85% of all bearded dragons are infected with cocidices! 
Before using Kovi-X the animals have to be removed from the terrarium. Spray terrarium 
and cage furniture  generously. After that it is necessary to wash everything and ventilate 
well, before you place the animals back into the terrarium. Attention! Kovi-X is fatal for 
invertebrates including spiders, scorpions and mites. Make sure that no residues are left 
when using in invertebrate terrariums.

Use biocides safely! Consult markings and product information before use! 

Kovi-X Disinfectant

The Dirt X Nano Sponge is a practical cleaning sponge „Made in Germany“, which is  
using modern nanotechnology to give you excellent cleaning results. Especially limes-
tains are difficult to remove with conventional cleaning agents. Dirt-X is excellent against 
resisting dirt and also removes limestains better as chemical cleaners.

Dirt-X Nano Sponge
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Article EAN Item #

Miti-X 250 ml   MX-250

Artikel EAN Item #

Miti Powder 35 g MP-35

General Care and Healthcare Products
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Miti-Powder is an effective remedy against mites, ticks and other small invertebrates. It is 
a powder that acts by injuring the protecting wax layer and the chitin shell of the vermin 
which causes them to dry out. Miti Powder does not kill with chemicals processes, it 
acts purely physical! Thanks to the thin tip the powder can directed directly on the single 
mite or tick. This allows the use in conjunction with big arthropods like tarantulas or 
millipedes. With reptiles Miti Powder ist be “sprayed” in the surrounding of the animals. 
When used properly the animals can be left inside the vivarium. A high humidity has no 
effect on the effectiveness of the treatmeant.

Use biocides safely! Consult markings and product information before use!

Miti-X

Insecticides

Miti-Powder         (ETA April/May)
Miti-Powder is an effective remedy against mites, ticks and other small invertebrates. It is a 
powder that acts by injuring the protecting wax layer and the chitin shell of the vermin which 
causes them to dry out. Miti Powder does not kill with chemicals processes, it acts purely 
physical! Thanks to the thin tip the powder can directed directly on the single mite or tick. This 
allows the use in conjunction with big arthropods like tarantulas or millipedes. With reptiles 
Miti Powder ist be “sprayed” in the surrounding of the animals. When used properly the ani-
mals can be left inside the vivarium. A high humidity has no effect on the effectiveness of the 
treatmeant.

Use biocides safely! Consult markings and product information before use!

NEW
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Article EAN Item #

Desert Bedding 7 l   DB-7

Desert Bedding 20 l   DB-20

Desert Bedding „Outback Rot“ 7 l  DBO-7

Desert Bedding „Outback Rot“ 20 l   DBO-20

Desert Bedding „Golden Yellow“ 7 l   DBY-7

Desert Bedding „Golden Yellow“ 20 l   DBY-20

Desert Bedding „Snow White“ 7 l   DBW-7

Desert Bedding „Snow White“ 20 l   DBW-20

Cage Substrate

Desert Bedding is a soil mixture developed in particular 
for desert and savannah type terrariums. 

In nature only few animals are living on sand, most 
are actually avoiding sand. Therefore it is better 
to use more natural substrates. Desert Bedding 
is recreating the soil in arid regions and has a 
high clay content which allows the animals to dig 
burrows. 
In the lower regions of the substrate the humidity 

can be kept higher which is important since a lot of 
desert reptiles like uromastyx can take up humidity 

over their skin. 

NEW: In addition to the classic earth‘s-brown  
Desert Bedding and „ outback red „ which 
copies the red grounds of Australia there 
are two new colors:  
the almost pure-white Snow White and 
the Golden Yellow. 

Desert Bedding is suitable for use with 
floor heaters.

Desert Bedding

Substrate
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Article EAN Item #

Humus Brick 1000g  produces approx. 15L humus HB-M

Mini Brick 150g  produces approx. 2,5L humus HB-K

Humus Block 4,5 kg  produces approx. 70L humus HB-G

Article EAN Item #

Coconut Bark Chips 1 kg  for 8L coco substrate CB-M

Article EAN Item #

Jungle Bedding 10 l   JB-10

Jungle Bedding 20 l   JB-20

Cage Substrate

The Lucky Reptile terrarium humus consist of natural coco 
peat which has been pressed to a tight brick. If placed in 

water, this terrarium humus will swell up to about 8-10 
times its volume. The humus is excellent for burro-
wing animals and can be used either dry or humid. It 
is an excellent substrate for tarantulas and tortoises 
as well as tropical amphibians and reptiles. The 
Lucky Reptile terrarium humus is a natural product 
(100% bio degradable) and free of chemicals, pesti-
cides or fertilizers. 

terrarium humus is suitable for use with floor hea-
ting if not too dry.

Terrarium Humus

Lucky Reptile Coconut Bark Chips are coco chips pressed together to a brick. When 
placed in warm water the brick will swell up to about 8 litres of attractive substrate. This 
substrate is a very hygroscopic material, it absorbs water and raises humidity inside the 
terrarium. It maintains its attractive appearance and absorbing abilities for a long time. 
The coco chips are an excellent substrate for snakes, tropical lizards and large tortoises. 
Lucky Reptile Coconut Bark Chips are a natural product (100% bio degradable) and free 
of chemicals, pesticides or fertilizers. 
Like most substrates Coconut Bark Chips is not suitable for use with floor heating.

Coconut Bark Chips
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Jungle Bedding is a special substrate mixture with sand 
which was specifically formulated for tropical terrariums. 

High quality materials and well considered formula-
tion ensure a high structural stability and excellent 

water storage abillities. Even dried out substrate will 
quickly take up water again. The pH value (approx. 
5,5 - 6,5) is simulating the leaf-humus layers of the 
tropical rainforest. Neither surfactants nor fertilizers 
have been added. 
We recommend the use of Lucky Reptile Hydro 

Drain and Hydro Fleece as drainage layer below the 
Lucky Reptile Jungle Bedding, to prevent the subst-

rate from getting swampy, a typical problem in tropical 
terrariums. 

Jungle Bedding is suitable for use with floor heaters.  

Jungle Bedding
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Article EAN Item #

Eco Bark 10L  pine bark substrate EB-10

Eco Bark 20L  pine bark substrate EB-20

Article EAN Item #

Premium Bark Bedding 10 l  Douglas fir bark PB-10

Premium Bark Bedding 20 l  Douglas fir bark PB-20

Cage Substrate

This attractive pine bark substrate has characteristics that make 
it excellent for use in terrariums. It absorbs humidity and 

binds waste inside the terrarium. In addition it covers 
bad odors. 

The mulitstep manufacturing process ensures uni-
form and fine grains and minimizes dust and „dirt“ 
inside the substrate. The pine park has a slightly red 
coloring, rots only slowly and will not get mouldy in 
properly ventilated cages. Consequently it will keep 
its attractive appearance for a long time. Note that it 

is not made from French pine as most vivariums sub-
strates that has high amounts of etherical oils but from 

German pine trees. 
Eco Bark is excellent for reptiles from tropical regions and 

most snakes and tortoises. 
                        Like most substrates Eco Bark is not suitable for use with floor heating.

Eco Bark

This premium substrate is to 100% made of European dou-
glas fir bark. Thanks to its reddish color, the natural tex-

ture and the fresh smell it is one of the most attractive 
bark substrates, the market has to offer. 
Lucky Reptile Premium Bark Bedding is sterilized 
in a multistage manufacturing process, dried and 
cleaned to ensure a high and consistent quality. It 
stores water and contributes to the hygiene in the 
terrarium, by permanently binding contaminations. It 
is resistant to mold. 

It is not only one the most environmentally friendly 
substrates on the market, due to the fact that is from 

renewable resources and fully compostable but also that 
we give great importance to short transport routes to improve the 

CO2 balance. Unlike other manufacturers on the market, we do not use North American 
douglas fir or southern European pine, but only buy the Bark for Premium Bark Bedding 
in Central Europe. We recommend Premium Bark Bedding as a substrate for forest-dwel-
ling reptiles such as iguanas as well as for many snake and tortoise speices. 

Premium Bark Bedding is not suitable for underfloor heating.

Premium Bark Bedding
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Article EAN Item #

Hydro Fleece 100 x 50 cm   HF-100

Article EAN Item #

Hydro Drain 10 l   HD-10

Article EAN Item #

Snake Bedding 10 l   SB-10

Snake Bedding 20 l   SB-20

Cage Substrate

The Hydro Fleece was developed for use with the Lucky Reptile Hydro Drain clay substrate. 
It prevents substrate from seeping into the drainage layer while letting hrough water without 
problems. 
Compared to solutions with nets or meshes the main advantage of the Hydro Fleece is 
that it also stops fine materials like humus from getting into the drainage layer. The fleece 
does not rot and can be easily cut to the desired size. To cover the floor in larger terrariums 
several pieces of Hydro Fleece can be arranged with a small overlapping area to achieve the 
desired layer separation effect.

Hydro Fleece

For tropical terrariums Hydro Drain ist essential. It is a special clay 
substrate which is excellent for water storage. 

Hydro Drain acts as drainage layer below the normal subst-
rate. The water seeps through the substrate and is stored 
in the Hydro Drain clay pieces. Once the storage capabi-
lity is surpassed , you can still have water standing at the 
vivarium floor. 
As long as the fill height of Hydro Drain is not surpassed 
the regular substrate will not get swampy. Thanks to its 

water storage abilities Hydro Drain increases the humidity 
inside the vivarium and is excellent to supply plants with 

water. 
We recommend to add a minimum layer of 3 cm Hydro Drain 

and cover it with our special Hydro Fleece. On top of this the 
normal substrate is placed, e. G. terrarium humus or Jungle Bedding. 

The Hydro Fleece prevents substrate from seeping into the drainage layer but lets through the 
water. 

Hydro Drain in wet stage is suitable for use with floor heaters.

Hydro Drain
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Lucky Reptile Snake Bedding is made of hemp which is adsor-
bent and acts odour-inhibiting. The hemp is cultured biolo-

gically and without chemicals. It is compostable ensuring 
an environment friendly substrate from regenerative 
sources. 
Snake Bedding is perfect for most snakes but also for 
tortoises and lizards from dry regions. As the subst-
rate is light and fluffy, animals love burrowing them-
selves inside it. Contrary to beech wood chafing the 

hemp pieces are harmless when accidentially ingested. 
Like most substrates Snake Bedding is not suitable 

for use with floor heating.

Snake Bedding
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Article EAN Item #

Reptile Cannabis Bedding  12L   
for 50L cannabis substrate RC-12

Reptile Cannabis Bedding 4L   
for 15L cannabis substrate RC-4

Article EAN Item #

tortoise Bedding 20 L   TOB-20

tortoise Bedding 70 l   TB-70

Cage Substrate

The Lucky Reptile Cannabis Bedding is a concentrate on 
hemp basis. If water is added the concentrate swells up 

to about 5 times its volume, resulting in a loose subst-
rate that absorbs bad odours and waste. It is excellent 
for all tortoises and desert type reptiles like collared 
lizards, bearded dragons and uromastyx. Burrowing 
reptiles like skinks will love this substrate as well. 
Thanks to its good water retaining abilities, it can 
also be used for reptiles from more humid regions. 
Contrary to sand or beech wood litter, Lucky Rep-

tile Cannabis Bedding can be digested and is there-
fore safe if accidentally eaten by the animals. A 100% 

natural and regenerative product free of chemicals or 
pesticides. Bio degradable. 

Like most substrates Cannabis Bedding is not suitable for use with floor heating.

Cannabis Bedding

Tortoises like to hide and often burrow themselves into the 
substrate in times of unfavorable weather conditions. In 

the substrate, they enjoy stable temperatures and an 
increased humidity level. In order, that tortoise can 
follow their natural behaviour inside the vivarium we 
have developed Tortoise Bedding together with well-
known breeders and zoological institutions.
Lucky Reptile Tortoise Bedding maintains the humi-
dity, stays in form but still fluffy and does not mould. 

It is not only odour neutral but even binds bad odours 
actively. Its soft fibrous structure and the lack of sand 

guarantees that it is safe when ingested accidentally 
by the tortoises. Dull or abraded shells are prevented for 

a healthy development of the tortoise plastrons. Thanks to its 
fluffy structure Tortoise Bedding is a good insulator and dampens temperature changes 
while the animals are burrowed in it. 
Natural clay minerals as additives ensure a uniform substrate humidity which is why Tor-
toise Bedding is readily accepted as egg laying substrate. For the same reasons, it is also 
excellent for hibernation - not only in outdoor enclosures! The pH value 
was adjusted to the needs of tortoises using natural means. No artificial 
additives or fertilizers are used - Lucky Reptile Tortoise Bedding is com-
pletely natural and bio-degradable.

Like most substrates tortoise Bedding is not suitable for use with 
floor heating.

Tortoise Bedding
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Article EAN Item #

Sand Bedding yellow 7,5L   SB-Y

Sand Bedding grey 7,5L   SB-G

Sand Bedding Clay Sand red 7,5L  SB-LR

Article EAN Item #

„Namibia Red“ Desert Sand 5 kg red   LSR-5

„Sahara White“ Desert Sand 5 kg bright white   LSW-5

„Namibia Red“ Desert Sand 25 kg red  BuLK,  
no retail packaging! LSR-25

„Sahara White“ Desert Sand 25 kg bright white  BULK, 
no retail packaging! LSW-25

Cage Substrate

Contrary to the real Lucky Reptile Desert Sand this sand is from 
Europe but still natural sand. High attention has been paid 

to ensure round edges, as sand with sharp edges can 
injure the animals. 

Available are different natural colours and a red 
clay sand which can be shaped as desired in wet 
state and allows the animals to create their own 
burrows. 

Sand Bedding is suitable for use with floor 
heaters.

Sand Bedding

Sand, clay and gravel

We offer real desert sand in high quality and the brightest 
colours from deserts all over the world. It is ensured that 

the sand is also suitable for the animals and has the 
necessary characteristics. 

The sand is free of dust and allows the animals 
to create burrows. No artificial colouring or sharp 
edges! It is excellent for animals that love to dig 
their own caves. Especially attractive is the bright 
red Namibia Red sand. 

Sand is suitable for use with floor heaters.

Desert Sand
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Pottery 2,5 kg  clay granulate  HP-2

Article EAN Item #

turtle Bedding 7,5 kg   TB-71

Cage Substrate

Samples

Mixing sand and humus with clay increases the stability of 
the resulting substrate and allows the animals to create 

burrows like they do in nature. Lucky Reptile Herp 
Pottery is a clay granulate. Its advantage over clay 
powder is that there is less dust during the mixing 
process. 
It can be mixed dry or dissolved in water. In the 
latter case the result is more homogenous. The 
more Herp Pottery you mix with the substrate the 

harder the result will be. 

Perfect for active and attractive terrarium 
sculpturing.

Herp Pottery

Lucky Reptile Turtle Bedding contains grit “Zen pebbles” 
of dark grey, homogeneous staining, appearing anth-

racite under water. With a diameter of 6-10 mm and 
rounded edges these pebbles are ideal for aquatic 
turtles. 
The animals can not hurt themselves and 
because of the size of the gravel the turtles can’t 
swallow them accidentally while eating.

Turtle Bedding Gravel
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Article EAN Item #

vivarium Moos 150 g   VM-150

Article EAN Item #

Spaghnum Moss 100g  for approx. 5 L moss SM-100

Sphagnum Moss 500 g   SM-500

Cage Substrate

Lucky Reptile Vivarium Moss is perfect for decorating 
your vivarium and creating places inside your vivarium 

with high humdity. Soak the moss in water to allow 
it to take up lots of humidity. It will also look green 

and fresh.

Vivarium Moss

Moss

Lucky Reptile Sphagnum Moss comes from controlled 
cultivation and is from highest quality. It is shipped 

dried and pressed to a brick which allows long-
term storage. If water is added this moss brick 
will swell up to about 5 
litres of fresh and moist sphagnum moss. This 
moss is excellent for providing humid places 
inside the terrarium (e. G. hiding boxes for 
snakes) and it increases the overall humidity), 
making it excellent for tropical terrariums and 

most amphibians.
Sphagnum Moos is perfect for use with the Multi 

Box and as subsoil for orchids and other plants.

Sphagnum Moss

Field of application: padding aWetbox Field of application: binding plants
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Article EAN Item #

Black Cork  Background 100x50x2 cm   SBG-1

Black Cork  Background 50x20x2 cm   
packed in bag with hanging card SBG-50

Black Cork  Background 100x50x2 cm „Blister“   
sealed in foil SBG-1B

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Backgrounds

Black cork backgrounds are made of pressed cork material and have good insulating 
abilities. Cover the sides of the vivarium with black cork and you will not only save a lot 
of energy but also offer the animals protection from sight and a lot of additional climbing 
space. Thanks to the flat back the cork backgrounds are easy to install with silicone. Not 
for aquarium use!

Black Cork Backgrounds
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Article EAN Item #

Natural Cork Background “desert”60x30 cm   KBG-4

Natural Cork Background “desert”90x60 cm   KBG-5

Natural Cork Background  desert“ 280x273 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 30x30x30 cm KBGDE-33

Natural Cork Background  „desert“ 375x365 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 40x40x40 cm KBGDE-44

Natural Cork Background „rough“ 60x30 cm  KBG-6

Natural Cork Background „rough“ 90x60 cm   KBG-7

Natural Cork Background  rough“ 280x273 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 30x30x30 cm KBGR-33

Natural Cork Background  rough“ 280x420 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 30x30x45 cm KBGR-34

Natural Cork Background  rough“ 375x365 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 40x40x40 cm KBGR-44

Natural Cork Background  rough“ 565x570 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 60x50x60 cm KBGR-66

Natural Cork Background „ dark“ 280x273 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 30x30x30 cm KBGD-33

Natural Cork Background  “dark“ 280x420 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 30x30x45 cm KBGD-34

Natural Cork Background  „dark“ 375x365 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 40x40x40 cm KBGD-44

Natural Cork Background  “dark“ 565x570 mm   
suitable for HerpTarrium 60x50x60 cm KBGD-66

Natural Cork Background  “dark“ 780x480 mm  KBGD-85

Article EAN Item #

Coco Background 30x30 cm 4x coco fibre mat CBG-30

Coco Background 50x50 cm 4x coco fibre mat CBG-50

Coco Background 100x50x2 cm  CBG-100

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Lucky Reptile Cork Backgrounds consist of pressed natural cork, covered with a deco-
rative layer made from bark of the oak tree. The rough bark offers plenty climbing and 
hiding space. 
Apart from the standard model „Rough“ made of the outer bark, the models „Desert“ and 
„Dark“ are available. „Desert“ is made from the inner bark and has an auburn colour. 
The model „dark“ is made of a special dark bark which has its own flair and is excellent 
for forest type vivariums. Lucky Reptile Cork Backgrounds are available two standard 
sizes plus several sizes fitting the Lucky Reptile Herp-Tarrias and several other standard 
sizes vivariums. They can be cut and installed easily thanks to their smooth back. 

Cork Background

rough

desert

dark
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Lucky Reptile Coco Backgrounds are 100% natural backgrounds made from coco fibres. 
They are free of chemicals, pesticides and fertilizers. Natural rubber is used as glue 
which is completely save for the animals. The material can be cut easily and quickly 
adapted to any terrarium size. Our Coco Backgrounds are also an excellent subsoil for 
plants and help to easily create an attractive surrounding in your terrarium.

Coco Background
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Article EAN Item #

Cork „rustica“ Cork Tubes (natural), mixed sizes DLC-KG

Cork Tube 15-20 cm thick, 60-80 cm long „with bar-
code“ DLCT-60

Cork Tube 10-15 cm thick, 30-40 cm long „with bar-
code“ DLCT-30

Panneaux de lièges 30-40 cm « Code EAN étiqueté » DLCF-30

Article EAN Item #

„Tronchos“ Cork Branches different sizes, price per kg DLT-KG

„Tronchos“ Cork Branch 30-40 cm with barcode DLT-30

„Tronchos“ Cork Branch 40-60 cm with barcode DLT-40

„Tronchos“ Cork Branch 60-90 cm with barcode DLT-S

„Tronchos“ Cork Branch 90-120 cm with barcode DLT-M

Article EAN Item #

grapevine Tree dark, approx. 50 cm   DLDT-1

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Cork Rustica are collected bark pieces of the southern European oak tree. These are 
not pieces that have been peeled from the trees but have been collected from fallen off 
branches. Consequently the pieces vary significantly in shape, length and diameter and 
can have several branches. Some may also have a decorative moss or lichen layer. For this 
product no living tree has been damaged deliberately. The cork pieces are good climbing 
and hiding spaces for your animals.
Since Cork Rustica is a natural product and can vary greatly in shape and size, it is sold by 
the kilogram. We also provide a selection of different sizes of tubes and flat cork pieces 
with barcode sold by the piece.

Cork „Rustica“

Natural branches, wood and stones

Tronchos are collected branches from the oak tree. They still have the wood core and are 
available in a huge variety of lengths and diameters. Most of the branches have several 
branch outs and moss and lichens layers on them which makes them look very attractive. 
Tronchos are excellent to provide your animals with a lot of climbing space.

Tronchos - Cork Branches

The Grapevine Tree has four wooden feet allowing it to stand on its own offering a robust 
climbing place reptiles but also rodents and birds.

Grapevine Tree
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Article EAN Item #

sandblasted grapevine „s“ approx.30-45 cm DLR-K

sandblasted grapevine „M“ approx.40-60 cm DLR-M

sandblasted grapevine „l“ approx.50-70 cm DLR-L

sandblasted grapevine „Xl“ approx.60-90 cm DLR-XL

sandblasted grapevine „show“ approx.80-110 cm DLR-S

Article EAN Item #

grapevine dark „s“ approx.30-45 cm DLD-K

grapevine dark „M“ approx.40-60 cm DLD-M

grapevine dark „l“ approx.50-70 cm DLD-L

grapevine dark „Xl“ approx.60-90 cm DLD-XL

grapevine dark „show“ approx.80-110 cm DLD-S

Article EAN Item #

Premium grapevine „M“ approx.40-70 cm DLP-M

Premium  grapevine „l“ approx.60-80 cm DLP-L

Premium grapevine „Xl“ approx. 60-100 cm DLP-XL

Premium grapevine „show“ > 100 cm DLP-S

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Application Example:

grapevine Tronchos Premium grapevine

Lucky Reptile Grapevine is sandblasted and looks very attractive. Compared to the Pre-
mium Grapevine it has a brighter colouration and is quite thin. The pieces have unique 
branching creating a special charm.

Grapevine

The same wood as the normale grapevine but not sandblasted to the core. A layer of 
dark brown colour is left which makes the wood look quite different. 

Grapevine „dark“

Premium Grapevine is sand basted and has a darker colouration. Normally the trunk is 
thick and has several branches which makes it excellent for arbicol reptiles. Compared to 
the normal grapevine it is heavier and the branches are thicker. 

Premium GrapevineN
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Article EAN Item #

grapevine Perch approx. 50 cm DLRT-1

Article EAN Item #

sandblasted grapevine root „M“ approx.40-50 cm DLW-M

Article EAN Item #

Terrarium root bleached show approx. 100x25x25 cm TRB-S

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Like the Grapevine Tree, the Grapevine Perch is fixed to a wooden plate as stand (with a 
screw! No nails!) and can stand on its own. The Grapevine Perch looks elegant and fili-
gree and is an excellent climbing spot for reptiles, rodents and birds.

Grapevine Perch

These grapevine roots are excellent for decorating the floor area of your terrarium and 
provide a lot of climbing and hiding space.

Grapevine Root

These attractive roots are perfect as climbing and hiding spot for all types of terrariums. 
They are bleached and have an almost whithish colour. They are put together from 
several small roots giving them an especially attractive look.

Terrarium Roots bleached
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Article EAN Item #

opuwa wood small approx. 15-30 cm OW-S

opuwa wood medium approx. 20-40 cm OW-M

opuwa wood large approx. 30-50 cm OW-L

Article EAN Item #

Mopani wood mixed sizes, charged per kg MW-KG

Mopani wood small approx. 15-30 cm MW-S

Mopani wood medium approx. 20-40 cm MW-M

Mopani wood large approx. 40-60 cm MW-L

Article EAN Item #

savannah wood mixed sizes, charged per kg DL-SW

savannah wood large approx. 40-60 cm SW-L

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

The African Opuwa wood comes sustainably harvested directly from Namibia. It is sand 
blasted and otherwise completly natural. The reddish / brown wood is a very attractive 
alternative for your terrarium decoration.

Opuwa Wood

Mopani Wood is a relatively heavy and robust wood type which 
is perfect for aquariums and vivariums, offering the animals 

plenty of climbing and hiding space. It is sandblasted and 
has an attractive coloring: light beige on the top and a very 
dark brown on the bottom. This makes it an attractive 
addition to desert type vivariums. The different pieces 
vary greatly in size and shape. Very large pieces are 
available as well. 
Available with barcode label and sold by piece OR in 
mixed sizes chargeable by the weight!

Mopani Wood

Savannah wood is a dark brown and robust wood. It is sandblasted and has several bran-
ches with hollows and caves, making it an excellent decoration item for terrariums and 
aquariums. The pieces are sandblasted and can vary greatly in size and shape. Very large 
pieces are available as well. 
Available with barcode label and sold by piece OR in mixed sizes chargeable by the 
weight!

Savannah Wood
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Article EAN Item #

savannah Bush approx. 70 cm   DSB-1

savannah Bush approx. 40 cm   DSB-2

Article EAN Item #

Tea Bush approx. 100 cm   DLTB-100

Article EAN Item #

Cactus wood small approx. 20 cm long, 4-5 cm thick CW-S

Cactus wood medium approx. 40 cm long, 2-3,5 cm thick CW-M

Cactus wood large approx. 80 cm long, 4-5 cm thick CW-L

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

The Savannah Bush consists of several thin branches and is a great stylistic element for 
desert type terrariums. They also offer a lot of climbing space to the animals.

Savannah Bush

This exotic tea bush is an ideal climbing facility for terrarium animals and perfect for 
either tropical or dry terrariums. The dense branching helps the animals in their camou-
flage and makes them feel secure, so they can also show their natural behaviour inside 
the terrarium. In addition to these advantages the tea bush is very decorative and makes 
the terrarium appear even more natural. 

Tea Bush

Lucky Reptile Cactus wood provides many benefits for 
your animals. Because of its rough and pitted surface, 

it is perfect for climbing and a welcome help for the 
skinning of reptiles. By the extraordinary appearance, 
it is a natural enrichment in any desert terrarium. Our 
cactus wood is only sand blasted and not chemi-
cally treated.

Cactus Wood
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Article EAN RRP Item #

Bamboo stick 1m approx 10 cm thick DLB-1

Bamboo stick 1m approx. 3 cm thick DLB-13

Bamboo stick 1m approx. 5 cm thick DLB-15

Article EAN RRP Item #

rock with holes mixed sizes, price  per kg DLHR-KG

Article EAN RRP Item #

Corkscrew liana small, 80-120 cm approx. 2-4 cm thick KL-2

Corkscrew liana small, approx. 80-120 cm 
approx. 4-7 cm thick KL-4

Asia liana small, ca. 100 cm   DLA-S

Amazon liana mini, 80-120 cm approx. 1-2 cm thick AL-1

Amazon liana small, 80-120 cm approx. 2-4 cm thick AL-2

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

These natural bamboo sticks are excellent for decorating terrariums. They are good for 
climbing and offer hiding space to the animals. Especially day geckos but also crested 
geckos love bamboo.

Bamboo

Hole rocks are an excellent decoration for aquariums and terrariums. The have an attrac-
tive shape and offer hiding places to the animals.

Rocks with holes

Lianas bring the real jungle feeling into the terrarium. They are perfect for the animals to 
climb on and offer good hiding places and a retreat thanks to their often specials forms. 
We offer different kinds of lianas like corkscrew lianas that honor their name, Amazon 
lianas that have small troughs in which rain water is collected and which can be planted 
easily or the filigree Asia lianas that are excellent for chameleons. Since all lianas are a 
product of nature, every piece basically is unique and makes your tropical vivarium an 
individual artwork of nature.

Lianen
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Article EAN RRP Item #

Naturè s Treasure - deko Box   DB-01

Article EAN RRP Item #

life Experience deco set desert  LDS-01

life Experience deco set Jungle   LDS-02

life Experience deco set Mantis  LDS-03

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Badam Palm Pod seru Fino Jacaranda Canoinhas

Furnishing example 1 Furnishing example 2sample set Jungle sample set desert

Mother nature offers us a great variety of products that are qualified for decorating terrariums. Some even have special 
functionalities. Completely naturalistic constructed terrariums have a cartain charm which make them very attractive and 
beautiful.

Natural Decoration
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Nature‘s Treasure is a colorful mixture of natural seed pods, nut shells and wooden 
leaves that come directly from the countries of origin of the animals. They are perfect 
for the naturalistic design of each terrarium while providing good hiding places for the 
animals. 
The package includes: Badam, palm pod, Seru Fino, Jacaranda, Canoinhas. Nature‘s Tre-
asure is not chemically treated.

Nature‘s Treasure

Suitable decoration for small nano terrariums is not so easy 
to find. That is why we offer attractive deco sets including 

small twigs, wood, pieces of bark, hiding-places and 
mosses attuned to the sizes of Insect-Tarrium, Life Box 
and Co.. As there are natural products, the sets can 
differ in their composition.

Available as Desert and Jungle variant as well as a 
special version for mantids.

Life Experience Deco Set
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Article EAN Item #

spanish Moss 50g   LM-50

Article EAN Item #

Rose of Jericho   DL-RJ

Article EAN Item #

grass Bush approx. 25-40 cm   DLG-01

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

dry humidify well

Spanish Moss is ideal for a creative decoration of dry and humid terrariums. Hanging 
down from branches, it gives each terrarium an impressive appearance. Many small rep-
tiles and amphibians like to use this natural product as place to hide.

Spanish Moss

This incredible desert plant often is referred to as „Rose of Jericho“. In its dried state it is 
already a great decoration of desert type terrariums. The showstopper however is, when 
it is getting wet. The twigs unfold and the whole plants opens up and looks green again. 
After drying-out it closes back to its original form, just to unfold again when water is 
coming into play. A great effect in every terrarium!

„Rose of Jericho“

These dried tufts of grass are well suited to decorate desert and savannah terrariums. They 
can easily be planted into the substrate.

Grass Bushes
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after approx 30 minutes
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Article EAN Item #

desert Bush „natural“ small approx. 15-20 cm DDB-N

desert Bush „bleached“ small approx. 15-20 cm DDB-B

desert Bush „bleached“ medium approx. 25-40 cm DDB-BM

desert Bush „natural“ medium approx. 25-40 cm DDB-NM

Article EAN Item #

Coral wood approx. 30-50 cm DCW-1

Article EAN Item #

Palm Torch approx. 30-40 cm DLF-1

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Application Example:

desert Bushes Palm Torch Coral wood

These little, filigree bushes are an excellent decoration for small desert type vivariums. 
They offer shelter and hiding places to the animals and greatly increase the attractive-
ness of the vivarium with their wonderful appearance. 
Available with natural colour and bleached in a very light tone. 

Desert Bushes

Coral Wood is a bleached, nice wood that – like the desert bush – is well suited to bring 
nices colour splashes and contrast into a terrarium. Due to many branches the wood 
seems loosened up and is often used by the animals to climb on. 

Coral Wood
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Lucky Reptile palm torches are dried flowers of palm trees and an excellent decoration 
for desert type and tropical terrariums. No matter if used for climbing or as hiding place 
on the floor, the palm torches are readily accepted by the animals and a great addition to 
every terrarium.

Palm Torch
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Article EAN Item #

„Xaxim“ Tree Fern Panel, ca. 30x20x1,5cm (Dicksonia) XSP-30

„soft“ Xaxim Panel, ca. 50x20x1,5 cm (Dicksonia) XSP-50

„soft“ Xaxim Panel „natural“ ca. 40x20 cm (Dicksonia) XSPN-40

Article EAN Item #

Tropical Turf - peat panel  40 cm approx. 40x20x3 cm TT-1

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

The peat panels are a purely natural product. They consist of 
so-called white peat, i.e. the fibers of the peat mosses that 

transform themselves into the peat can still be recog-
nized. The fibers offer good hold and humidity to plants. 

The panels can be used as a floor covering or as back-
ground that will turn green after a while. However, 
the material is not suitable for a background which is 
drenched in water like with xaxim! Due humic acid of 
the white peat the pH value is low between 3-4. This 
guarantees that also always humid panels plates do 

not get mouldy and decompose only slowly. With con-
tinuous moistening the panel will start to go green with 

plants (mainly moss) by itself. By rubbing off the damp 
panel with living moss you can accelerate the growth of 

something green. 
Tip: As peat has very little nutrients, it is necessary to add fertilizer for most plants or 
you have to focus on plants that like sour soil. 

Xaxim is obtained from tree fern. Under optimal climate 
conditions and watering this dark material can show 

new plant growth on its surface. It is also an excel-
lent soil for plants like bromelias and tillandsias. 
This makes Xaxim an excellent addition for tro-
pical terrariums to increase the attractiveness. 
Xaxim panels can be glued with silicone and are 
excellent for use as background or substrate. 
There are panels available which are cut straight 
on all sides but also one that has an uneven front 

(Panel „nature“). This version usually has better 
abilities for plant growth.

Xaxim Panel
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Tropical Turf - Peat Panel
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Article EAN Item #

Coco Planter, small coco fiber planter  0.7 l CP-S

Coco Planter, medium coco fiber planter  1.5 l CP-M

Coco Planter, large coco fiber planter  2.0 l CP-L

Article EAN Item #

Coco dish approx. 22,2x15x6 cm DCD-1

Article/ EAN Item #

Coco hide Box approx. 15x14x16 cm DCB-1

Article EAN Item #

Coco Cave whole coconut, approx. 10-14 cm DLC-1

Coco Cave 3/4 3/4 coconut, approx. 10-14 cm DLC-2

Coco Cave 1/2 1/2 coocnut, approx. 10-14 cm DLC-3

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Lucky Reptile Coco Planters are a 100% natural products without chemicals or pesti-
cides. The planters are made of coco fibres, natural gum is used as adhesive. The 
advantage of these coco fibre planters is, that the roots of the plants can grow together 
with the fibres. If the planter finally gets too small for the plant, both plant and coco fibre 
planter can be transferred into a larger planter. Lucky Reptile Coco Planter can be used 
for terrariums, aquariums, ponds and also as a regular planter for your home and garden.

Coco Planter

The Lucky Reptile Coco DIsh is a natural water dish made of a coconut. It is excellent for 
natural vivariums.

Coco Dish
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The Lucky Reptile Coco Box is made from a whole coconut. The hard interior of the 
coconut is hollowed out and acts as hide-out for the animals. The fiber hull of the 
coconut is still existent and ensures a natural and attractive look. 
The Coco Box is perfect as wet box if you fill it with Sphagnum Moss.

Coco Box

Lucky Reptile Coco Cave are hiding caves made from natural coconuts. They are excel-
lent natural hiding spots for aquariums and terrariums and are well accepted by the ani-
mals. Available are whole nuts, halved nuts and three quarter coconuts. The coconuts are 
about 10-15 cm in size.

Coco Cave
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Article EAN Item #

Terra Cliff set small 
contains 2x TC-02, 1x TC-04 + accessories TCS-S

Terra Cliff set large 
contains 2x TC-02, 1x TC-05 + accessories TCS-L

Terra Cliff set 1 
contains 1 each TC-02, TC-04, TC-05 + accessories TCS-1

Terra Cliff set 2 
contains 3x TC-01 + 1 each TC-02, TC-04, TC-05 TCS-2

Terra Cliff set 3 
contains 2x TC-01, 2x TC-02, 1x TC-04, 1x TC-05 TCS-3

Terra Cliff socket small approx. 9x5x2 cm TC-01

Terra Cliff socket  medium approx. 11x10x4 cm TC-02

Terra Cliff socket large approx. 21x11x4 cm TC-03

Terra Cliff Top Plate medium approx. 29x10x4 cm TC-04

Terra Cliff Top Plate large approx. 39x13x4 cm TC-05

Terra Cliff Plugs (10 pcs.)   TC-06

Terra Cliff Connectors (10 pcs.)   TC-07

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Lucky Reptile Terra Cliff is an artificial terrarium rock system. 
It offers climbing and hiding space to the animals and 

has the advantage of a much lower weight compared 
to natural stone, reducing the risk of injury for the 
animals. The system can be easily and flexibly 
expanded, allowing the herp keeper to create large 
„rock stacks“ as to his requirements with plenty 
of hiding and climbing spaces as well as basking 
areas. 
The starter sets contain two „socket“ and one top 

plate as well as the necessary connectors and sili-
cone. Various extensions are available separately.

Terra Cliff
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The advantage of artificial decoration is its imperishability and the better hygienic conditions. Most artificial decoration items are 
easier to clean and to desinfect and they last a lifetime. When it comes to the optical appearance, most of the items are difficult 
to distinguish from their natural counterparts. Since it is also possible to design artificial decoration for specific requirements 
and applications, they often have a high functionality.

Artificial Decoration
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Article EAN Item #

water dish sandstone - mini approx. 8x6x2 cm WDS-1

water dish sandstone - small approx. 11x8x2,5 cm WDS-2

water dish sandstone - medium approx. 15x12x3 cm WDS-3

water dish sandstone - large approx. 23x20x5 cm WDS-4

water dish sandstone - maxi approx. 30x22x6 cm WDS-5

Corner dish sandstone - small approx. 9x9x2 cm WDS-6

Corner dish sandstone - medium approx. 14x12x3 cm WDS-7

Corner dish sandstone - large approx. 18x18x4 cm WDS-8

Corner dish sandstone - maxi approx. 24x24x6 cm WDS-9

Turtle dish sandstone approx. 17x15x2 cm WDS-10

water dish granite - mini approx. 8x6x2 cm WDG-1

water dish granite - small approx. 11x8x2,5 cm WDG-2

water dish granite - medium approx. 15x12x3 cm WDG-3

water dish granite - large approx. 23x20x5 cm WDG-4

water dish granite - maxi approx. 30x22x6 cm WDG-5

Corner dish granite - small approx. 9x9x2 cm WDG-6

Corner dish granite - medium approx. 14x12x3 cm WDG-7

Corner dish granite - large approx. 18x18x4 cm WDG-8

Corner dish granite - maxi approx. 24x24x6 cm WDG-9

Turtle dish granite approx. 17x15x2 cm WDG-10

water dish lava - mini approx. 8x6x2 cm WDL-1

water dish lava - small approx. 11x8x2,5 cm WDL-2

water dish lava - medium approx. 15x12x3 cm WDL-3

water dish lava - large approx. 23x20x5 cm WDL-4

water dish lava - maxi approx. 30x22x6 cm WDL-5

Corner dish lava - small 
approx. 9x9x2 cm WDL-6

Corner dish lava - medium approx. 14x12x3 cm WDL-7

Corner dish lava - large approx. 18x18x4 cm WDL-8

Corner dish lava - maxi approx. 24x24x6 cm WDL-9

Turtle dish lava approx. 17x15x2 cm WDL-10

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

water dish lava maxi

water dish granit medium

water dish sandstone small

These new Lucky Reptile dishes are made of a special material. It does not only look like 
stone but also feels like it when touched. While the bowls look from the outside like a 
rough stone, they have a smooth interior for easy cleaning and hygiene. Our Water Dishes 
are available in three colours: Sandstone, Granite and Lava.

Water Dish

water dish Turtle dish

Corner dish
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Article EAN Item #

Food dish sandstone - small approx. 13x9,5x1,8 cm FDS-1

Food dish sandstone - medium approx. 21x16x2,5 cm FDS-2

Food dish sandstone - large approx. 30x23x3,5 cm FDS-3

Food dish granite - small approx. 13x9,5x1,8 cm  FDG-1

Food dish granite - medium approx.  21x16x2,5 cm FDG-2

Food dish granite - large approx. 30x23x3,5 cm FDG-3

Food dish lava - small approx. 13x9,5x1,8 cm FDL-1

Food dish lava - medium approx.  21x16x2,5 cm  FDL-2

Food dish lava - large approx. 30x23x3,5 cm FDL-3

Article EAN Item #

dripper small 
1L Water Tank DR-1

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Food Dish

Lucky Reptile Dripper
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Drippers are very practical and good for the well-being of the 
animals, however most available models are not looking 

very attractive. The Lucky Reptile Dripper changes this 
fact; it is looking like a tree trunk but is a fully usable 
dripping system with internal 1L water reservoir. It 
looks very natural adding a certain attractiveness to 
the terrarium. It also presents additional climbing 
and hiding spaces to the animals. 
The Dripper is mounted on a special support which 

can be fixed to the vivarium wall. This allows to easily 
take of the Dripper from the support for cleaning and 

re-fill.
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Article EAN Item #

Terra Bark small  approx. 20x11x7,5 cm TB-01

Terra Bark medium  approx. 30x15x10 cm TB-02

Terra Bark large  approx. 42x20x13 cm TB-03

Article EAN Item #

Cozy Cave mini approx. 11x6x4,5 cm CC-XS

Cozy Cave small approx. 16,8x9,8x6,5 cm CC-S

Cozy Cave medium approx.  23x16,5x7,5 cm CC-M

Cozy Cave large approx.  28,2x23,5x10 cm CC-L

Article EAN Item #

Cozy Cave mini approx. 11x6x4,5 cm NC-S

Cozy Cave small approx. 16,8x9,8x6,5 cm NC-M

Cozy Cave medium approx.  23x16,5x7,5 cm NC-L

Cozy Cave large approx.  28,2x23,5x10 cm NC-XL

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

These natural looking resin bark pieces are excellent hiding pieces for all kinds of reptiles 
and amphibiens as well as other small animals. They are easy to clean and more hygienic 
than natural wood.

Terra Bark
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The Lucky Reptile Cozy Caves look like flat pebbles and fit well in any type of terrarium. 
They are perfect to make the animal feel safe and secure, because reptiles love narrow 
hiding places in which they have body contact to the ceiling of the hide.  Generous hides 
are not well accepted by most reptiles, as the animals do not feel safe in them due to the 
lack of contact with the sides of the hide. 
The Lucky Reptile Cozy Cave is available in various sizes, suitable for popular species 
such as leopard geckos, corn snakes and many more.

Cozy Cave

The Lucky Reptile  Namib Caves fit particularly well into desert and dry terrariums 
due their sandstone color and the rugged appearance. They not only serve as a 
hiding place, but also climbing facilities and basking area for a sunbath. Depending 
on the design they feature several entrances and exits.

Namib Cave
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Article EAN Item #

Frog Cave approx. 15x8x5,5 cm FC-1

Frog Cave replacement dishes 3-pack   FC-2

Article EAN Item #

Fogger Cave „stone“ - spray Protection   
approx. 9x9x11,5 cm FOC-1

Fogger Cave „Tree“ - spray Protection 
approx. 9x9x9,5 cm FOC-2

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

The Lucky Reptile Frog Cave was especially developed 
for poison dart frogs. Many poison dart frog species 

lay their eggs inside small caves. The Frog Cave 
corresponds to the places these frogs seek out in 
nature and provides them with a secure egg laying 
place that can also be easily controlled. One of 
the components of the system is a dish filled with 
water in which eggs or tadpoles can be put by the 
frogs. The dish can easily be removed to be able 

to raise the tadpoles under controlled conditions. 
Additional fitting dishes can be purchased separa-

tely and standard petri dishes with a diameter of 5 cm 
will also fit into the cave. The Frog Cave is made out of 

robust resin. It looks very natural and can easily be cleaned.

Frog Cave

The Lucky Reptile Fogger Cave is a useful accessory for 
mini foggers. Since foggers spray up water while pro-

ducing fog, it often happens that water lands outside 
the basin with the fogger and after a short time 
the fogger will not work anymore due to a lack of 
water.
The Fogger Cave prevents this as it acts as spray 
protection. Through the holes in the top the fog 
can rise out but most splashes are prevented. In 

addition the Fogger Cave prevents that animals can 
get into with the fogger and get hurt. The fogger is 

simply placed inside the Fogger Cave and the cable 
lead through the corresponding openings. Together both 

is put into a tub with water, in which the fogger then works 
reliably. The Fogger Cave is made of resin and available in two 

variants: “Stone” and “Tree” blending in well with rest of the setup.

Fogger Cave
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Article EAN Item #

hide Cave small  approx. 20x11x6,5 cm HC-11

hide Cave large  approx. 45x25x20 cm HC-13

Article EAN Item #

Tree Planter small  approx. 12x14x6,5 cm TP-K

Tree Planter large  approx. 30x27x13 cm TP-L

Article EAN Item #

Mulit Box „Bark“ large  approx. 45x25x23 cm MB-83

Mulit Box „stone“ medium  approx. 32x17x15 cm MB-92

Mulit Box „stone“ large  approx. 45x25x23 cm MB-93

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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These caves are natural looking stone replicas made from resin. They are an excellent 
addition to all terrariums and offer the animals the needed retreats and hiding places.

Caves

Remaining stock

Tree Planter are made of resin and look like a natural tree trunk with an opening to add 
a plant. An excellent product to add live plants to your terrarium without destroying its 
natural looks with plastic or clay pots. 
The Tree Planter can also be fitted with normal planters with standard diameters, e. G. for 
use on the side board.

Tree Planter

The Multi Box is no normal hiding place but a specially designed system. If you 
add Lucky Reptile Sphagnum Moss you can create a humid retreat which is readily 
accepted by the animals. Such a hiding place helps to prevent skin problems and 
promotes easy shedding of the animals. It is perfect for Ball Pythons! In addition 
the Multi Box is an excellent egg laying place for lots of snakes and lizards. 
When designing this product, the characteristics of the natural egg laying places 
were considered which leads to a high acceptance of this product for egg laying 
and reduces the risk of the animals being eggbound. 
The cave consists of two pieces and has a special sliding system which allows for 
easy control of the interior. Available in „Stone“ and „Bark“ design.

Multi Box
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Article

stonegroup small

approx. 11,5x5x5 cm

Item # SG-S

Article

stonegroup large

approx. 25,5x14,5x6,5 
cm

Item # SG-L

Article

Planterstones

approx. 13,5x11x11 cm

Item # PS-1

Article

Resin Bridge

approx. 22x11x9 cm

Item # DS-R

Article

Tree stump

approx. 21x11x16,5 cm

Item # TS-M

Article

Mangrove roots small

approx . 19,5x8x16 cm

Item # MR-S

Article

Mangrove roots medium

approx. 23,5x18,5x17 
cm

Item # MR-M

Article

Mangrove roots large

approx. 36x17x32,5 cm

Item # MR-L

Article

resin Tree

approx. 24,5x18x19 cm

Item # RT-1

Article

resin root lightbrown small

approx. 21,5x19,5x13 
cm

Item # RB-S

Article

resin root lightbrown large

approx. 25,5x17x16,5 
cm

Item # RB-M

Article

wooden Cave small

approx. 14,5x10x7 cm

Item # WC-S

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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Resin has the advantage that it is robust and offers flexible design possibilities. It is possible to practically copy every kind of 
decoration item like wood and stone with resin and have it look as realistic as the original. After hardening resin is save for 
the animals and can also be used underwater.

Lucky Reptile Resin Deco              (ETA June/July)
NEw
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Article

wooden Cave medium

approx. 23x15,5x10 cm

Item # WC-M

Article

wooden Cave half-closed

approx. 15,5x10x8 cm

Item # WC-HR

Article

deco wood Mushroom Trunk

approx. 27x8,5x11,5 cm

Item # DW-S

Article

drift wood medium

approx. 30x14x18 cm

Item # DW-M

Article

drift wood large

approx. 40,5x9x17,5 cm

Item # DW-L

Article

Cave with branch

approx. 25x17x27 cm

Item # CT-1

Article

Forest wood kongo

approx. 23x9x9 cm

Item # FW-5

Article

Forest wood Premium medium

approx. 28,5x27x23,5 
cm

Item # FWP-1

Article

Forest wood Premium large

approx. 37x25,5x27 cm

Item # FWP-2

Article

Forest wood Zambia

approx. 24,5x8,5x13 
cm

Item # FW-6

Article

deco skull Crocodile

approx. 25x11,2x15,2 
cm

Item # DS-C

Article

deco skull Monkey

approx. 15x12x11 cm

Item # DS-M

Article

deco skull Cow

approx. 22,5x12,5x8,5 
cm

Item # DS-B

Article

deco skull ram

approx. 19,5x7x12 cm

Item # DS-R

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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Article EAN Item #

lucky reptile waterfall small approx. 18x18x22 cm WF-1

lucky reptile waterfall medium approx. 23x22x29 cm WF-2

Article EAN Item #

waterfall for AquaTarrium   WF-9

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

The Lucky Reptile Waterfall is made of robust resin with stone 
appearance. It has a safe stand, a flat back and no ope-

nings through which animals could enter the interior of 
the waterfall. The whole waterfall is a well thought off, 
practical system. The water part which is accessible to 
the animals, is kept shallow for intent. The animals can 
drink out of the reservoir but will not defecate into it, 
because it is too shallow. Also no feeding insects can 
drown. Waterfalls with larger reservoir quickly can be 

full of germs and bacterias as reptiles defecate into the 
water and there is a high risk of drowning. 

The front part of the waterfall is removable for servicing the 
pump. A compartment for adding a fogger (not included) is 

available.
A adaptor is required in the UK.

Waterfalls

Waterfalls

This waterfall is ideal for terrariums with a large water supply. Thanks to its large filter 
chamber, it not only provides soothing waterworks but also filters the water part. The pump 
is easily accessible through a shaft, a mini fogger can be retrofitted. Several small, closable 
bulges can be planted, if desired. The large sun island also offers dry places where the ani-
mals can dry off. The waterfall is open at the back and should be glued with silicone to the 
terrarium wall. Dimension: circa 40 x 55 x 60 cm (L/W/H)
Attention: required minimum water level 15 cm.

Waterfall large
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deepening for plant pots deepening for fogger basking platform

water cup deepening for fogger
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Article EAN Item #

Turtle Island II small approx. 18x13x3 cm TU-S

Turtle Island II medium approx. 29x18x5 cm TU-M

Turtle Island II large approx. 39x21x5 cm TU-L

Article EAN Item #

kids deco - Mushroom house pink approx. 9,5x7x8 cm KD-01

kids deco - Mushroom house green approx. 9,5x7x8 cm KD-02

kids deco - Apple house approx.9,5x8x9,5 cm KD-03

Article EAN Item #

Turtle Plateau small approx. 17x9x2,5 cm TUP-S

Turtle Plateau large approx. 30x20x4 cm TUP-L

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

Turtle Islands

The successor of the popular Turtle Island is now made out of a spe-
cial synthetic resin construction that has very good floating cha-

racteristics and is more robust than the foam of the old models. 
Installation inside the aquarium is done with suction cups 
mounted to a bar construction that allows the the Turtle Island to 
adapt to the water level. 

Turtle Island II
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Usually children have other needs and different tastes than adults. While adults place 
great value on the natural design of a terrarium, children prefer colorful and funny deco-
rations. Generally the animal does not really care. As long as their needs are satisfied, 
they do not really need a natural looking cave, a colorful mushroom house will also be 
accepted as a hide. 

Deco for Kids

The Turtle Plateau is a simple swimming island made from robust 
plastics and can be easily cleaned. It reaches a little bit into the 

water on the sides allowing the turtles an easy exit from the 
water onto the island. Thanks to its floating body and the holder 
that is attached to the aquarium wall with suction cups, it can 
adapt automatically to the water level.

Turtle Plateau        (ETA June/July)  NEw
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Article

orchid pink

approx. 30 cm 

Item # IF-11

Article

orchid white

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-09

Article

orchid red

approx. 25 cm 

Item # IF-14

Article

orchid red

approx. 35 cm 

Item # IF-13

Article

orchid purple

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-15

Article

hanging orchid white

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-16

Article

hanging orchid white

approx. 20x30 cm 

Item # IF-18

Article

hanging orchid lavender

approx. 20x30 cm 

Item # IF-17

Article

Bromelia purple, large

approx. 35 cm 

Item # IF-23

Article

Bromelia red, small

approx. 20x30 cm 

Item # IF-20

Article

Bromelia yellow, 3 Flowers

approx. 25 cm 

Item # IF-24

Article

Bromelia red, 3x flowers

approx. 35 cm 

Item # IF-25

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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Lucky Reptile Jungle Plants are natural looking copies of attractive tropical plants like bromelias and orchids. Your animals 
won‘t discover a difference to a natural plant. The plants are an everlasting and attractive addition to your terrarium. 

Infinite Flora Jungle Plants

Plants
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Article

Anthurium white

approx. 25 cm 

Item # IF-31

Article

Anthurium red

approx. 35 cm 

Item # IF-30

Article

Bromelia guzmania red

approx. 40 cm

Item # IF-26

Article

Twig with Berries on stone socket

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-35

Article

Anthurium pink

approx. 50 cm 

Item # IF-32

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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Article

kalahari Bush

approx. 50 cm 

Item # IF-52

Article

serengeti grass, white flowers

approx. 30 cm 

Item # IF-61

Article

Borneo grass, red spikes

approx. 30 cm

Item # IF-62

Article

„Fat Plant“ succulent

approx. 15 cm

Item # DP-25

discontinued
while stocks last

Article

kilimandscharo Bush

 approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-51

Article

Tillandsia on stonesocket

approx. 20 cm

Item # IF-80

Article

Borneo grass, white spikes

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-63

Article

Mediterranian grass

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-64

Article

Yellow Thistle

approx. 40 cm 

Item # IF-65

Article

Congo grass

approx. 50 cm 

Item # IF-66

Article

sumatra grass

approx. 20 cm 

Item # IF-67

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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We offer a large product line of artificial cactus, agaves, succulents and other desert plants. All plants are mounted on a reali-
stic looking resin rock base and look very natural. 

Plants on Resin Socket
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Article

Agava small

approx. 10 cm 

Item # IF-81

Article

Tiger Aloe

approx. 8 cm 

Item # IF-82

Article

Echeveria

approx. 8 cm 

Item # IF-83

Article

Cactus 3x

approx. 15 cm 

Item # IF-84

Article

Agava medium

approx. 15 cm 

Item # IF-85

Article Q4

succulent small

approx. 10 cm 

Item # IF-90 

Article Q4

Crassula yellow

approx. 15 cm 

Item # IF-92 

Article Q4

desert Bush

approx. 15 cm 

Item # IF-86 

Article Q4

Fern

approx. 25 cm 

Item # IF-101 

Article Q4

Bamboo Tufts

approx. 25 cm 

Item # IF-102 

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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Article

Pothos Vine

approx. 200 cm 

Item # LP-70

Article

Philo Vine

approx. 200 cm 

Item # LP-71

Article

Ivy Vine

approx. 200 cm 

Item # LP-72

Article

gape leaf Vine

approx. 200 cm 

Item # LP-73

Article

Philo

approx. 60 cm 

Item # LP-61

Article

Ivy Bush

approx. 60 cm 

Item # LP-62

Article

louisanna Moss

approx. 100 cm 

Item # LP-92

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products

These attractive and natural looking plastic plants have several strands of large leaves 
that offer protection from sight and additional hiding space to the animals. Makes your 
terrarium look more alive. 

Jungle Plant Bushes

These long plastic vines look very natural and are excellent for decorating your tropical terrarium. The large leaves offer 
protection from sight and additional hiding places to the animals. Especially frogs will love them. Lucky Reptile Jungle Vine 
plants are also an excellent addition to your turtle tank as attractive basking and recreation areas. 

Jungle Vine
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Louisiana Moss is a hanging tillandsia which grows on trees in Middle America and the south of the USA. Our artificial Loui-
siana Moss can only be distinguished from the living tillandsia by touching it and it is much easier to care for.

Louisiana Moss
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Article

Flora Mat - Tropical Fern

approx. 26,5x26,5 cm 

Item # FM-86

Article

Turtle Plant - ludwigia

approx. 40 cm 

Item # TP-40

Article

Turtle Plant - horn Fern

approx. 40 cm 

Item # TP-42

Article

Turtle Plant - Ceratopteris

approx. 40 cm 

Item # TP-41

Article

Turtle Plant - Bacopa

approx. 40 cm 

Item # TP-44

Article

Tillandsia

approx. 17 cm 

Item # IF-01

Terrarium Furniture and Deco Products
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These plant mats are made from robust plastic and are 
attached to a plastic grid. The grid can be easily cut to the 
desired size and glued to a wall with silicone if desired. Flora 
Mat are excellent as attractive background but also as subs-
trate; especially in amphibian tanks with water on the floor. 
The mats can also be cut as desired and planted as „single 
bushes“ into the aquarium/terrarium substrate.

Flora Mat

The Lucky Reptile Turtle Plants are excellent for turtle tanks. They offer basking, resting and hiding areas to the animals and 
increase their safety feeling. Plants also reduce the risk of drowning for young turtles as enough resting places are provided.

Turtle Plants

Due to the wire in the plant stalk, it is possible to use these plant flexible in the whole terrarium. You could stick them to the 
terrariumbackground by excample or attatch it to a branch.

Plants with wire
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Article EAN Item #

Tweezers 14 cm straight   PG-14

Tweezers  20 cm straight   PG-20

Tweezers  30 cm straight  PG-30

Tweezers 40 cm straight   PG-40

Tweezers  20 cm angular   PA-20

Tweezers  45 cm angular   PA-45

Article EAN Item #

Feeding Tongs 25cm angular   ZA-25

Feeding Tongs 40cm angular   ZA-40

Tools

Tweezers are excellent for feeding reptiles and for handling scorpions, tarantulas and 
smaller lizards and snakes. They are made of stainless steel and are very robust. Excel-
lent for everyone who likes to keep a distance to the animals. There is a big advantage in 
offering the food over tweezers as you know exactly how much the animal eats and you 
can directly influence what it eats.

Tweezers

Tweezers & Forceps

Thanks to the practical handle you have a more secure grip on forceps than on tweezers. 
They are therefore excellent for handling dangerous animals where a safe grip is a pre-
requisite. Especially scorpions can be handled very well with forceps. Generally forceps 
can be put to the same use as tweezers. They are made of high quality stainless steel.

Forceps
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Article EAN Item #

pinky press   PP-1

replacement Glass Tube for pinky press   PP-2

Article EAN Item #

plastic pipettes, 3 pcs.   PP-3

Article EAN Item #

cricket Keeper approx. 13,5 x 20 cm CK-1

Tools

The Pinky Press is used for force feeding snakes and other reptiles. It is basically a metal 
syringe into which the food is given and then injected as mash into the mouth of the 
animal.

Pinky Press

Tools for Feeding and Drinking

These plastic pipettes are excellent for providing drinking water to chameleons and 
other lizards. For juveniles it is especially important that they drink enough and this can 
be ensured by offering them water through pipettes. The pipettes can also be used for 
dosing and providing vitamines and medicines. The soft plastic tube minimizes the risk of 
injury for the animals. Biting into the pipette will not end in accidental injuries.

Pipettes

Who does not know the problem? What to do with 
crickets that cannot be fed directly? How can I keep 

the feeding insects over a longer time and make 
sure that they are healthy and nutritious food? 
The Cricket Keeper helps to answer these 
questions!
In the Cricket Keeper feeding insects can not 
only be stored for a longer time – food and 
water dishes are included – an intelligent 

construction also allows removing the insects 
easily and feed them in easily dosed portions.

Crickets are nocturnal animals that hide in dark 
places during the day. The tubes of the Cricket 

Keeper are rough on the inside and offer a perfect 
hiding place. The bottom entry can be closed with an included 

cap so that the insects can be easily transported to the vivarium and portioned as 
desired. In addition the Cricket Keeper consists of practically indestructible PET 
plastic and is safely closed with a screw lid. Contrary to the popular hard plastic 
boxes it will survive a fall. The problem with escaped feeding insects is a thing of 
the past.

Cricket Keeper    (ETA June/July)
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Article EAN Item #

Fly Feeder   FF-1

Tools

Did you already know this problem? You would like to 
offer some extras to your animals and feed tasty flies. 
At the end all flies are loose in the house and your chame-
leon or frog are still hungry?  
Theirs is a solution! With the practical Lucky Reptile Fly 
Feeder offering flying feeding insects, like flies or moths 
is easy and convenient. Simply fill a breeding stock of the 
feeding animals in the Fly Feeder and wait until the ani-
mals hatch. Then put the Fly Feeder in the terrarium and 
open the plug. The insects will go out successively and 
keep your pet busy for a time. 
Of course you can always also let out as many feeding 
insects as you like and feed the remainder in other 
terrariums.

Fly Feeder
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Article EAN Item #

snake Hook 50cm   LH-50

snake Hook 75cm   LH-75

snake Hook 100cm  LH-100

Article EAN Item #

snake Hook deluxe 100cm   LHD-100

snake Hook deluxe 60cm   LHD-60

Article EAN Item #

collapsible Hook 40-100 cm   PH-2

pocket Hook, collapsible  approx. 18 - 50 cm PH-1

Tools

Snake Hooks are a must when handling snakes. You can keep the snakes at a safe distance and the handling with a hook is 
less stressful for the animals. Lucky Reptile Snake Hooks are made of aluminium, have a good grip and are robust. They are 
being made in German in a workshop for handicapped people.

Snake Hooks

Hooks and Tongs

These professional snake hooks have an excellent manufacturing quality. They have a rubber grip for best handling.  Also opti-
cally attractive!

Deluxe Snake Hooks

Collapsible Hooks can be adjusted to the desired length and therefore offer the best possible flexibility. 
The Pocket Hook is small and handy and excellent for small snakes. It can be adjusted from 18 to 50 cm. 
The large collabsible hook is robust, adjustable from 40 to 100 cm and can be arrested at the desired posi-
tion. An excellent hook for handling most snakes.

Collapsible Hook
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Article EAN Item #

pin Hook 60cm   LHP-60

pin Hook 100cm   LHP-100

Article EAN Item #

snake Tongs approx. 66 cm SZ-66

snake Tongs approx. 100 cm SZ-100

snake Tongs approx. 130 cm SZ-130

snake Tongs collapsible approx. 100 cm SZ-K110

snake Tongs collapsible approx. 130 cm SZ-K130

Tools

With the snake pin hook snakes can be pinned down behind the head, so that they 
cannot bite and can be safely grabbed with the hands afterwards. The flexible rubber 
piece at the end minimizes the risk of injury and makes the pin hook suitable for most 
snakes sizes. Perfect for handling venomous snakes.

Snake Pin Hook

Snake tongs are perfect for handling dangerous snakes (i. E. poisonous snakes). They 
have pistol grip and the tongs can be used to secure the snake safely behind the head 
without hurting it. Also available in a foldable version.

Snakes Tongs
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Article EAN Item #

professional probe set  contains 6 probes SO-2

probe set, 5 probes   SO-3

Article EAN Item #

protection Glove grey „right hand“   GL-R

protection Glove grey „left hand“   GL-L

Tools

These probes are used for sexing reptiles and especially snakes. This method usually 
supplies accurate results and is often the best way to sex the animals properly as a lot of 
species cannot be sexed from external characteristics. 
Attention! You can injure the animals when using probes for sexing. The risk is especially 
high with small and juvenile animals.

Sexing Probes

Tools for sexing

These robust protection gloves combine movement flexibility and 
good protection. They are perfect for handling snakes and espe-

cially large lizards like monitors, green iguanas or water dragons 
whose claws can cause serious injuries if unprotected.

Protection Gloves

Protection Wear
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Article EAN Item #

Terra lock - for sliding doors  Door Overlap 2,5 - 8 cm LTL-5

Terra lock same keys  Door Overlap 2,5 - 8 cm LTL-6

Article EAN Item #

Terra padlock  Padlock, key incl.                     TPL-1

Terra padlock plus - simultaneous locking          
Padlock, key incl TPL-2

Tools

We have revised our popular Terra Lock sliding door lock. Thanks to its optimized length 
and gearing, there is now one size that fits all Lucky Reptile terrariums with sliding doors. 
In general it is suitable for all sliding doors with a maximum strength of 6 mm and an 
overlap of 2,5 to 8 cm. For people having more than one terrarium or whole display setups, 
the Terra Lock Plus is available always supporting the same key. That means every Terra 
Lock Plus bought can be opened with the same key thus saving the users fiddling with 
several keys. Unfortunately the keys are not compatible to the preceding Terra Lock model.

Terra Lock

Accessories for Vivarium Construction

The Terra PadLock is a robust padlock and ideal for securing Lucky Reptile swing door 
vivariums. It is convenient and easy to open and also available in simultaneous locking 
version, the Lucky Reptile Terra PadLock Plus. This version is ideal if you take care of 
many terrariums or entire terrarium display setups, as all locks of the “Plus” series can be 
opened with same one key. Of course, the Lucky Reptile Terra PadLock is also suitable 
for swing door terrariums of other manufacturers. This way you can also work on these 
terrariums with just one key, rather than fiddling with combination locks.
Also suitable for Lucky Reptile Starter Kits!

Terra Padlock
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Article EAN Item #

cable organiser 50 cm   CO-50

Article EAN Item #

sealing profile for sliding doors 100 cm   SP-100

Article EAN Item #

Aluminium mesh 50x5cm „silver“   AMS-505

Aluminium mesh 50x5cm „Black“   AMB-505

Aluminium mesh 100x5cm „silver“  AMS-1005

Aluminium mesh 100x5cm „Black“   AMB-1005

Aluminium mesh 100x10cm „silver“   AMS-10010

Aluminium mesh 100x10cm „Black“   AMB-10010

Aluminium mesh 100x15cm „silver“   AMS-10015

Aluminium mesh 100x15cm „Black“   AMB-10015

Article EAN Item #

Glass leading profile 4mm „top“ 100 cm, black   
for 4 mm glass GL4-T

Glass leading profile 4mm „bottom“ 100 cm, black   
for 4mm glass GL4-B

Glass leading profile 6mm „top“ 100 cm, black   
for 6 mm glass GL6-T

Glass leading profile 6mm „bottom“ 100 cm, black   
for 6 mm glass GL6-B

Glass leading profile 4mm „top“ 100 cm, white   
for 4 mm glass GL4W-T

Glass leading profile 4mm „bottom“ 100 cm, white   
for 4mm glass GL4W-B

Tools

The Cable Organiser is a useful accessory to tidy up your cables around the 
terrarium. It contains a 50 cm cable lead profile that can be glued to the 

back of the terrarium/aquarium. In addition a 75 cm flexible cable tube 
and four cable clips are included, giving you all means to organise and 
hide the cables. Of course it is possible to cut the cable leads to the 
required length. In order that the cables can be identified easily, labels 
are included.

Cable Organiser

The Lucky Reptile Sealing Profiles help to prevent that insects and small animals escape. 
They are put over the rim of one the sliding doors where the doors overlap. The flexible 
lip of the profile closes the gap between  the  glass  doors  while  still  guaranteeing that 
the doors can be easily moved.
The profiles can be cut as needed to the required size.

Sealing Profiles

Lucky Reptile Aluminium Mesh is characterized by a very small hole diameter. Thanks to 
small  hole spacings the wiremesh achieves a good light transmission from above. This 
is the reason, why the Lucky Reptile Aluminium Mesh is ideal for home built glass or 
wooden vivariums. Available in natural aluminum or black anodized.

Aluminium Mesh

Different types and colours of glass lead profiles for DIY terrariums.

Glass Lead Profiles
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Article EAN Item #

Bug stop -  cricket Trap BS-1

Article EAN Item #

sand scoop approx. 32x12x6 cm SC-2

Article EAN Item #

shovel sifter approx. 27x10x6 cm SC-3

Article EAN Item #

sand cleaner approx. 37x15x4 cm SC-1

Tools

The Bug Stop is a trap for crickets, cockroaches and several other insects. It has a 
glue surface which has a bait included that attracts the insects which then get stuck 
in the glue. The trap should be placed in the proximity of areas known to be inha-
bited or frequented by the insects as well as strategical areas like the kitchen.

Bug Stop - Cricket Trap

Other Tools

These reasonably priced sand sifters are made of sturdy nylon and have the optimalper-
foration to quickly screen terrarium sand, fine gravel and terrarium soil. Feces anddirt will 
remain in the shovel and are cleanly separated from the terrarium substrate.

Sand Scoop

This solid sand cleaning sifter is very suitable to effectively cleaning terrarium sand. Inthis 
case the sieve catches dirt, such as excrements, while the fine, pure sand will flow-
through the mesh of the sifter. Due to the shape of the shovel an ideal handling insidethe 
terrarium is possible.

Shovel Sifter

The Sand Cleaner is a convenient tool for cleaning vivarium sand. It is very robust and 
has a special design which offers several advantages over original sand sifters. The flat 
underside allows easy handling inside the vivarium. The perfectly sized holes ensure a 
quick and thorough cleaning result. In order that no dirt and sand is distributed outside 
the vivarium, the Sand Cleaner has a part with no holes at the back. By holding the Sand 
Cleaner in an angle the dirt is collected in this area and can be safely brought to the trash 
bin, without having sand trickling out like with normal sifters.

Sand Cleaner
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Article EAN Item #

Egg-O-Bator EOB-1

Egg-O-Bator „UK Version“ EOB-1UK

Incubation and Breeding

One of the most interesting aspects of herp kee-
ping is breeding the animals. The Lucky Reptile 

Egg-O-Bator is the perfect incubator for the 
first breeding success and offers everything 
necessary for the beginning. It has a capa-
city of approximately 4L suitable for three 
breeding tubs. Operating is as easy as it 
can be: Plug it into the wall socket and 
choose one of three possible temperatures: 
26°C, 29°C and 32°C. These temperatures 

are perfect for most popular reptiles, such 
as leopard geckos, bearded dragons or corn 

snakes. Breeding recommendations and hints for 
these and other popular species can be found in the 

extensive manual. 
The casing of the incubator has very good insulation capabilities, minimizing 
the influence of the outside temperature and also guaranteeing a low energy 
consumption of just 5 W/h on average. The Egg-O-Bator brings a lot of fun 
because of its innovative egg form and it blends in well into children’s rooms. 
Three stickers with different funny motives – chameleon, snake and tortoise - are 
included, so young herp keepers can decorate their first incubator by themselves 
as desired. 
Dimensions (WxDxH): 28x26x32 cm, interior: 11,5x14,5x22 cm

Egg-O-Bator
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Incubators

Leopard Gecko Bearded DragonEuropean tortoise

Ideal animal species for breeding in the Egg-o-Bator Included stickers
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Article EAN Item #

Herp Nursery II HN-2

Herp Nursery II - „UK Version“ HN-2UK

Incubation and Breeding

Now with more space for up to 24 cricket boxes! The Herp-
Nursery II is a multifunctional device equipped with an 

innovative peltier-system. This  allows the device to cool 
and to heat, making it suitable for use as an incubator, 
but also for hibernating animals. It can switch auto-
matically between heating and cooling to keep the 
desired temperature. Contrary to other incubators the 
Lucky Reptile Herp Nursery II will automatically enter 
cooling mode if the breeding temperature is sur-
passed and bring it back to optimum, preventing the 

loss of eggs due to overheating. A very useful function 
on hot summer days! 

The temperature area is approximately 5° to 60°C but 
depends on the surrounding temperature. The digital ther-

mostat allows setting the temperature in 1°C steps. Please note 
that there is a temperature gradient of 4°C between upper and lower area inside the device. 
Thanks to plenty of space, this is a big advantage as you can incubate different species with 
different temperature requirements or breed for specific sexes and all in one device! Due to 
the temperature gradient, the displayed temperature is only a guideline and we recommend 
monitoring the temperature in the different parts with a separate thermometer. 
The Herp Nursery II is very energy efficient and only needs 10 W/h on average. A large front 
window enables a good and easy monitoring of the inisde. Interior lighting can be turned on 
if necessary. 
Dimensions (WxDxH): 42 x 34 x 48 cm, interior 27 x 24 x 37 cm

Herp Nursery II – Inkubator
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We frequently receive complaints on temperature variations with the Herp Nursery II. That‘s due to the tech-
nical design and is described in the user manual. However, it has no impact on the breeding results since what 
matters here is the temperature of the breeding substrate, where the variations in temperature are less than 
0.5°C.
Generally it should be considered to what the breeding temperature recommendations relate, because the 
temperature inside the breeding substrate will always be lower than the breeding rooms temperature. Conse-
quently, if the temperature recommendation refers to the temperature of the substrate, the device has to be 
set to a higher temperature. We recommend to always monitoring the temperature with a separate thermo-
meter since every incubator will show temperature variations in the breeding room, which have an impact 
on the temperature of the breeding substrate. Due to its construction, the Herp Nursery II has a temperature 
variation from the bottom (lowest) to the top (highest) of about 4°C. With 32°C in the upper area you‘ll get 
about 28°C in the lower area. This effect can be used to breed different species or to selectively breed for a 
certain sex. With Greek Tortoises for example, you can expect more females at approx. 32°C and more males 
at approx. 29°C. By placing the breeding tubs in different shelves inside the Herp Nursery II it is possible bree-
ding your own desired sex ratio without the need for a second incubator!
Temperature variations also exist in the widely used polystyrene area-breeders, but there is less
of a clear pattern in the variations. Thus, contrary to the Herp Nursery II, it is nearly impossible to selectively 
breed animals with differing temperature requirements.

Display

Interior lighting

Hibernation

Did you know?

The continuous improvement of our products is important to us, so we can always offer to our customer‘s not only innovative but as well high-quality products. The Herp 
Nursery go as the first incubator all over for Peltier‘s technology so it was able to do both heat and cool.
Unfortunately, it turned out that the relays were a weak spot during high load combined with frequent switching.
As an answer, our development department has completely revised the board and found an innovative solution has cleared the former known problem. 
Since 2014 all devices (from batch Nr. X5 on) are delivered with the new switchboard and the complaints are reduced so practically closed to zero. Refitting of old devices 
with the new board is possible. Please contact your local dealer if switching problems with older machines occur.
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Article EAN Item #

Lucky reptile Vermiculit 1 Liter   
breeding substrate for eggs Verm-1

Lucky reptile Vermiculit 5 Liter   
breeding substrate for eggs Verm-5

Article EAN Item #

HatchBox ca. 17x11 cm HB-01

replacement thermometer for HatchBox HB-01T

Article EAN Item #

Hatchrite 2L ready to use breeding substrate HR-2

Incubation and Breeding

HatchRite is a specially formulated breeding substrate for reptile eggs which already has 
the right substrate humidity. It is ready to use and no water has to be added. HatchRite 
is being used by professional American breeders since years and lead to increased hatch 
rates and successes. Normally it is not necessary to add water during the breeding pro-
cess. When using HatchRite you simply open the bag and pour it into a closed breeding 
box. HatchRite has been used with great success  incubating amongst a lot of other spe-
cies: bearded dragons, leopard geckos, corn snakes, ball pythons, green tree pythons, etc.

HatchRite
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Breeding Substrate

Vermiculite is a breeding substrate for reptile eggs. It is a good heat insulator and pulls 
humidity away from the eggs while ensuring a high humidity in the air. It also can be used 
as cage substrate. But caution: dry vermiculite is absorbing lots of humidity, therefore make 
sure that your animals and eggs do not dry out.

Vermiculite

Breeding Accessories

Hatch Box
The Hatch Box enables to incubate eggs without substrate directly 

over water. Incubating eggs without substrate is very hygienic and 
reduces the risk of fungal infection of the eggs significantly. By 

incubating directly over water a constant, high humidity is gua-
ranteed which is ideal for most reptile eggs. The included ther-
mometer allows monitoring the breeding temperature directly 
at the egg. One Hatch Box can comfort up to 12 eggs with 
the maximum size of 35x20 mm. Up to 10 Hatch Boxes can be 
fitted into the Lucky Reptile Herp Nursery II. Unfortunately the 

Hatch Box does not fit into the Egg-o-Bator. 
Tipp: To reduce the risk of water splashing on the eggs when 

moving the tray, you can add a few grains of Lucky Reptile Aqua 
Crystals to the water. The water will turn into a slight gel that will still 

maintain the humidity but does much around slower and reduces the risk of contact with the 
eggs.

NEW
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Article EAN Item #

rodent cage 47x30x16 cm   MB-1

rodent cage 54,5x39,5x20 cm   MB-2

rodent cage 31x15x19 cm  MB-3

Bottle with sipper for rodent cages   MB-11

Bottom tub for rodent cage 47x30x16 cm   MB-1W

Lid for rodent cage 47x30x16 cm   MB-1D

Bottom tub for rodent cage 54,5x39,5x20 cm   MB-2W

Lid for rodent cage 54,5x39,5x20 cm   MB-2D

sipper for Bottle rodent cages  MB-11S

Article EAN Item #

BraPlast plastic box 1,3L transparent 185x125x75 mm BP13T

BraPlast Lid  1,3L transparent   BP13-DL

BraPlast Bottom tub 1,3L transparent 185x125x75 mm BP13-UT

BraPlast plastic box 3L transparent 245x185x75 mm BP30T

BraPlast Lid 3L transparent „holes“   BP30-DL

BraPlast Bottom tub 3L transparent 245x185x75 mm BP30-UT

BraPlast plastic box 3L transparent „no holes“  
245x185x75 mm BP30T-OL

BraPlast plastic box 5,8L transparent 185x185x190 mm BP58T

BraPlast Lid 5,8L transparent  BP58-D

BraPlast Bottom tub 5,8L transparent  
185x185x190 mm BP58-UT

BraPlast plastic box 1,3L white 185x125x75 mm BP13W

BraPlast Lid  1,3L transparent „no holes“   BP13-DL

BraPlast Bottom tub 1,3L white 185x125x75 mm BP13-UW

BraPlast plastic box 3L white 245x185x75 mm BP30W

BraPlast Lid 3L transparent „no holes“   BP30-TOL

BraPlast Bottom tub 3L white 245x185x75 mm BP30-UW

Incubation and Breeding

Lucky Reptile rodent cages satisfy the highest quality expectations and are made for 
the hard everyday use of professional rodent breeders. The tubs are made of easy 
to clean and practically indestructible plastic and the lids are made of high quality 
steel and are small meshed. Fitting robust plastic bottles are available separately.

Rodent Cages

Breeding Accessories

BraPlast tubs are practical plastic tubs that are perfect for keeping invertebrates but also for 
the transport and short-term rearing of reptiles and amphibians.Two different types of lids are 
available: with our without holes. The holes are in the corner of the lid and 3-4 mm big.

BraPlast Tubs
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Article EAN Item #

Lucky Reptile Game „Mix & Match“ MM-1

Article EAN Item #

Lucky Reptile Info DVD „German“   DVD-1

Lucky Reptile Info DVD „English“   DVD-1UK

Article EAN Item #

Lucky Reptile Cotton Bag BAG-1

Gifts and Accessories

Our pairs game for herp keepers of all ages is always  great fun.  35 popular species 
are shown on the cards, including their latin names. In addition to the general memory 
training, it will be easier to remember the scientific names of the animals. Also recom-
mended as a gift idea!

Lucky Reptile Mix&Match

Games

The Lucky Reptile Info DVD offers with a playlength of over 100 minutes a lot of informa-
tion on the hobby Herp Keeping and the Lucky Reptile products.

Lucky Reptile Info DVD

Multimedia

100% cotton, 1 side print

Lucky Reptile Cotton Bag

Merchandising
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Article EAN Item #

Snake bag 200x150 mm with string BAG-20

Snake bag 300x200 mm with string BAG-30

Snake bag  420x300 mm with string BAG-40

Article EAN Item #

Transport Box for Lizards small 165x50x60 mm AB-S

Transport Box for Lizards medium 340x50x60 mm AB-M

Transport Box for Lizards large  270x90x170 mm AB-L

Article EAN Item #

Heat Pack   HP-1

Animal Packaging

The Lucky Reptile bags are the ideal packaging and protect the animals from possible 
injury during transport.

Snake bags

The transport boxes have been especially designed for transporting lizards. The shape 
makes the animals feel secure and prevents larger lizards from turning around and hur-
ting themselves. A much better option than a bag or plastic box. Available in two sizes.

Transport Boxes for Lizards

The heat packs will start to warm when they get contact with oxygen. This makes them 
an excellent heat source during the transport of reptiles and other animals. Attention! For 
proper function sufficient oxygen is necessary. Inside a closed styrofoam box heat packs 
will not work properly. 
The special design of the Lucky Reptile Heat Packs ensure a long warming period and 
steady temperatures.

Heat Pack
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Lucky Reptile Starter Kit Turtle 

Lucky Reptile Miti-Powder 

Lucky Reptile AxoNew 

Lucky Reptile Tortoise Home 

Lucky Reptile ProVit 

Lucky Reptile Super Fog Nano II 

Lucky Reptile Cricket Keeper 

Lucky Reptile HatchBox 

Lucky Reptile Bright Control Premium Pack 
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